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IgTRODPCTIOlSr 
Ho c iv i l i zed language can he called as entirely 
pure. Each abounds in large stocks of loan words. They 
owe the/r. existence to s c i e n t i f i c inventi on^, social 
i n s t i t u t i o n s , new products and commodities which had 
•brought thei.r names alons ssith them from the foreign 
oounti ies (1 ) . A close contact between two languages 
either d i r e c t l y , "by personal inter-course between the 
speal^rs, or i n d i i e c t l y , through^^dium of l i terature , 
further . .'enriches the stocks of loan words. The d irect 
contact between the languages may be peaceful on the 
a 
frontiers of two spe#.ch areas when vast number of 
people speaking a language migrate to a di f ferent place 
or a few individuals travel among foreigners and stay 
f o r a greater or less period with them. It assumes a 
violent form when a people enter a land by the force of 
arms. 
History ia f u l l of the examples of both types of 
contacts. I t i s a well known fact that the Crusades 
contributed innumerable words to t l ^ vocabulary of Europe• 
( 2 ) . A good example of a peaceful contact between two 
ths* 
languages are rec'^nt Mammoth migrations in India a f ter 
the part i t ion . The language of Lahore and Karachi is 
changing in the direction of Urdu from i t s origi-wml 
Punjabi and Sindhi form, while on the other side the 
language around Delhi i s fas t moving in favour of 
Punjabi. 
The graater the number of people betv/een whom tbe 
contact exists the larger w i l l be the mutual influence 
of the languages. Genaarally the language of the 
people wito are inferior in culture wil l absorb more 
1 . p . D. Gune,AH introduction to comparative Philology. 
p. 68 . 
2 . Philp K. Hithi , History of the Arabs(Lonaon 19 46) . 
p. 664. 
numerous foreign worda but whatever i t i s able to 
c®ntribute to tlie superior, wbetber i t is natural 
product or some human invention, i t w i l l generally 
carry i t s old. name alon;; with i t . 
The langu&.ges which have contributed most to the 
vocabulary of various languages are Greek, Latin, 
French, English and Arabic. 
Arabic enjoys a unique position aiaane other 
languages. I t i s the religious language of coiamunity 
which constitutexone-fifth of the human race, ^uran 
and Hadis, whichare ti:^ two nain fountain - heads 
of religious and cultural l i f e of Islam are in Arabic 
and a l l the Muslims are expected to offer prayers in 
Arabic, to greet each other in i t and .to. reci te ."^uran 
in the original. Islam regulates the l i f e of i t s 
adherents in every sphere, whether p o l i t i c s , social 
organization, or law. Arabic plays such a great part 
in the l i f e of a l l the Muslims that even those people 
whose mother-tongue i s not Arabic become familiar with 
i t through religious usxiages and ceremonies and 
incoroporate many of i t s words in their oisn languages* 
Andre Lefevere has observed that Arabic, being the 
language of Islam, has deeply p^net^mted t a l l the 
Musialman nations, Turkish, Persian and Hindustani, 
and has contributed a considerable number of words fc® 
European v ocabular^es(1). 
Apart from being the religious language, of I., 
a large community i t s importance i s also due to the 
fact that i t was spoken by a valliant and adventurous 
people. Wherever the Arabs went, whether on war or 
a mission of peace their language was with them. 
1. Andere Lefevere, Race and Language(London 1894) 
p. 222. 
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Their sword ha-d landed clsarm to their languap.e. Ttie 
conq.uered people, everywhere tried to learn their 
language. 
Besides this , by and by, a l l the treasures of 
Greek and latiji Sciences were transferred into a 
Arabic. I t was this language which had r^ued Greek 
am 2'atin Sciences from Oblivion anci reintroduced them 
to the world. Arabic had j^ a^ined the subtlity and 
richness of Greek and i t was the only key to learning 
and sciences f o r a serious student. 
This important role played by Arabic made most of 
the languages indebted to i t . The Arabic words which 
found their way in different languages have been 
compiled separately, sho^ng the various changes 
which they have undergone. 
The Arabic words in Portugie? have been collected 
to-gether by Hajib Alhaddad in his book *A1 K a l i m t 
A1 Arabia f l ( lughat : A1 Burtaghalia*. Those which are 
current in French have been con^iled by Henry Lomns in 
a book enticed as *A1 Kalim al Arabia fa a l lughati 
a l firansav/ia*, while in the Hevr :3ngliah dictionary the 
Arabic v/ords in English have been enumerated. In 1869 
Professor Doay and Angleman published a book from I»ei<ien 
which contains a l l the Arabic v/ords in Spanish and 
French along \7ith the various changes in then. But 
for various reasons, a work comprisinfc the Arabic words 
which are current in Urdu v/ith some changes, i s lacking. 
The oain reason behind the dearth of such works 
in India i s the fact that a spirit of sc ient i f ic study 
and enquiry of the languages is quite absent, as compared 
to the Vfestern countries. A work on language i s 
considered to be useless and mere waste of tioie and 
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are 
energy. Iforeover, scholars wbo capable of tackling 
such a taslc are watitinp,. I t reauires a thorough 
fenov/ledge of Arabic and Urdu lanjwage and some 
acquaintance with Persian and E n ^ i s h too. But 
the most important thin^ in this respect is a 
right temperament. One should patiently delve into 
each single word before arriving at any conclusion. 
The f i r s t step i s to ransack a l l the available 
standard Urdu distionaries like Pdrhang-i-Asafia and 
Hoorul Lughat for the Urabie worfis in Urdu, noting 
their meanings, forms and pronunciations current in 
Urdu. This l i s t of ivords i s to be enlarged further, 
by consulting the various Urdu lexicons and dictionaries 
dealing 'sith the special vocabulary of T/onien, the 
of 
language Journalists, the various technical terms used 
in the lai^y-courts anci those which are patent of various 
trades and occupation and the s c i m c e s . This l i s t 
would not be complete wi thout a glance though the 
colloauial language and the idioms ancf perusal of 
books belonging to the early period of Urdu l i terature . 
After so much of drudgery only, the ground i s prepared 
for the main work. The next stage is discard words 
which have chsnge<i\o sense, by the aid of standard 
Arabic dictionaries l ike Taj aluius. But before 
noting a change of meanings in Arabic words in Urdu, 
the various books dealing with the Arabic vacabulary 
used around Baghdad at the time of the developcfent of 
Islamic culture and civi l ization must be in variably 
consulted. These books have noted certain words as 
?iawallad which were clad with new meanings, q.uite 
different from their classical sense, to cater for 
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fresh needs. Most of such words have been omitted 
by the dictionaries and so a man is often led to 
believe tba.t the change in the ueanings of tlneae 
words has taken place in either Persian or Urdu. 
This task bein;^ over the causes of each 
c&nge are to be found out according to -various 
principles of comparative philology which will be 
dealt later* 
The few works which have been done in Urdu 
on this subject are far f3rora satisfactory. Most 
of them seem to be done just for the sake of 
recreation and do not attempt at a serious and 
scienti f ic study of the language. Moreover, none 
of these works deals entirely with Arabic words 
the 
in Urdu and various changes which they bave under-
gone. 
Some times back Dr. Abul ^ais Siddiqi published 
a booklet entitled as "Urdu ke baz a l faz ki sarguaisht." 
Among^  other isords i t deals with some Arabic words 
whlc-h lost their identity in Urdu. This v^ ork shows 
a lack of acquaintance with ^jrabic on the part of 
the author. The word HAUDA ( l i t t e r ) i s said to have 
been airi ved from the /srabic MOvCi ^uda In t l ^ f i r s t 
• • 
place their is no such word as HAUDA in Arabic, 
having the sense of a l i t t e r , moreover the Arab* 
themselves borrov/ed the word HAUDA from India which 
became Arabicieaed as HAUDAJ* - iiad that word existed 
in Arabic there would have been no need of borrowing 
from a foreign tongue. 
Another word is MOPLA, which is the name of a 
Mislim comaunity of Arab origin, l iving in Madras 
Presidency. According to Dr. Siodiqi , i t i s corrupted 
form of M:A?LAH , Tifeich be tMnics to lie the word for 
a f e m e r in Ar^laic. .But HAJXAH is no ^/here to be 
found in ^ a b i c dictionaries. In f a c t , according to 
the History of these people, tho word M.OPI<A i s a 
coiapound of two Hindustl,ni T?/ord3 MAH(Mother) and PALA 
(brought-up), i . e . a child brought-up by a mother. • 
As their fathers v/ere Arabs they had l e f t for their 
country and they bad to be brought-up by their 
mothers who were- the natives of Incia. 
SHAEARC Sugar ) and RABBA (« cart) have been 
attributed an Arabic origin while in reality the former 
i s a product of Pers the latpr held ~ from 
Turlfley. Such examples can be further multiplied 
from thi s worls. 
Syed Sulairaan Hadvi , in a chapter in his book 
Huq,ush-i-Sula in Irani has treated of some Ambic words 
whose meanings have altered in Urdu. I t looks rather 
strange that the Iffianned scholar has h»»l«d Urdu to 
tho 
be respon£3ible for the changes in significance of 
certain Arabic tvor^s while those changes had occurred 
in Arabic i t s e l f . HSCp in the ijet^ning of cash, ¥ALI 
for a divine, GHARAS for an object, TUBBAT for a 
grave, DABITA for a rule, IHKISAR for humility, 
ISTKiLAL for i steadfastness, I^AL for good fortune, 
lEBAR for downfall and IMIZM and IHTIi!AM in the 
sense of managing some af fa ir were used by the Arabs 
themselves. The words QffLIYYA and MBAB too isere later 
used by the Arabs in the current sense as i s to be 
found in Kitab al Tabikh(l) by ^ t i b A1 
Baghdadi. 
In a bock called Tashih al Lughat, Molvi 
Rafi Ahzaad has dealt with the pronunciation and in a 
few cases with the foons of loan words in Urdu. This 
1. Mtab Al T a b i f f i T " ^ Molmmraad bita a l Hasan bih Mohaionad Ibn Al Kferim Al Kat4b Al Baghdadi (Mosul). 
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includes many Arabic -words tco» which are being 
wroiigly pronunced in Urdu. 
There i s a n t h e r boolc known ©.a ^ a u s a l Aghlat 
written by Syed Mukhtar Ahmad which has treated the 
various kinds of changes suffered by the Urdu words 
had 
in general- In this connection he dealt with the 
changes in meaning, pronunciation and form of some 
Arabic words a l s o . This i s the sol itary attempt! 
in Urdu to tackle the d i f f e r e n t aspects of changes 
in Arabic words. But the number of words ig very 
limited ana their treatment is a superf ic ial one 
There i s no other work worth mentioning in this connection 
save the book Sarghuzisht- i -Alfaz , written by Ahmad Bin* 
It is a book on comparative philology but incidentally ft 
the writer has traced the origin of a few Arabic 
words now used in Urdu. 
Whatever n^ght be the hurdles in the way, the 
entire l i s t of the words which have been borrowed by a 
language from som® other language and which have suffered 
in sorce way, raust^^repared. I t i s a work whose importance 
can never be over-estimated. 
Language has been truly described as the mirror of 
society which reflects every social change(l) . A strong 
social pressure, either through coiiQuest or personal 
interest has con^elled the infer ior to borrow from the 
language of the superior. If the con^erors are not 
naaeroua or more c iv i l i sed then the conq.uered, they w i l l 
be obliged to adopt their language due to the necessities 
of daily l i f e and the influence of l i terature . But 
when, two peoplewho are Bq.ually c iv i l i sed are brought 
into contact with ecch otiher, the language of the more 
1 . A«H. Sayce, "The principles of Comparative Philology 
(London 1885) -p . 176. 
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nunerous -i-ill doLnn&.te. In ct-te tli« conquerors "bring 
a more advanced c i v i l i s a t i o n with, tbem, their language 
i s sure to prevail inspite of the siaallness of their 
nuiriber* 
The loan words wi l l lielp us in toacing the histoid 
and distribution of e i v i l i a a t i o n , as vrell as the 
geoghraphicaland social relationship s of the past . 
They inforra us about the v/anderin^« of inventions and 
inst i tutions and bring certain f a c t s about tbs nat ivesj 
are 
to our knoiiledge which to be found no where in the books 
of hi story ( l ) . I f no exchange of TJorda-.; can. be 
traced between two languages,it I s sure sign of the 
fact that the two nations never caiae into contact 
with each other. In case, two nations had been brought 
together at any titae in liastory, the number of loan 
words and their quality wi l l inforra us about their mutual 
relations and the influence of one over the other. I t was 
w i l l even t e l l us which of the tvro more f e r t i l e in ideas 
and in iiha.t respect one had been superior to the other. 
'If a language has adopted a foreign -'ord for some natural 
product, i t does not pro»i the i n f e r i o r i t y of the borrowing 
nation. But i f i t i s the name of some object of industry, 
i t v/i l l emply the in fer ior i ty of the borrowing people 
to some extent. And in case these words pertain tmo 
e t h i c a l , re l ig ious , or p o l i t i c a l conceptions, we can 
safely infer that the nation i s inferior as regards 
moral and c i v i l development, because the foreign words ly 
are general adopted in cases where no word i s to be found 
in a language to express a given conception, or to indicate 
a given object(<2)As the loan \7ords are mostly technical 
1 . Otto Jesperson, Growth and Structure of the English 
Lan£iUage,p. 27. 
2 . Henry Gecil V/yld, The Hiatorical Study of the Mother 
Tongue (Loneon 197). p. 121 
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t e m s beloTi^^%osoiBe special branch of knowledge or 
industry, tTiey ^ 1 1 t e l l us wliat eacli ndti dnn bas 
learned from the other, if. they are grouped separately. 
The changes in meanings of the borrowed 
words thTvora as much l ight upon the socia l condition 
of the people as upon their psychology(l) . The word 
KIUI»rPA (Caliph) gaininj^ tlie aense of a" barber, the 
word SALAWAT fPrayeis) bsein^ used to nean abuses and 
the v/ord KA^BATAIIJ (the two temples of M»cca and ^ 
Jerusalem) becouing cui^rent- in the yense of the two 
dices in gatabling, a l l point to a degeneration of 
society . 
Some times these changes in meaning give a clue 
to family relations a l s o . The Arabic words KHA^ 
meaning enemy being used* in the sense of a husband 
in Urdu i s a sure pointer to old strained re3ation^ 
between the man and wife in India where the custom of 
child marriage was prevalent. 
Another b e n i f i t which w i l l be derived by showing 
the changaJ meanings of these words i s tiiat those who 
use these words w i l l be able to knov? fk^ their original 
meanings and would thus be saved from misusing them 
in their native language. ^f an Indian were to ask 
some Arab-* a f ter his MI2AJ (Condition) he would not 
be able to umerstana him as this v/ord i s used in the 
sense of *Mia:ture" in Arabic and the change has taken 
place only in Urdu. 
The fact that the loan words servei. as some of 
the mile-stones of general history necessitates i t 
that along with theiuhanged forms and meanings in the 
foreign language their original sense and form must 
1. J . Vendryes, A Linguistic Introduction to l^history 
(London 1925), p. 210. 
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be preserved,©thfe.rvfiae the r^veges of time will completely 
mask their identity and"ivliole^^ their value wi l l be 
be 
l o s t as i t HDUld impossible to interpret fhem rightly . 
For instance, i f we do laat Icnow that the original form 
of the Urdue word JOiARAD (Lathe) i s KHARAT , how can 
we know that i t xms introduced to India by the Arabs 
and thug conclude that the carpentry industry i s a leg^txy 
to the India ns from the Arabs. 
But the Arabic words to be fcur^ in Urdu, in most 
case, have not drifted amy from their original sense 
and undergone various changes, in this country only. 
By far the greatest change in the significances of 
these words took place around Baghdad durina the Caliphate 
of tlte Abbasids. 
I t was an age rcgc-rded as specially i l lustrioua 
in world annals due to the fact that i t witnessed the 
most momentous intellectual awakening in the history 
of Islam and one of the most significant i n ^ ^ o l e history 
of thought and culture* I t was marked by translations 
into Arabic from Persian, Sanskrit, Syriac and Greek. 
Along T,vith these translations the creative act iv i t ies 
were keeping pace. Ho vista was l e f t untraversed by 
the Muslims of this period. Thiir works covered Medicine, 
Philosophy, Alchemy, Astronomy, Mathematics and Geography. 
Arabic was being used a s ^ c h i c l e for sc ient i f ic purposes 
for the f i r s t tine ana so tiie s c i e n t i f i c terms had to 
be labtlled in i t . The advancement in culture and 
c ivi l i sat ion intiriirduced fresh ideas and' objects which 
hao to be n£,medi. So the olo Arabic *r;orda were either 
expanded or restrained in sense to laeet this emgBgeQcy 
and thus the need of adopting foreign words in large 
nurabe:®was dispensed with. 
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Tbes-e words niay be divided into four c lass8a( l ) . 
F irst ly those words v/hi ch were current In Ai-abic in their 
present form and measure but were never used in tbeir 
modern s^nse-which, was attributed to them later , being 
associated with the original meaning: in some respect* 
Under this head come a l l the technical terms. Other 
words besides them are like J-
HADARAT, which no*,? means culture and c ivi l izat ion 
but originally raeant» Ito sett le in the town." 
^ TA3^A» i s used in the sense of printing; while 
originally i t denoted, " to set a sea l . " 
Similarly the word NA2IR is now used to mean an 
©f f icer but in i t s early sense i t signified a \¥atch-man. 
The seconu group comprises words, which are thouSl^ 
Arabic by origin but were^never used in i t before ,in their 
present form.and measure. However, there i s relation-
ship between the root-meaning and the sense of the 
derived f o m . 
SAHAPAT, in the meaning of journalism was 
\_derived from SAHIi'A which means a paper. TA^DIR in 
the sense of export was derived from SADUR which 
means "to retuini from the bank after drinkina water". 
TASHKHIS (to act) was derived from SHAKES (body), 
and similarly TASHGIR was the off -shoot from SHAJR 
( a tree) and denoted "to embroider'^l 
Thirdly tliere were some foreign words v/hich were 
incorporated in Arabic long ago but now derivatives 
were made from them. SHATARA" m.3 derived; from SHATRANJ 
• » * * 
a sanskrit wortj, in the sense of playing chess ( 
SHATRANJ). T/iKHTil was derived in the sense of sooth-
saying, from the Syrian word le^ UCTOT. 
1. Syed Siilaiman Nadvi , iughat-i-Jad ida, pp 4to 6 . 
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^ Last ly , some compounds were taade from tv/o or more 
Akrabic words to depict some special sense, e-g« 
MAJLIS was used f o r tlae house of nobles. I t i s 
a compound of tbe words MAJLIS wMcii means*flieeting " 
and A l^fAH wbich. s i g n i f i e s nobles. Another such words 
i s KAIIB^' AL ASRAR, '2'SMl SlSCTKSIARY. I t i c o m M n a t i o n 
of the worda KATEB, a writer , and ASRAR which depict s 
secre ts . 
The next chanf^e in the Arabic \7ords on their 
way to India took place in Persia, -where m t h the entry 
of the Arabs as conqurers in the Seventh Century, 
deep and enduring; chan,g;es iTere graaually takin/y place 
in the l i f e atid thought of the people. Beligion, 
language and l i t e r a t u r e , in short every sphere bore 
the stamp of Arab:, contact ( l ) . For two centuries to 
come, a f t e r the Arab intfasion, Arabic remained the 
sole l i terary medium in Persia and later continued to 
be the langua^^e of theologyi^i philosophy and scietice, 
and to a large e:jctent also of diplomacy, pol i te society 
and b e l l e s - l e t t r e s and influenced the rhetoric and 
grammer too. 
Persian was so freely grafted with Arabic word 
f material , that a many and ingnorent people were led 
I to consider i t as an of f - shoot of the Semitic family, 
i t 
But i s grammer and structure and not the words only, 
which determines the family of language(2). Persian 
as opposd^ to Arabic belongs to the Indo-European group 
of languages and i s governed by i t s grammatical principles . 
The main differance between the charact i r i s t ies : of 
these tv/o families i s this that the Semitic languages 
have roots which regularly consist of a group of three 
1 . Molvi MohamraadTIusa"an 'Sa'lcliund an - i -]lar i s part 
I I , p. 222. 
2 . T.G. Tucker, Introduction to the natural history 
of languages (Lonuon 1908), p. 101. 
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or soKtetim^ four consonants which are to be found 
as constant eleiaenta throughout the series of ivords 
•which can "be derived from that root . These three or 
four consonants represent the general or undetermined 
notion. But to express tliese consonants as words or 
word -steia^^, i t i s es&entaal that they ahoula be uttered 
along with one or more sonants. The consonants are 
* 
theori t ica l ly unchan^ble , while the vo^/els constantly 
change^ in strength, position and number and these 
changes produce' a corresponding e f f « c t on the 
meanings or syntactical relat ions . On the other hand? 
in the Indo-Buropean language this part of the vowel 
points i s entirely played by terninational flexidns 
or composition aa we find in Persia^ a l s o . 
a 
The causes for such revolution created by a 
Semitic language in Persian were manifold. Since 
as the Arabs v/ere conquerors, thgir language became 
the sovereign language in Persian and thp Vernacular 
Sank to the position of a liund-3aaddi \miting at 
a respectable distance on the mistress, whose manners 
ana methods i t was natural for her to imitate . The 
older forms°expression begun to be discarded in 
favour of the new ones. I t beina the language of the 
rulers , the langu£ige of chivalry, v/ar and love ,appealed 
greatly to the Persians and they saw no beauty in 
their indig.®B0us v/ords. 
Besides t h i s , the Arabs hfcid brought rmny new things 
with them for which ho eiiu4val6nts were available in the 
local language and so the foreign names had to be 
borrowed. These new names relateo to fee dress , food 
re l ig ion ani various other things. Another reason 
V7hich contributed to the popularity of Arabic in Persia 
- 1 4 -
•was tile fact tbat i t bad ^on the rank of a s c i e n t i f i c 
language to which jaost of the ancient sciences had 
been t r a n s f e r r e d S o any scholar who wanted to do 
some substantial work had to learn Arabic. 
Although these causes flooded the Persian 
vocabulary with Arabic words, but they suffered a lot 
in this transi ti on( l ) . 
1 . The meanings of innuraeraible Arabic words 
underwent changes, e»g'SAIR, in Arabic meant to walk 
but here i t was used in the sense of viewing,. SHAMMA, 
originally denoted Ho siuell once* but in Persian i t 
came to meaA*a l i t t l e quantity*. lETIPA^CAr. height) 
denoted incorae in Persian. JALAK (Ar. sky) signif ied 
a \700den fraiae on wliich a criminal was tied by the 
f e e t for f logging. 
2 . Some plural \7ords of Arabic were used as 
singulars in Persian e . g . ^AS{as ( p i . of (asS , the 
night-watch) was used f o r the superintendent of 
police in Persian. ¥ A W ( ( p i . of Wadikh) , HA^A 
( p i . of HA^KiAT), m^L (pi . of AIl\L)were also used 
in the sense of singular word. 
T 3 . The of ma-adai:^ . was added to Arabic words 
Just l ike Persian ones e . g . ZIADTI, SALAMATI, SAPa4; 
the same was done even in the case of compounds, e . g . 
KHISH IZHLAai. DAULAT MSHDI. 
4 . The Mushaddad(doubled) words of Arabic ?/ere 
used as Ifukhaffaf e . g . NIYYAT was used as HITAT, 
IIAHWIYYAT as MAHWIYAT, KHASS a a SHA3, KHASIYYAT aa 
KHASIYAT, KAIFIYYAT as lUO'IYAT anu ITAZZARA as HAZARA. 
1 . Molvi Mohammad Huaain A^ad, Sakhundan Paris (Lahore 
^907) Part I I , pp. 22S-237 . — - -
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5. Sons somiJs in osrtajn Arabic worcis weiB. made 
as SAKIN (mute) e . g . , MUTAWii2r was used as MUTWA2I. 
6 . On the other hand some soundsb which were 
Sakin in Arabic were mde Mutaharrik, e.g» J^VHf was 
used as (aFU. 
7 7. Certain letters were dropped from Arabic 
> 
words, e . g . HUSAWAT, HHHAKAI became IIUSAWA end 
MUHASA with the omission of the letter TA» Similarrly 
a Ya was dropped from TAJHIZ and .TAGHYIR and they 
became TAMI2 and TAGHIR. 
8 . Some changes of TA^lLILalso took place e .g . 
HAJJ waB a l&ishaddad in Arabic, they added a Ya 
to i t a f ter Takhfif and i t became HAJt. In a 
somewhat similar way GHUI>DA)>ecame GHUBIE). 
9 . Presh words were derived from Arabic roots 
accordins to the Arabic measures. But tlieae 
derivations were not current in Arabic e . g . they 
derived MAYUS from YA*® but the Arabs use YA*US, 
instead . Similarly MARSUL waa derived in the sense 
of MURSAL. 
10. Arabic compound words were aoiitetimeswtitten 
as a single word e .g . the words (j^ LA and HTDATIH 
were combined into a single v;ord ^aLAHIBA. m 
11- Arabic words were used as Muzaf with 
Persian words just l ike the native y/ords. e^g-^ 
HUKMI SHAH, ^A^JSl RA2. 
12. In the same way they were used, as Muaaf 
I la ih , as well e .g . KAR-I-iQIAIR. 
13. Arabic words wajre used as compounds 
according to the priaciJ4es of Persian grammar, 
e . g . BASHARA3 -^I-®ATH, Ta' id- I -gHIB . 
14. Arabic words wers used ma adjectives with 
Persian nouns e . g . KARI KHAIR, SHAH-lf^ADIL. 
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15. The reverse was also true* Arebic words wars 
ciualified by Persian ones e - g . THAmRI SHIRIH,BINA-I-
BULAHD. 
16. Arabic words were used together a.3 adjectives 
according? to the principles of Persian Grammar, e-g* 
TAKIB- I-TAMAH, DAULAT- I-YLAZIR . 
17. In writing too th.e Arabic words coula not 
ejcapfi these vicissitudes. In the event of an 
laafat as in BAUSA-i-JAlJigAl and SILSILA-I^ fKHAHDAH a 
Hamaa ^a.3 super-imposed. Siiailarly in adjeetives, 
e . g . in EUKTA-I-BARJOSTA and LASriJA-I-NAICKUT a Hamaa 
waa super-injposed in the sarae was as v/aa done in 
the case of Hai-mukhtafi in Persian. 
18. Arabic words were combined together according 
to the principles of Persian grammar to be used as 
similies and metaphors, e - g . SHAHIS-I-GUL, TAUSAM-I-
DAULAT. 
19. Those Arabic words v/laich ended v?i th an Alif 
were given an additional Ya l ike the Persian words, 
when being joined x^ rith another word, e .g . BALA-I-
ASHAH, GHISA-I-BUH. 
20. S i fat i T a l i f i xias .aade by combining two 
Persian words, but now i t was made with a combination 
of either Persian or Arabic words together, e . g . 
I^HAL NISHAN or by a combination of pmrely Arabic 
words e . g . YUSD2 JAHAL, HAHIDA KHISAL. 
21. The Persian signs of ffa^il, § i f a t , ^ r f and 
Tasghir ^ere added to Arabic words too e .g . ©AQLAa? 
MUUB, GHUMGIN, TARABHAK, JAFAKAE, A^DL PAR¥AR, 
KAjm KSSH, S^ aTAM KADA, TiIAK. 
22. New words vrere derived in Persian from 
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tlae Arabic words. e-g-FOTIDJlM from FAHM, GHARTIDA2J 
from GHARAT and SHAlfl^ AM from SHAMSA. 
23. Some Persian i^ords were fomed on Aaabic 
meaamres, e . g . IIUTAERASH, MULABBAS, HA2AKAT, 
TAKA3HMUR (to become a Kashmiri). 
When Mobaianiad Ghori captured the kingdon of 
Delhi in 1193, the m y was paved for the fiow of 
these words in to India. There has been a difference 
of opinion about the time of the birth of Urdu. 
According modern researcliaa the seeds of Urdu were 
sown long before the conquest of Delhi by the Euslims, 
though i t became ripe as a liteimry language only 
a f ter the adoption of Selhi as the capital of the 
Muslim Empire. 
Urdu is said to be an off -shoot of the language 
whi ch was spoken between the Horth West Frontier 
Province and Allahabd, during the nev7 Indo-Aryan 
period(l ) . j^ t has originated neither from Punjabi 
nor from Khari Bfflli but i t has got the peculiarities 
of both. As Delhi and Agra remained the capital 
of lJuslima for many centKrtes, Khari Boli playeda 
a more prominent part in the formation of Urdu than 
any other local d ia lect . 
Most of the causes which Imd introduced Arabic 
words in Persian caiae into play in this country also 
a.nd enriched the coffers of Urdu i.yith Persian voaabulaiy 
which brought inuiaerable Arabic words in i t s wake. 
But Urdu d i f f r a from most other languages 
including Persian in that, i t is more inclined tl»n 
they are to swallow foreign words r&w, so to speak 
instead of preferring to translate them into some 
1. Dr. Syed Mohiuddin (^ arfri Zor, Hindustani Llsa-
aniat , pp-88-90 
-18-
mtive equivalent. Xn the case of Peraian words 
i t was partly due to a linguiskAic laainpss which-cwaa 
fostered especially by a preference for ^ords from 
tbat language as i t happended to be the language 
of the conquerors* Everybody who wanted to gain 
attention or preferment at court or to obtain 
sonie handsome job had to ffoo the Fersian mistresa. 
from 
Apart ' this fact the Muslims had brought 
many new things with them for -vfeich no names were 
available in the local meagre vocabulary and the 
exotics had to be v;eloomed. 
The thanf? winch played the most significant 
part in the gro\Tth of Urdu m s the foundation of the 
capital and the military camp at D e l h i ( l ) . I t 
for the f i r s t time brought about a contact between 
the foreigner and the local inhabitants on a mass 
scale and so naturally they had to borrow words 
from each others language for mutual understanding. 
But as the conqurtojs wera more eag^er to please their 
masters by adopting their -srorda, a huge number of 
foreign words became current in the local dialect* 
The change in the local language m s further accelerated 
•when during thp reign of Akbar, his revenue minister, 
Todar Mai, insisted that every Government cleric should 
learn Per si an ( 2 ) . 
These circumustances added to the importance of 
Persian and i t along with Arabic, the religious language 
of the rulers, was taught even in elexaentary school^ • 
Thus the inf lux of foreign words in Urdu was further 
enhanced. As people who had had their whole education 
1 . Eaia Babu Saksena, A History of Urdu Literature 
(Allahabad, 1927), p. 3 
2-. Ibid, p .# i3 . 
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in Persian and Arabic and had thought a l l tbeir beat 
thoughts in that lan^age to an extent which is no*t 
easy for us mocierns to realize* often found i t easier 
to write on abstract or learned subjects in Persian 
and Arabic than in tlteir orn vernacular, and when 
they tried to write on these things in tfrdu, Persian 
and Arabic .words would constantly coins f i r s t to their 
minds. Mental laziness and regard to their own momentary 
conveneince therefore led them to retain the Persian 
«nil Arabic words and giiie them only an Urdu termination. 
A l l tite causes which could stop t M s rush, of 
foreign words and maintain the strength and 
integrity of the local language were q.uite absent, 
'^either the economic conditions nor the polit ical 
situation favoured i t . fhere wafi no common religion 
so that the feeling? of religious comunity could 
increased- the resisting p«wer of the language. Above 
a l l there was no sense of the pretige of the local 
language, as i t s meagre vocabulary did not justifie'# 
i t . In raaintaininfl: the integrity and purity of 
AmMc the two later causes have been ever present . 
I t being their religious language they have zealously 
garded i t against any pollution. A sense of the 
prestige of their ovm language has also led them to 
keep i t a-vjay from a l l corruption. The richness and 
eloquence of their language made them regard the 
Persians as A^Jml (Dumb). 
Although Persian had the main role in crystal i -
zing and standardising tJrdu but a l l this time Arabic 
was p3&.ying an important side part and thm enriching 
Urdu vyith i t s o^ vn vocabulary in an indirect sanner. 
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But loany Arabic woirds had entered this country directay 
long before the advent of Muslim armies from the 
Nortli-
I t i s generally thought that the Arabs came into 
contact v;ith India only a f t e r the rise of Islam, 
when Mohammad bin !Q,as,im Invaided Sindh» But the 
available facts prove i t tJmt the Arabs trdders 
frequented the Indian ahores since times immemorial. 
According to Elphinstone the Arabs had monapolized 
the trade vith. India since the time of Yusuf to that 
of Marcopolo and Vascoae Gama(l^. They carried the 
Indian products which mainly comprised aromatics, 
spices , pearls,i^Ste-wels and Indian and spears 
to Egypt ana Syria from isfhere these goods were exported 
to Europe. In return for such ccmmodities they took 
their Q-m products to India, S«,st Indies , aisd China. 
These trade reJa tions 'trith Indid were f lourishing 
even at the time of the b ir th of Islam. When the 
Caliph Umar aslcpd thf^  opinion of a tourist s4>out India 
he replied in three cri^p sentenoea* ** lis rdvers 
are pearls. I t s mountains are rubies. And i t s trees 
are perfumps.«'(2)This statenent proves the value of 
Indian goods in the eyes of the Araba, 
Due to their vey^^es in the Indian seas, the Arabs 
themselves borrowed siany Hindi words in their 
fOWlbulary. According to Bairunia, the worct BAKJA* 
(a kind ofi small boat ) , i s the Hindi word : ^ . A ( t h e 
f i n a l Ha i s ciianRed into a Jim by the Arabs), with 
BA¥ARIJ as i t s p lura l . As the pirates on Indian 
shores ttabd to employ these boats , they were dubbed 
6 6 6 6 
1 . Elphinstone, History of India. Chapter X Commerce 
pp. 323, 324, 328. 
2 . A1 Akhbar a l Tiwal(Leiden). p. 326. 
by Dina'.rari . 
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afterwards, as B.a:^ARIJ(i)* 
Another such word is DONIJ, wbich i s the otft'uption 
of th? Hindi word DONGI ( a boat ) . DAVAL5IJ has been 
used as i t s plurual(2) . Aaong other Indian words which 
found their way into Atebic due to the comraercial 
L 
relations, arei - SAITDAL, MIGK, KAFOTL, F I F I L , Z A H J I B I L , 
I/JIUS, XI1IUH,JAIFAL. Of these words Z ^ m i L , KAPUR 
AED MISK, have the honour of occuaFing; in ^ran' in the 
description of heaven. This fact also points towards 
Indo-Arub rel&.ta oib be foro the daiming of Islam. 
.These trade relations were further strengtaeaed 
by laliMU through a religious contact. The aettleraeata 
which Arahs tradeife had founded in the South of India 
and Ceylon were contantly visited by Muslim divines 
and missionaries who went on pligriraage to Ceylon 
to the see a foot-print on a rock which was said to 
bel jng to Adam(3). These people preached Islam and 
many local inhabi tants hn.d embraced the new fa i th 
and thus the population ox the Muslim settlements ' 
swelled steadily in number.Such faclP prove that the Ions be fore 
Arate had settled in this country/the capture of 
Sindh by llohammad Bin Q,a3im and the invasion by the 
Turks and Afghtms through the Khyber ?ass . 
Such associationsof the Arabs with the Indians 
must h»ve enriched the coffers of Indian languages 
vfata Arabic words just in the same v;ay as the • 
Indian vocabulary had added to the richaesa of 
Arabic At least one thing is certain that many 
of the religious tl"ms of Arabic v;hich are used in 
India must have arrived at the time of these early 
contacts between the two countries. 
I t is said that quite apart from this direct 
ana indirect entry of At'a'tiib words into Urdu, ^ n y 
of them w^re reintroduced through the Portugaese ^ .j 
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wlao had been long past associated ?:itli the Arabs(4). 
a few of such words are SABUIT, ^n:S ,AIiUKl(al MAHiSRB), 
BAI^ ffiA (IIANBA )^ and MISTRI. 
Moat of the Arabic vorda -which be cane a part of 
ufki vocabulary were either robbed of their original 
meanings or deprived of their form and sounds through 
the adventures, which they suffered on their way 
to India. As has been previously said , i t is only 
these -.7ord3 whicb have something peculiar about 
thera and carry a great importance-
Some of the changes of sounds in foreign words 
are inevitable. Many soundsaare peculiar to certain 
languages and cannot be produced accurately by 
foreigners. Climate, environment, food custom and 
race a l l contirbute towards this peculiarity. 
Where these are similar, a general s imil iarity in 
the prounuciation of two languages wi l l be detected{5). 
Phonetic variety depends upon the differences in the 
vocal organs to a very large extent. These organs 
are influenced by the climate and food mainly, in 
their formtion . It is a common f a c t that an 
exposure to the atomo^>here produces a hoarseness 
and roughness in voice and the exercise and strength 
which a mountainous country gives to the lungs brings 
about a correspom ing e f f e c t in the vigour v/ith. tzMch 
sounds are emitted. 
Puahto ref lects the mountainous rature of the 
region where i t is spoljen. 
1. Bairuni, Kitabul HinQ(Lond), p. 102; Buzzurg, Ajaib 
al ffind(Leiden), p. 114. , 
2 . Yaqut, MUJAlI al buldan, the word ^ i s ; BUZITRG, Ajaib 
a l Hind, p. 69. 
3 . Buzurg, Ajaib al Hind(Leiden). p. 179; Ya^ut ^.l 
Buldan, 76, the t;ord SJ-iRAITDEp. sulaiman ladvi , Arab wa 
Hind Kai Taulluq.at, 233. 
4 . Ram Babu Sakensa, A History of Urdu Li terature (Allahgba.d) 
p . 5 . 
5. A.H. Sayce, Introduction to tiae Science Language 
Vol . I 300-302. 
A3 tb.e vocal organs are entirely under the 
control of muscles and nerves, the food i s bound 
to react upon them jmintainan^; the health and 
v i t a l i t y of the body. 
Custom too exercises a profound influence 
It is said that the excessive msaalization and the 
conffttsing sound of labials in the languages of the 
savages on the Pacific coat of Anerica is due to their 
oust on of wearing the rings through the nostri ls 
and l i p s . In a similar way a liaping pronunciation 
0 
of the/in sourtii Africa i s traced back to the fashion 
Of extracting the lower teeth and partly f i l i n g the 
upper ones. 
Religion and superistition have also some say 
The Chinese avoid the prounciatron^iofJelenienfts' 
which Qccour in the ntdae of*"t;he-reigning king as 
they regard i t ag ^sri lege. 
I't i s due to these influences and mainly those 
of climate and environment %vhlch produce some 
racial characteristics, that people f a i l to produce 
some foreign sounds correctly. The Arabs cannot 
pronounce pa l , Pe, Che, Dhe, "Te e t c . , wMle the 
Indiana on their part are unable to distinguish 
between a Haraaa and Ain, or Sad, sin and Tha or 
between Ta and Ta. In attempting to reprodLuce such 
foreign sounds people succeed only in uttering sounds 
nearest to them according to their perception, in 
their own language. This d i f f i c u l t y of pronouncition 
has led to the tendency to maturalia© words by 
making them conform to native phonology, fhe 
French gal l ic ise foreign words while the English 
anglicize them. This process i s Ifcawsn as Tarib 
by the Arabs and called T'gMid'^  in^urdu. 
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Tbe Tarib (arabicization) talcea place in four 
ways.litiler a sound ia ousted by another one, or 
a vowel point Is replaced by the other or something 
ie added or dropped(l). Often the foreign words 
are made to conform to the fixed Arabic t r i l a f e » l 
or quadrila€ral measures. 
Bo give a few examples of the sound changes in 
Arabict-
Pe is replaced by a laand thas ^arind becfipiej 
fARm) 
sometiraesPe Ba , thus PARDA Becamec. 
BardaS 
Phe t» ff JdULIHAljbecame 
J a i f a l . 
•» 1 CHIN, became 
Sometic^sGHS ,» Sh , , GHAI, became 
SHAI. 
Gaf , , J , , GtTLABjbecarae 
irULAH 
Sometimes Gaf Gh , , ]^ lMBTIRG,became 
HAIffiURGH. 
The changing of the Persian wordr. SOR(strength) 
into 20RJLs an example of a change of vowel point 
Xhis ^ s necessitiated by the fact that such a sound 
was unkno-vnto Arabs. 
In the same way the Arabic sounds which -Here 
unfamiliar and confusing to the Indians have suffered 
,(barber) 
chaof^es in Urdu. In FAI the sound of ^Ain has been 
repl6-ced by a Hamza- The ^Ain of QA^ ( a big dish) 
has been changed with an A l i f * In ^ApLA (muscle) 
the ^Ain and have been ousted by an A l i f and a 
Dal and sinilurly i. TAYYAR(Ready) t/as deprived of 
1 . Shaikh Tahir b A1 Allamah Saleh A1 J i^a ir i , 
Kitab A1 Taq.jcib l i usool a l l farib(Egypet 1919) 
pp. 3 to 6 . 
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a l a iw faiour of a Ta-
But apart from any physical Inabi l i ty or defect 
on the part of the speaker, haste, indolence, in-
attention oit&h^ result in an inexact operation 
of the vocal organs thereby producing a sound only 
approxiraate to the s'^.andard one(l)* Becuase of 
such an opertatlon the word KIS^ TAT has beconie KISBM!, 
the BA taking the place of a ¥aw, y In "a; similar a 
(a""loud whistle) has beeoiae ZASTL and 
KHARITAH (a small bag) as KHAUITAH, the Ray being 
dropped in favour of a Lam, GHALIAJI(boiling) has 
been transforxaed into ^ A i l ^ (huggah), the Ghain 
beins replaced by a Q^f. 
The aounds most ©peni- to such a change are 
those which have a comEion basis of art iculat ion . 
Thus Ain, Hamaa, Ha, Ya, Kha, Ghain ^ a f , Kaf are 
interchangeable* While Lam Rs, Hoon can replace 
e&ah other. Dad, Ta, Dal, and l a might take one 
t 
anothers place and son can Jim, Shin, Tha, Sin 
Sad Zs.-, Sa, Dhal do in their torn* i ^ , Ba, Waw and 
llim might a lso be confused with each other*(2) 
The pronunciation of vowels in a Mord is 
most t»pen to changes. It has been said that due 
to a difference in the structure of the voea;l organs 
no two people are able to pronounce a word in exactly 
the same manner as far as i t s vowels are concerned(3) 
But even than in proununciation analogy plays a 
very actiiiie part. ' .peeple try to imitate th.e 
pronunciatous which for any reason are best f i t t d d 
for success. In this respect the social superiority 
also counts much. Generally the pronunciations 
comri3on inthe higher c irc les of society are copied 
t » T.G. Tucker, Introduction to the Natural History 
of language(london 1908), p. 21-
2. Rashid Atiyah A1 Labnani, A l d a l i l i l a Miradif a l 
ami wa a l dakhil, p . 16. 
3 . A.H. Saye, Introduction to the science of language, 
(London 1883) Vol. I , p. 260. 
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by others. 
When once a particular variety of pronunciation 
has come into vogue, i t absorbs and k i l l s a l l 
deviating forms of pronunciation* Urdu bears 
ample testimony of this f a c t . In most of the 
Arabic words which were on the raeasurer Mufafala 
the f<^tii radical 'o&b been laade a Saicin(mute) in 
Drdu, e . g . MUBALAGHA, MUqiffiALA,¥DGHAlATAetc have 
become liUBALGHA, MUqABLA, MUGHALTA. In a lifee 
tnanner the Fatha on the f i r s t radical of the 
words on the me§t3ure S'a^il has been replaced by a 
Kasra, eg. V7AQAR» DAHAR, B-MAJ e t c . , are used as 
DIM.4R and . Many Arabic words on 
the measure Fu^ul are current with a Fatha instead 
of a pamma on the f i r s t radical e*g* SgSjQIS.* ZUHBOR, 
DUSTUR e t c . , are common as SAlTDUa, ZAHBUB, BASTUR. 
• other factors which cause a change in the 
outward form and pronunciation of words ares-
1. Lazineas 
2. Ill she arm np; 
3. Ul8sunderstanding. 
4. 3>efective memory. 
5 . Imperfect speech organs 
6 . Tendftncy towards and influence of analogy. 
7. The need of expressing fresh ideas. 
8» Folk etymology 
« 
The moat potent cause of chanee in the forms 
of words is laziness or in other words a love for 
e a s e ( l ) . It leads to phonetic decay. Every a r t i -
culate scund involves e f f o r t and exertion on the 
part of lungs, throat, mouth and other human muscles. 
1. William Dwight Whitney, Language and ats study 
(London 1880), pp 69-70 . 
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Man aims at economy of e f f o r t and ease in utterance 
This disposition directs the operation of human 
organs of speech and leads to various kinds of 
alterations in forms and nronunciations of words. 
With, the advancement of education and culture 
this factor has oorm into greater p l a y ( l ) . People 
are particular in their pronunciation only to malce 
themselves easi ly inte l l ig ib le to others, but now 
as the power of perception has developed much only 
the fragment of a word i s suff icient to convey the 
whole sense to the l is tener . 
Phonetic decay attache principally thoss 
portions of a word upon which no emphasis f a l l s . 
The accentuated gylls^ble remains untouched. 
Much of the change in a word depends upon the 
proper hearing, understanding, retaining in memory 
and the reproduction of an articulate sound ( 2 ) . Thus 
in this respect the soundness of various human organs 
counts a l o t . The efc»r should be able to hear the 
sound properly and the eyes quick enough in noticing: 
the position of speech organs in the act of articulation 
and the speech organs theuseIves capable of exact 
reproduction of the sound. 
Tendancy towards analogy or imitation i s partly 
due to a desire of avoiding any e f f o r t and in part 
due to the natur»al instinct of imitation. I f 
results in changes of accent, q.us.ntity and pronunciation, 
I t i s easier on the part of the organs of speech 
1 . A.H. Sftyce, Introduction to the Science of language 
(London 1883) Vol . I . , p. 185. 
2 . P.D. Gune, A.n Introduction to comparative Philology 
(Poona 1918), p. 32. 
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and preserve,s them from an exertion of extra energy 
to produce fanil iar sounds rather than unfami liarone3. 
Besides this, fact comparatively few types remain in the 
TOmory, and from these the rest of the forms which the 
speaker uses are generalised, are made according to the 
model of those forms which act ia l ly are stored in the 
memory* So fa lse rather than true analogy is a more 
common type• 
Ifhrou^^h Persian many words have become cunrent 
in Urdu on an Arabic measure although they are not Arabic 
by origin. IfULABB^, lajUTJlKRASH, UUZALIW are a l l 
Persian words which have been formed wrongly on the 
analogy of Arabic vords like MUSHARRAF, MUQARRAR, 
MJJAE21AD etc . A&in to "Sliem are Arabic words from which 
no derivatives have been made by the Arabs on certain 
format ions (Bab) but in Urdu there have been derivations 
from them on the aaalogy of other Ar&bic ^ords. Prom 
R A ^ the word IR^M has been derived in Urdu. Similarly 
from IRSAL, TARSIL; from Y*AS, IJAYUS; from ITRAR, 
MAPRUR have been derived. Thus words, f o m s and 
significations which ought .to have been kept apart are 
erroneously mc»de like one another. 
.The need of expressing mw idea,s requires some 
fresh T/ords ana to meet thia demand, sometimes, the 
old and familiar words are changed in form. 
Folk or popular etymology causes wo ids whose 
meanings-' ^ unknown or forgotten to be aSbimi^iatdd 
to others with which the speakers are familiar. It i s 
due to the tendency of the uneducated to distort an un-
familiar or unintell igible word into some form which 
suggesiB a meaning. 
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This process bus often made the teclanical niSaaa of 
i l lnesses and reneUies to assume ludicrous forms in 
the mouth of the coranion people* 
In Urdu the word SHIRA2I which i s used for a 
type of shoe Is a good specimen of this sort of 
metansarphBsis. The word SHIRAZi i s a corrupted form 
of SARKAJI. S.4KHAJ in Arabic means one who makes 
saddlea. During the reign of the lAighals in India, this 
waa ibhe narae given to the people who manufactured 
saddles for the army. With tlie dowifall of the Mughals 
and the melting a'^ 'ay of their armies most of these 
people were l e f t to earn their living "by making slMes 
In the beginning these shoes must have been ca.lled 
SAF&JI shoe s & 3 they were iia4e by SARRAJ but Ig.ter 
in the mouth of the common people i t assucBd *he form 
of Shirazi , being associated vath SHIR^, a town in 
Persia. This change was due to the fact that common 
people forgot the meaning of the word SARKAJ but were 
'^fell familiar with SHIRiiS and so they thought that these 
shoes must be^ product of SHIRAZ. 
The above mentioned factors, have^"brought about some 
other changes in the forms of vv-ords either individually 
or col lect ively . 
Metathesis is caused through mi sunder 3ta,ndlng 
and lack of a t tent ion( l ) . I t occurs when a sound 
which o^ht to follow is made to precedt^. Thus in 
Urdu the Arabic words PiVEILA. ( a wick) and PjlSIL ( 
a Wall) are used as PALITA and aue to metathesis. 
The sound of Ra and Xam are the most subject to i t . 
I . J . Vendryes, A l inguist ic introduction to History 
(Lpnaon 1925), p. 202. 
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Aasimilation is the tendency of a sound to Imit&te 
i ts neiglabour(l) I t i s said that there i s assimilation 
bf=!tY/een tvi/o separate sounds vfhen one 'borrowB from the 
other a single or several elements and becomes fused 
into one. This is a comon feature of spoken lan/^uage 
The sound of Hun turns into that of Himiv/hile used with 
the l i p consonant Sd as i t is easier to pronounce i t . e .g . 
FIHBSS is spoken as KIMBAR. 
C^ui^ e the reverse of i t i s dissimilation. I t 
consists in mking only once an articulatory movernent 
which ought to have been njfa.de twice. Thus in Urdu the 
word ISUIITAS i s of^en pronounced as IHMTAZ. The sound 
of Ha, Xani and Hun are very often t.ffected by this 
process. 
But the taost comnon tendency is that of the 
insertion and oraisaion of vowels and consonants. The 
economy of e f fort leads to omissions from the beginning 
as as from the end, and causes the omission 6f 
syllables not beaming the accent anu the omissions 
of f inal consonants or vowels. 
In the Arabic words A^JUBA (the plural cf ^AJIB 
a wonoer) and IHATA i(used in the sense of a boundary wall) 
in Urdu) apjlesis has taken -place and the Alif in the 
beginning has been dropped as i t v^ as not bearing the 
accent. 
The Arabic words iIUDARAT, IIUWASAT, MUDAWAT have been 
subjected to apocope anu thus the f inal Ta has been 
om«i tted. 
1. Ernest Weekly, the Romance of woras,(London 1912) 
pp, 51 & 52. 
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In the words like T^MIYZ, TAGHIYR, a Ya lias been 
relegated frora tli-e mi a die of tlie word ana they ba^ e 
1)600126 TrtlvIIZ ana Tx\GHIR respectively. 
Contanination too might be mentioneu in this 
connection. I t is a process of waldine: of two words 
into one. Tiiis uii?ht also be traced back to a love 
of ease. 7hen two words are welded together some 
sounds are omitted from them. Thus thfi words HASKH and 
TALIC^  riave Riven birth to the v;ord ITASTALIQ, by 
dropping the sound of Kha. This tendancy is very 
comxnon among pepple who are in any degree bi l ingual . 
Ignorance of the original words has somstiG^s 
changed the f o m s of i.TOrds past recognition. The 
numeral a (Baqam) usee in the Urdu Shakist are a good 
example of this phenomenon. These are 4n fact the 
Arabic numbrals which have been transformed in Urdu 
script as most of the people in this country cii d not 
kiiow their tirue character. 
But more imparrtan(fc than the changes in the 
forms of borrowed words are the variaetion^in their 
BEanings* These changes are of three kinds. 
There is a specialization or narrowing in 
the significations of words when a word prlEe-rily 
denoting a class e t c . , simply denotes an individual 
or detai l of that c lass . The word SHARAS meant any 
kind of drink in Arabic but in Urdu i t canfe to 
uenoteSpecial kind of drink - Wine. This rpstri|Gtion 
J 
in sense is often simply the result of an e l l i p s i s , 
as when MILAD which meant time_ of birth in Arabic 
is used to designate the time of birth or the birthday 
of the holy prophet (llilad a l ITabi) in Urdu. 
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Juot opposite of speoializiation Is the general-
izing or widening cf meanings-^ord s vrhi ch 
primarily denote only ofte object cone to denote 
a lso other subjects of the c lass ; or in other 
words proper names be con® comon names. Thus 
TARRAR which means a pick-pocket in Arabic has come 
to denote any kind of impostor in Urdu. 
But more ooranon than expansion is the restruction 
in the significabije of words as the tendency of the 
language i s tov/arc-s more precise application of 
words rather than a less precise connotation. 
The last Eanner of clian^e in the meaning;s of 
¥Drdg is by way of transference or s h i f t i n g . 
When two meanings are equivalent or indifferent 
from the point of view of extent and when we can 
pass from the one to the other (as f o r example 
vmen the Y/O rd is extended from the container to 
the content, from the cause to the e f f e c t , from 
sign to the thing s ignif ied, e t c . , or the 
reverse)* Thus BJFTJm a f i l e in ,^abic has come 
to nean an office in Urdu as the f i l e s are kept 
there._ BUKHAR the vapour or gase which causes 
fever is used in the sense of fever i tse l f and 
t GHUSSA, the choking of the wind-pipe which is 
a sign of anger has become current in the 
meaning of anger in Urdu. 
Generally, i t is transference which leads 
to restiiiction or extension. It assucfes various 
forms which are knovm by different names in the 
grammar(metaphor, synecdoche, imtonomy e t c . , ) 
There- ar^s seveml motives which unconsciously 
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lead to the three kinds of the above mentioned 
changes(l)• 
1. Indefinite width of me^Bdng in a word ag originally 
applied, causing diversity of use. The v^ ord m S M 
denoted any kind of place in Arabic but In Urdu i t 
m s given a definite raeaning in the sense of a place 
of abode. 
2 . Predominance of one dement in a thins imcied, causing 
a iiiore special application of the name to that 
element. SHAR.iB originally meant a drink but in 
Persia i t came to mean wine as i t happened to be the 
most COOL.on kind of drink in that country. The 
word MIEIIN denoie'S e. believer in God or a Muslim in 
Arabic but in India i t became current in the sense 
of a Weaver f.s the najority of the -we?vers in India 
"believed in Islam. 
3* Unconscious inclusion of a secondary iri'^ning, 
due to a natural asaocistion of ideas, and th°nce 
either a gradual transference to that secondary 
meaning, or else a widening to comprise i t . ' The 
iaea of a shock i s readily associated with that of 
pain, as the idea of tenderness or pity with v/eeping. 
Thus the Arabic word BXTJAii ( a shock or col l is ion) 
has come to mean pain or sorrow in Urdu while RK^^AT 
(tenderness or pity) has become current in the sense 
of weeping. 
I t is also easy to pass from the idea, of attack 
to devastation aiir from th<? idea of thickness to 
dirt iness . Thus the word GHARAT (attack) i s employed 
1. T.G. Tucker, Introduction to the Hatural History 
of Language, pp- 380-390. 
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in the sense of devastation in Uixlu £,na GHALIS 
(thick) gives tiie meaning of o i r t y . 
The chB.n/<es in the iTganings of the iii-abic wo ids 
like HAEIM and HAJJAil are also the result of an 
aasociativVe disturbance. HAKIM originally denoted 
a philosopher but as the physicians who practised 
the Preek science of medicine hfid to study philosophy 
too, this vford vfas used, in thp sense of a p't^aician 
in Urdu. Sini lar ly the v/ord HA«J JjAJl meant a cupper 
but as cupping was practised by barbers i t came to 
mean a barber in Urdu. 
4. Effort at force or clearness of expression, or 
at l iv i l inpss causing a f i furat ive application of 
words am hence a broadening of thpse words. In 
this reapect the metapher plays the most import-ant 
part. I t leaaa to the transference of a nanie from 
the object to Yihi ch i t properly belongs to other 
objectswhich strike the mind as in some way or 
other participat^wg in the peculiari t;^e3 of the 
f i r s t object. With the passage of time the metaphor 
oftenceases to be f e l t iind the v/ord is taken primarily 
to mean vrlst;^ i t only s igni f ies secondarily. The 
term A^UBAT was originally applied to the parts of the 
persons wliich i t i s indecent to expose but was used 
in Urdu in the sense of a woman as ahe is ashamed at 
A 
both when they appea,r . In Arabic GHIRRAH denoted 
the 
a loose bags for grass but in Urdu i t xvas name given 
to a kind of loose trouseres for the ladies, as both 
reseflible in form. 
Often the figures and metaphors are employed 
for the sake of expressing abstract notions or 
mental operations which are analog^ous to physical 
acts . KHAUl^  to go to the depth of water has departed 
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from i t s original sense and means pondering; in Urdu. 
^UBUR, to cross a river is novv used f o r mastering 
some thing. 
5 . 3moti onal emphasis, leading to a misuse of a 
a 
tprm in wider or weaker sense than the true sense. 
The wood RAIIAC^  in Arabic aenoted the last breath of 
l i f e and must have been used in Urdu in the sense 
of small quantity of anything, just to give emphasis 
and colour to the language. Similarly SEAMIIA, to 
soel l once must have been employed in Urdu for a 
l i t t l e q.uanti ty of some thing with the same end in 
View,but thp f^equpnt uaea led to a discounting of 
their meanings and they became wealc end colourless 
giving 'he sense of a l i t t l e qmnti ty only. 
6 . Euphemism and irony, or a desire to av®id the 
unpleasent or less courteous terra, and thence a new 
sense acquired by the emphemistic substitute. In 
polite language whatever is disagreeable or repulsive 
is veiled or disguised. Thus in Urdu Urine is Icnown 
as ^RUR,A. by the najoe of the glass-bottle in which s 
urine is kept. The stool is known as IJABAT, reponse 
(to prayers) d Death i s called as tHTIQ,AL, passing 
from one place to the other. This i s knot/jias the 
pejorative tendencyV3. The opposite of this tendency 
is seen, when v/ords which are not polite desirable 
are used ina sen^e which is far too dignified for 
their appearance. Tl:tere is l i t t l e difference : c 
between i t and irony. Thie abuses are called as 
SALAWAT (Prayers), tlie Caliph hits come to mean a 
barber in Urdu under the influence of this tend an cy. 
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7 . Other laxity in the use of words, through 
ignorance or misapprehension. A word often becomes 
current in a wrong sense through misconception and 
lack of understanding of i t s true nBanim* thus 
liASHKUH, one v/ho is thanked has coiue to mean etne 
who is thankful, in Urdu. RASHI, one who gives bribe, 
has becocae current in the m a nine; of one v/ho accepts 
bribe and the word SH^aiQ, which denotes one who 
s tr i ies with lose is used in the sense of a lover. 
I t is due to this • misconcepti on and lack of 
knowledge that a word used in the plural is sooetiiaes 
regarded as a singular. AULIA* the plural of WALI 
AU^T the plural of AWAH ttie plural of FUH, 
AlBASH the plural of WABSH, are soiae of the Arabic 
plurals which are in vogue in Uit:tu as singulars aue 
to an ignorance of the measures of Arabic plurals. 
Ihis misunderstanding often results in a double 
plural of certain words, e . g . JAWAHIEAT has been 
loade as the pluraj. of JAWAHIR v;hich is already 
the plural of J A U M . In a similar waylfAW.Ua^AT 
has been formed as the plural of HAWAITI^  v/hich i s 
the Arabic plural of IJATTI. 
These causes of meaning chanse s eld em act 
singly. In every variation sorae of them have a joint 
hand . 
Often the words of a foreign lani;uage are subjectea 
to hybriaiaati on. To fo im fresh words the prefixes or 
suf f ixes of local language are used v;ith foreign \vords 
or vice versa. Vords like AHMA^  PAH, S'AU^ al BHARAK 
or BAIY BA(i or MASHAD HASHIH belong to this category. 
This tendency is generally observeable among people 
who are in son© degree bil ingual . 
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Word s are oisguised due to oniissiona, curtai l -
ments, as s ini lati OTIS arid other ea-sing3a,nd i t becsmes 
very a i f f i o u l t to identify them in a foreign tongue* 
This d i f f i c u l t y is further enhanced by the fact 
that thig near ana tes?" in form is often accompanied 
by a corresponaing ef fect on their meanings. A guess 
work or gropine in the dark would not le^d us f a r . 
I t needs a sc ient i f ic treatment to fane out the 
origi^n of a v/ooxi. Hvo opposite poss ib i l i t ies are 
liable to interfere v/ith the certaanit^'' of our 
conclusions. Often the aeemin;» ooncidences nay turn 
out acciuental and illusory only anu beneath apparent 
aiscordance may be hidden genetic icentity . 
^any a learned people have been led astray by this 
mirage of seemine con cadence in the i?ast wilderness 
of -nrords. Some have su£;gested that the Sanskrit r 
AlITHA anu ANT KAL are the camofl&uged forms of the 
Ai-abic words IllT.iHA ano II'TI^Al-, jufet because they 
closely resamble then, both in out\mrd from and 
m-^aning. But in fact the Arabic words have no 
reation, whatsoever, M th these woras. The Sanskrit 
words are the coijpounds of AITT anc the THA, and 
AHT ano KAl .Similarly the Hindi word JHUKD meaning 
a grave is said to be a corruption of the Arabic 
word JUHiS which means an army. In reality the Arabic 
word JVKD is i t s e l f the arabicised torn of the 
Persian wore GDllD. 
To aviod such p i t - f a l l s this work must be 
conducted in accoraance with fixed lavm which are 
the result of careful deducti on from actual 
observation. Ho guess work must be allowed to 
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interfere nitli i t* 
In aealing v/itti a given word, the usual course 
is to tmce tlie history of 1 ta varyim forms from 
a^e to age, and as the original form of a word as 
frequently unknown, one ha.s usua.lly to begin v/ith 
the Icno-wn the moderii form, and trace iis history 
backwards. If this taalc can be accomplislied by 
arriving at a well known forEii v/hi ch can be accepted 
%7ithout further doubt as the original form which 
had been borrowed fron the foreign language, the 
goal is achieved. In thismethod i t is'^lupremes 
importanfee to note the exact pronunci at ions a no 
sounds of the v/ords. 
There are o b t a i n useful canons by following 
V7hi ch most°fhe il lusions and misunc erstandi ngs 
regarding the origin of words nay be avoided(l)s 
1* The earl iest form and use of a word must be 
acertained ann the chronology should be observed. 
Before assigning a vrora to a certain language 
i t is prudent to know i t s earliest form and mfeaning 
as i t is just possible that a v/ord might have begun 
to resemble with a \7ord of some other language 
both in forra and meaning due to i t s wear and tear 
while in reality i t might have to do nothing id th that 
language. 
2» History and Geography must be observed as 
borrowings are the resii It of a c t m l contact. 
If we find through History and Ggogmphy tiiat 
no contact has taken place between two languages 
Tfe can safely infer that thees have been no mutual 
1. Henry Sweet, History of Haomscsdteaa; Snglish Sounds 
(Oxford 1883), pp 18 to 25
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"borrowings betv/een tile tvvo a,nd so any sirailiarity 
between the words of both the languages must not 
be paid any heed. 
3 . Phontic laws, especially thsoe whidi regulate 
th^ e imxtual interchange of sounda must be borne in 
mind. 
This i s a very important can»on as generally 
the words of a language bs.ve to undergo some changes 
of sounds when they enter another language • The 
sounds x7hi chare similar and interchangasble in the 
same language must also be noted xtell as they often 
cause a lot of mischief. 
4 . The whole of a T7ord, not a portion only, should 
be accomited for ; and any infringement of phonetic 
laws should be regarded with suspicion. 
If some part of a v/ord reseiiibles a word in a 
foreign language, i t is wrong to ascribe them a 
common origin. And fea 
cas e a sound change has not 
taken place according to the phonetic lawa the word 
ought to be carefully studied before arriving a t any 
f i nsl c one lu si o n. 
5 . Casual resemblances between wa-ds ^ti two unrelated 
lanf^uages wMch cannot well be brought into connexion 
arc- coiiLionly a delusion, not be seriously regarded. 
The resemblance in form and m^^ning are not 
sufficient to prove a cormrion origin of t-\70 words 
unless the languages to vrhich tliey belong are the 
rasrabers of the same family or they had been ever 
associated v/ith each other • 
. Although i t i s generally very d i f f i c u l t to trace 
va th certainity the foreign Words in a language 
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after the various changes which they undergo, 
but s t i l l in Urdu the task is comparatively less 
a 
d i f f i c u l t . This i s language of recent origin ana 
so has suffered l i t t l e danage through phonetic 
Qdsay* laoreover, there lias always been a plenty 
of ^Irabi c scholars in Inaia who have keiat 
constant v igi l over Arabic words and hK.v e 
persisted on njaintaining their purity V7ith the 
result that the chanp;es in these words havi^  been 
3e ss numerous. 
According, to Syed Ahmad Delhvi, the compiler 
of Fir hang;-!--Asafia, th« entire vocabulary of Urdu 
is a l i t t l e over f i f t y four thousand worc^ out 
of which seven thousand five hundred and eighty 
T/ords are the contribution of Arabic. 
Host of these Arabic words are used in their 
original forms and sense while the rest have been 
aubjected to various kinds of changes arxi alterations-
The following chapters deal vrith those Arabic 
?/ords mainly which are used in Ur&u in a changed 
ra-^aningj? foita or pronunciati on. 
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0HAPT3R I 
-GLABIG WORDS VM031 ORIGINAL 7??./ATIHRR3 HAVE OHAHGSD-
As this kind of ch&.nf;e i s the most important one, 
i t has been given the f a r s t jjlace. 
SOTS?- In the brackets a f t e r each Arabic vrord the 
originfel meaninf^s have been given. Other 
brackets which begin with the abbreviation 
Ar. show the Arabic equivalents of Urdu 
neaninga of these v/ords. 
'a.ci-l (to mingle, to mix) has coire to raean amity and 
f r4eiidship(Ar. Mavfaddat) i n Urdu as tlisse are the result 
of mixing up \7ith people-. 
(to seat) ineans a s i t t ing (Ar. Jalsa) of a court 
or acme committee. 
I (Chief or Ooramander) Gliiefa and Goiamnders are 
generally rich and -ivell-to do persons, so ti i is word 
came to signify a rich nan (Ar. Ghani) in Urdu. 
I (to surround) I t is generally spoken as Hata 
in Urdu ana means an enclosure ( Ar. S i a j ) . 
L^ - I (a dfisire) In Urdu a pa-ticuls,r kino of desire 
I . e . appetate or hunger (JLr. Ju^^ 
J b\ tn Arabic Athar original meant*a nurk laade 
of the sice of the f e e t of camels upon the ground by 
wnich they can be traced when straying in the desent' 
anc hence came the secondary meanings of impression, 
influence and resul t . To denote these meanings Atharat 
Was made as i t s plural in Urdu, while i t s Ai'abic 
plural Athar came to mean tlie re l ics (Ar. A t l a l ) 
as they are the marks l e f t behind by the past generations! 
snd since as they serve as means of conjecture with 
regard to the c iv i l i zat ion and culture of the past 
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generations, the word Atlia"r becaias current in the sen&e 
of con.iecture (Ar* Haar) a l s o . But as thp r e l i c s 
or ruins comprise mostly the isaasive walls i t beia^ 
the most aurable portion of a. building which survives 
the onslaughts of ti i:b , the v/ord Af-Tirr gained the 
meaning of the breadth of l. v/all (Ar. ^Ard al j idar ) 
as '-5S11. 
(to respond, compliance) neana a motion or 
3tool (Ar. Baraz) as soinetiues i t gives a gre^it r e l i e f 
ana ia taken to be due to a response of prayers by Goa. 
^ I j I (Plural of Adab, manHErs), has becoiae a 
kind of salutation like the Salam i n Arabic as i t i s a, 
manifistation of good mimers. 
(Plural of Asma', whi di i s in turn plural 
to 
of Ian, name) used as singular uoun in Urdu means 
a customer (Ar. ^^mil), c l ient (Ar. Ifewali^ farner 
(Ar. Fallah) etc . This change in meaning is probably 
due to the fact that a l i s t or a register of-tew 
co l lect ive ly snows the naiaes of such people. 
, tf l y 1 (plural of Fuh, mouth), in Urdu regarded 
aa a singular noun to mean a rumour (Ar. I r j a f ) , since 
many nounths collaborat? m i t s circulation. 
^ iTj I (plaral of Wa^it, time) is used as a singular 
msm in Urdu in the sense of status (Ar Halat) and 
position (Ar. Ilau^i () since as the stotus of a mn i s 
subject to changes l ike the upaand do^ vns of the time. 
(plural of Khabar, ne^s) i s regarded as a 
singular n s m in Urdu and denotes a news paper(Ar. 
Jarida) which is a col lection of news. 
l( up) In Urdu i t mesons to enauire 
about somebody»s condi ti on X Ar. Istikhbar) being derive!! 
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tc 
from lliaaj \7bioh has cotaemean conoition or nature 
in Urdu. 
I (nave we not opened) This phrase is current 
in the meaning of eviaent (Ar. Zahar) in Urdu, because 
when a thing i s opened i t s contents 'beGeae evident. 
J \)j I' (plural of Wizr, Burden; load] or wlmtsver 
oppresses, hence sin as used in the 3s^ ura,n, Yahmaluna 
Auzaralium ala auhurihira) used as singular in Urdu for 
tools (Ar. Alat , Adat) as these implements are the 
burden which a worker c a r r i ^ on his back* Sone 
people think that this word has a Persian origin. 
J j \ guide) means injunction or coiaicana (Ar. 
Araar) in Urdu as i t airas at guidence). 
I (Llterally» a bein^ c^ aamonished or reminded 
but means a cause of being admonished and e t c . i - e * 
warning or ex^araple) in Urdu i t laeatB confidence (Ar. 
I t t i i ^ l ) or l a i t h (Ar. l^ hicLah) as one takes vmrning 
or example from those in whom 1® lays sokb confidence-
^ j (to make something to cleave to somebody) 
denotes an accusation (Ar. Ittiham) or blame (Ar. Laum) 
in Urdu since as the charges are made to cleave to 
somebody. 
^ L^ - I (to go from one place to the other) neans death 
(Art Maut) in Urau, because after aeath the soul passes 
from this world to the other one. 
i (purification after a m4ural evacuation or 
urination) in Urdu i t is often used in the sense of 
urination (Ar. Baul) only',. 
J I (vap&ur, gas) This word has been borrowed 
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by the Indian pii/sicians to mean fever(Ar-
Sukhnat; ^ m l ) as i t is caused by gases which 
rise up from the stomach towards -fee brain* 
^ ^ (Shortened form of Bisiaillah) Wlten 
siaughtering an aniraal the Ifosllms recite the 
formula of Bisraille.h. This association of 
Bismillah with a slaughtered annual has caused the 
word Bismil to signify a victim (Ar. ^ a t i r ) . 
' , 1 ( test ; a&lamityj a f f l i c t i o n ) means a 
disturbance (Ar. ^Arbada) or riot (Ar. Shaghab) 
In Urdu as such happenMn^^sare a calamity and- a f f l i c t i o n 
for the people In geneqal. 
(Search) investigation) in Urau denotes a 
aiscussion (Ar. Mutaawara) because a discussion i s 
a search after truth. 
^ L (^aiteneas^ fa irness) , ia a blank 
note-book (Ar. Daftar mufakkirat) as i t s pages 
retain their faioness. 
.L (mode, manner) maana regarding or about 
(Ar. ^An) in Urdu. 
^ J; (confirmingj establishing) i s used 
in the sense of a speech (Ar. Khutba) in Urdu 
because a speech aims at establishing some f a c t . 
In modem Arabic i t means a report. 
Jjlz (Being established; fixea) msana 
appointment (Ar. Ta^l^) in ^rdu as i t involves the 
fixing up of aouebody at a post. 
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(to inhabit) In Urdu i t is used for the 
construction of a building (Ar. Bina*) since as a 
building or a house is constructed for the purpose of 
inlxabi tatd on. 
(to walk together) ^t became IAHA.SHA In 
Persian* As people walk together for recreation i t 
began to be applied to recreation i t s e l f in Persian 
and since as show or an entertainment is a source 
of recreation tTainasha canie to mean a show(Ar« Ma^  
rid) or entertainment (Ar. Taalia) in Urdu. 
^ ^ (to brinfr near) the best occasion for 
bring^piople togetiter i s a marriage sortie o ttier 
tetppy ceremony and hence thls-woixT came to denote 
marriage (Ar.^.^ra) or aaiae other happy ceremony 
(Ar. Ihtifa.1) in Urdu. 
- (to diej perishiji means consternation 
(Ar. Dahshat) or panic (Art Hala^) in UrtSAi, becuase 
they come in the ^ ^ e of d ^ t h . 
. (composition; forma,tion) in Urdu i s a 
plan or method (Ar. Tariqa) since as a plan and miethod 
is followed in the composition of-scaaething. 
(dif ferentiation ) denotes masaaers 
(Ar. IkhlaqJ Adab) in Urdu as manners di f ferentiate 
between the good and the bad. 
' ( t o seek the grace of §od) iseans sacred 
rel ics in Qrdu since through them Gods grace i s sought 
, . ; ( t o entrust somebody with a thinly) meaxis 
troubI;e-v(Ar. Adhiat) in Urdu aa a duty involves in acme 
t r ^ l e • 
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tw^^le. 
^ _ (to co l lec t ) . In Irciia i t i s a division of a d is -
tr ict wMch makes i t convenient to -collect revtenue* 
^ J - ^ (to inake a tning: apparent or iranifest) used in 
in 
the sense of a review (Ar. Pahs) Urdu for a review aiakes 
a topic qiUite manifest. 
J, J (•fco regard as perinissable) means a resolution 
(Ar. Tasraim) in Urdu since as i t embodies thin^i;s 
regarded as pernissable by a consensus of opinion. 
(to clean; to pnnrify) means reconciliation 
(Ar. Ilusalihat) in Urdu because the reconciliation 
purifies the cunds of the vals from i l l w i l l -
« 
'yC (to console) is current in Urdu as Taaia ana 
is the name given to the e f f i g y of Imam Husain's tomb 
made by some liLislims during Moliarrura (Ar. Darih). I t 
is called lazia because they uerive consolation at his 
martyrdom by bewailing at the sight of tliat e f f i g y . 
j.,^'-- make famous) In Urdu i t bas come to be 
specialised in a bad sense{Ar. Padihat). 
(to liave what is barely suff icient for susten-
ance, nothing remaining over arxl above i t ) . In Urdu 
i t i s used in the sense ox leading a luxurious l i f e 
(Ar. Rakha'; ®aghd) since as a person accustomea to 
such a l i f e often cannot mtike both enas rert-
r^ . jLI: (Plural of Taq.Wfciat, help; support) Technically 
iz has come to mean the subsidies given by the 
government to support or strengthen the hands of 
farmers during famines or other baird times(Ar. I s ^ a f ) . 
^ ^ y (to vieaken; to ub-ke la ay) In Urdu i t meins 
insult (Ar. Tahvrin or Ilmnat) because the pointing 
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cf •wea'tavesa or laziness in a r;ian i s regarded as an 
itisult by loam. 
^ (to be lawly \ Humble; subniasasej 1ms 
come to mean entertainment(Ar. M a f a t ) in Urdu as 
the host behaves in a very liunble manner to entertain 
the guest. 
(to be high, elevated or l o f t y ) I t 
denotes errogance (Ar. fabajjuh) in Urdu as an 
arrogant person feels himself to be elevated ano higher 
than others. 
" ^n Arabic denotes emancipation, but 
the Urdu ??ord Takhallus in the sense of a poetic 
name has been uerived from Makhlas which is th£j,t 
line of a verse where tlie poet after finisiiing the subject 
of love turns towards his real object. The aimilferity 
betv^pe.n the two meanings l ies in the fact that the 
poet by mentioning his naxae dr i f ts away from the main 
subject as is aone in Hakhlus. 
—; (firmj sound) means vrtiole or fu l l (Ar . 
Kamil) in Urdu as a whole thing is generally firm and 
sound. 
o s \ ~ (thorough-fare) in Urdu is a by-path 
(Ar, IS&slak wir). It i s but natural that the thorough 
fare of a sparsely populated uesert might appear to 
inhabitante of big c i t ies only like a by-path. 
; L, Originally meoQt 'to uake proffisions but 
was later used in the sense of mefchandise or goods. 
In this meaning i t has occurefd in the ^uran too; 
fa lamma Jahhaau be Jaliazihm. Tajhiz was derived 
from i t which among the seamen signified the transport 
of goods or merchanaise by boats ana ships- In course 
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of time i t ms applied to the 3Mp(Ar. Safina) 
i t s e l f which carried merchandise from one place to 
the other and in this sense i t becaiaaecurrent in 
Urdu too.ifith an loala (the changing of SMif by a 
Ya) i t became Jahez and in this foim in Urdu i-t means 
the goo^ or paraphernalia that a rdfe carries to her 
husband* 3 hetase on lier laarriage. 
(to pull or draw once) In Urdu it is used 
in the sense of a strong desire or pasaion (Ar. "¥sjd) 
since as i t pulls a raan to^vards i t s e l f . 
threshold) In India the royality v/as not 
addressed uirectly but through the msdium of their 
threshhola ana li^nce this v/ora came to be regeraed as 
en Honourable- foru of aadress in Urdu. Later in Arabic 
toothis rword was used in the saia rfening. 
(Plural of Ja l i s , one who is s i t t ing . 
I t is also 8 Masdar and means to s i t ) The ^ r s i a n s 
used this -./ord to mean the coronation ceremony as a new 
king sat on the throne. But as this ceremony T/as 
acconpanied by an impressive and tmjestic procession, 
the Indians dubbed as Juius every impressive 
procession (Ar- Uaukib) 
^ ^ (originaly i t denoted to cut or tear, but as 
in Arabia in the olden uays the openings at the 
neck of a shirt were meJde by tearing a piece of cloth 
in the middle, i t came to mean an o§pening at the neck 
and bosom of a shirt) In Urdu i t signifies a pocket 
(Ar. Kis) . This change in laesning is due to the fact 
that the Aasaba ; used to tie something round their 
waist over their shirts so that the opening at the 
necic of their shirt sferved as a pocket. 
j^ j-r- (one who di^ws frequently) in Urdu i t 
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mee-ns a brave man (Ar- Sliuja^; Basi l ) as te has to 
draw his sword frequently. 
» yj^r (Scene) is used aa Julua "by -woiren and 
i l l i t e r a t e people and denotes a. peculiar scene, the 
one when a bridegroora catches a f i r s t glimpse of the 
bride in a nirror. 
(reward) denotes scrutiny or examination 
(Ar. Tafahhus) in Urdu since £s a reward i s generally 
given after careful scrutiny and examination. 
' i s the arabicized f^ma of the Persian \7ord 
Gulah which rneans rose-xvater. In A^'abic i t came to 
denote any kind of syrup. As the Indian purgative 
coiaprised maiinly certain syrups, this word became 
popular in Urdu in the sense of a purgati ve (Ar. Mushil). 
^ (large bodied; bulky) means beautiful 
(Ar. Jaiail) in Urdu as the bulk of the body iTiakes a 
beautiful personality. 
—tU,- (Group) i s popularly known in Urdu as a 
class in a school(Art Saf f ) because i t forms a group of 
students. 
(a box for jewels, soraetiraes used in the sense 
of any kind of s m l l box) In India i t is the name given 
to a special kind of sraokinp; appratus because . a 
laany people use a sraall box at one of i te encS instead 
of the proper base. The Arabs cal l this appratus as 
Arkilia which is a word of Indian origin having been 
derived from Faryal (coconut) as the cocfiut shell is 
used as a base in certain types of huggah. 
-i - ^ — O r i g i n a l l y mea.nt,^to be present'but were 
later used in the sense of the kin^?s' presence • 
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In India they > were regarded as tionourable forms of address 
Hagrat i s used in the said xaeaning in ncdern Aratac too. 
(Servants, "household) neans di^ . i ty (Ar 
Jalal) ana majesty (Ar. ^'aktemat) in Urdu as the 
alunuance of servants shows dignity and majesty. 
(the hosom or stomch of a bird) denotes courage 
(Ar. Jura*t) in Urdu as the largenpss of boson or 
chest is a sign of pluck and courage. 
J, 1 ^(cfupper) A barber (Ar. Hailaq) is "known by this name 
in India since as cupping was one of the practices of a 
barber. This word gave birth to I%janiat (cupping) wM oh 
c&me to m a^n shaving in Urdu ana ??as soiaetimeB sarcastically 
used in tho sense of thrashing too. 
flilj^ (ha,s been derived frora Tahrif, alt-^rin^ words from 
their proper place) In Urdu i t means a cunninr: \7oraaa 
(Ar. Liuhtal) as she distorts words to her ov/n advantage. 
j>- (a coleague or associate in some occupation) 
means a r2val(Ar. Hunafis) in Urdu because the aesire 
of personal aovancement afiten .. lea<fe to rivalry among 
the coleague3. 
(a philosopher) In India a physician pr^xtising 
' of medicine 
Greek science/(Ar. Ta^ib) is knoya by this name sioue' as 
he has to learn philosophy "too as a part of his s tu l ies . 
(plural of Havfalat, to give in charge of 
some one) 14; is used as%ingular noun in Urdu to rn-an 
the f l i ce custody (Ar. Habs) as a raan i s put unoer the 
charge of police* 
l{ias been formed from Ha i t ha (-where ) a word 
which denotes place. But in Urdu it has gamed the 
meaning of status (Ar. Halat) as i t is a position or 
a 
place attained by person. This meaning is also current 
ill mouem Arabic 
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^ ^ (cruelty or tyranny) in Urdu i t denotes 
aorrov/ (Ar. Tassuf) since as one is stmuck \7itli 
sorrow at the sight of cruelty. 
— ( a r g u m e n t ) nieans dispute (Ar. Hiza^j Khisaa) 
an Urdu because the argumentation frequently ends in 
dispute . 
J I - (wha,tever occurs to or passes in the 
mind sometimeM^ffl the sense of heart too) denotes 
hospitality (Ar- Diafat) in Urdu as i t aims at 
pleasing the heart of the guest. 
(ruin) In Urdu at mans •liad(Ar. Radt) as a 
ruin is good for nothing. 
^ \ (pHural of Khairat which is the feminine 
of Khair and means a gooa thins or good act) denotes 
charity (Ar. Sadc^a) in Urdu as i t is also a good 
act . 
~ (the quality of Khair, i e . goodness) is 
( 
used in the sense of welfare (Ar. Af iat ) in Urdu. 
"JK - caliph) In India a barber(Ar. Hallaq)is 
called by this name. This mischief xras caused by a 
group of people who hated the caliphs. 
^ (priue) in Urdue i t neans a stupid woman 
(Ar. Hamqa^u) since pride is a mark of stupidity. 
^ (Rival) means a husbanu (Ar Zauj ; Bal^) 
in Urdu. I t i s due to the fact that in Inaia there 
was much rivalry and i l l - w i l l between husband ana 
wife as the custom of child marriage was prevalent 
over here-
(l^ghtj Trivial) uenotes mean (Ar 3ani) 
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or foolish. (Ar. Abjr-^ .i) in Urdu becc>,use foolishness i s 
du-^  to a lack of i n t e l l e c t . 
(J f .^ i to dive; to plunge into w&.ter), means 
pondering; (Ar. Ttifakkur) in Urdu as pond ©ring involves 
plunfjing or going to tlie depth of something. 
- (scratch, hurt) me -^ns fear(Ar. Khauf) in 
Urdu, for a scratch or hurt makes a man f e a r f u l . 
- 1 ' - (to addrres^ In Urdu i t denotes a t i t t l e 
(Ar. Lagab) of honour by T/hi ch a raan is addressed-
'--U ' J (a man of minced races or of a faulty race) 
ra=ans any interralxed (Ar Imti zaj) or confused thing 
(Ar. Hukhtall). J 
—- ' Lc-J (mind) denotes pride (Ar Takabbur) in Urdu 
as price is aue to a perversion of mind. 
1 Xj'j (narrovmess). In Urdu i t nieans c - i f f iculty 
(^ir. Sa^ubat) since as the narrov/ness of sonething rsakfes^^ 
d i f f i c u l t to go through i t . 
Originally neant to pass from one hanc to the 
other . In Arabia v/hen the governiaente changed lianas 
in a quick succession i t be cane popular in the 
meaning of governrient or state . As kingship anc. 
oianership of states are oue to good fortune, the 
Persians began to use the 'vvord Baulat to mean a 
favourable laick. One of tbs chief manifestations ox a 
good lack is wealth ano BO tbe v;ord B^uft becam'^  
current in Urdu dn the taeaning! of'vrlsSth' (Ar. Thamwat) 
This change is meaning might also be due to the fact 
that wealth too changes bands quickly^ 
(The sound of a c.rum) in Urdu means aignity 
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(Ar. Jalal) as the aoum of a arum Is very impressive • 
> (rune of a ladder; position) deno+es in 
Urdu a class in a sch.ocl(Ar. S a f f ) since as tlie classes 
are the various stages of education lilce the rungs 
of a ladaer. 
(register or f i l e ) means an of f ice (Ar. 
Maktab) as nBnjr f i l e s and registers are kept in an 
o f f i c e . 
J (revolution) Li^ns tiiJKj (Ar. Zav&n) in Urdu 
for time is calculated from the revolutions of the. 
earth. 
(circuit) s ignif ies to go on tour(Ar. T&javiivml) 
or circuit , ^t has s^lso come to m=an a f i t of some 
disefc.3e(Ar. ITaubat) as at follows a cetain course. 
Ij (the sense of tasting) In Urdu i t denotes the 
t»ste (Ar l&auq; Ta^m) i t s e l f . 
J 
ly 
(In Arahio it original meant the markin^^s 
and linings on cloth but later i t was used in the 
sense of m-itting and then ^mumbers too'. In India, 
however, i t becamft current in the sense of cash(Ar. 
Naq^ d iyyah) sine © cu s i t is also numbered anc counted. 
(one who gives bribe) In Urdu i t means 
one who accepts bribe(Ar. Murtashi). 
J (to be f ixed, se ttle<| ,estab lished) • In 
Urdu i t gives the sense of resonreefullne ss ano i n f l -
uence (Ar. ITufud%h) as the influence settle(3 in the 
heart. 
L J (has been derived from Baud which i s used 
in two different senses -the greenery which gave the 
meaning of garden, and the training of annioals e 
especially breakitag the hoose- In the form of Siadat 
i t came to mean the art of breaking a horse and the 
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ascetics borrowed i t to give the sense of s e l f -
dlsciplitie and later i t came to denote the physical 
exercises- The scientists called the mental exercises 
or matheiaritics too as aiadiat . In Inaia i t underwent 
a new change of meaning when the musicians employed 
i t to mean their daily musical exercises-
- ^^ (stupidity; foolishness) As pride too i s 
a sign of stupidity in Urdu Ra^unat gained the 
maaninp; of pride and haughtiness (Ar. Takabbur). 
I'Uj (companionship in a Journey) In Urdu 
i t simply means friendship or companionship(Ar.Suhbat). 
(to watch) In Urdu i t is the antoi^ ytii of 
Rifaqat anu means rdvalry(Ar. Hunafasat) since as an 
emmy keeps a constant vigillance on tiie raoveiaents 
of his r ival . The word Saqtib has thp. same story 
to t e l l . 
(briskness of trade) means custom(Ar ^Urf) in 
Urdu for a thin^; which gains currency becomes a 
custom after some lapse of time. 
(focrfeprifits, traces) I t also m^ a^ns custom 
I 
(Ar. ^^^^ ^ Jari ) Urdu since as customs are the 
traces of the actions of the past generations. 
(pay or fixed allowance) In Urdu i t 
df'notes the daily allowance of food or the rs^tions. 
tJ L. J deputation, a le t ter ) is the name 
given to a ca_^lry(Ar. Pirqatu Furesan) as i t i s a,lso 
commissioned or despatched like a l e t t e r . 
(to ke?p an eye; to favour) means a concession 
(Ar. Khasm ) in Urdu since as we give concession to 
on those whom we favour. 
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"L^j (is the feminine of Ar^as-nu, soft or tender) 
means graceful (Ar. Raahici) in Uruu because a soft and 
tender object is generaly graceful. 
•-O (tenderness; pitifulness) means \7eeping( " r • 
BulGiMin Uj-au as i t is uue to tenderness of bf-.art-
.-t; ( last breata of l i f e ) * -In- Ur3u i t teis come to 
m3an a small v^uanti ty (Ar. Yasir) of anything. 
J^ (leadershlp)f - n:eans a st£-.te(Ar. Hukunat) 
in Urdu as i t is often obtained through leadership. 
V (a leader) indicates a richtran (Ar. Ghani) 
in Urdu amnce as a leader generally grov7s a rich. 
J 
(Grov/d; Mob) m^ans trotle or pain(Ar. 
IJashaqqat) in Urdu as one v/ho is in a crovrd fee*Is 
u pain or troDle. 
(to wal'^ slowly due to f r a i l i t y ) signifies 
defeat (Ar. Ha2iimat) or shane^Ar. Inf i^al ) in Urdu 
for after a defeat or due to shame a man loses hia former 
2eal and fervour and v/alks slov/ly. 
•~t'y>) (a sound tliat coiaes froiH a. uisti-nce) laeans 
a song or melody (itr llaghiaa) in Urdu since as a 
distant sQund is always sweet to the ears. 
^ i (saying; profession) is used in the sense 
of Manity or arrogance (Ar. Talsabbur) in Urdu as 
the profession of something i s amark of arroga,nce. 
(a wager in a horse race), used in Urdu 
in the sense of lesson(Ar Sara) Though rare, but i t 
v/as used by the Arabs too in the meaning of lesson 
during tlie Abbasid period. Ibn Jauzi lias used i t 
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in tills sense on the seventh pE-^ e of the Hine p .r t 
of Ms book Alra Uuntazin, 
( I t orifoinally 33eant the vfe.tch..ano c<;;..re 
of animals anu this sense gave rise to the word Sa'ia 
a groom or a oare-te^ker of horses- But 3ater the 
word Siasat came to mean the care and service of his 
party by a leader or that of his subjects by a king. 
The fury and rci{_;e of Tyr^^nt nontirchs caused a 
/ 
departure fron the old meaning; of this v/ord c.nd i t 
becaiae current in the sense of punishinent in Persia-U 
and ra^-e (Ar. Ghaia) and fury(Ar. Ghadab) in Urdu. 
(priority or precedence) In Urdu i t 
denotes old acquaintance or previous intinBcy(Ar. 
Ma\raddat Q,adiraa) b'ein ,^ derived frora the sese of pre-
ceain^^ and past in the original nteaniKR of the v/ord. 
(a portion of food which a man fekes 
betimes, or iiithu/hich one contents or s a t i s f i e s himself 
so as to a l l a y the craving of his stomach, before 
tbe morning meal} that V7hich a v/omn reposits or 
prepares or provides, to present to ber v i s i t o r . 
Other \7ords used in this sense are Luhna and Lumja) 
In Urdu i t was used in the eense of hurriedly prepared 
tabacco somked in a Huq.q.a v?ithout the Intervention 
of a t i le to a l lay the urgent draving of the palate 
for a smoke• 
(a course or v&y) denotes a vzaterine 
place in Urdu as t t is geinerally to be found on the 
way side. 
(a t or carpet on vrhich tbe Lluslias 
of fer prayers) In Urau the seat of the aivines 
(Ar. Talciyya) also came to be known as Sajjada since 
as they prayed there for most of the time. In 
Moc ern Arabic this word is used for a l l types of 
carpets isithout any d is t inct ion . 
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(baae, law) taeans spitt le (Ar. Riq^ aond 
refused (Ar. S'adla) as they ars dirty and loxr things, 
(ship) used for a boat (Ar. ^arib) in Urdu, 
. L (ugliness; defectiveness) means f la t tery 
(Ar. tamalluq.) in Urdu since as i t i s an ugiy^habit. 
(nature or natural disposition or consti tution) 
Signifies manners (Ar. ^ a b ) ^^ xjrdu as the nanners 
essential ly depend upon ntitural disposit ion. 
J..., (to walk) As v/alking is the most common way 
of recreation, this word has come to m?s.n recreation 
(Ar. Tansezauh) in Urou. 
L (an incident) in Urdu denotes a trc^ic incident 
(Ar. S'a j i ^a) 
(s imilarity ; copy) me^ns shape or appeiaEanee 
(Ar. Haiyat) in Urdu as the copy of some thine i s a 
true portrait of i t s shape and appearance. 
( i s also derived froa Shakl and means 
similarity or copy). In Urdu i t means beauti ful , as the 
true copy of sonethin^? is always regarded as a 
beauty. 
(a desire) In Urdu i t i s used in the sense 
of se:;c a^sire (Ar Shabaq) only» . 
' y ' (anything \7hich is drunk) In Urdu through 
the Persian influence, this word has becone 
associated with v/ine(Ar. iOnaar) • 
J. 1 (to arink once) means a sweet bererage 
or syrup (Ar. Jullab) in Urdu. I t is nrobably due to 
the fact that a symp is often drunk in one sip 
due-to i t s fine taste . 
y ' ' (one who strikes with love, i . e . beloved) 
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I r Urdu i t i s used in tlie senae of a lover (Ar. 
laliiq) 
,, (work or business) means amseraent or 
pastime (Ar. lahw) in Urau since us i t a l so keeps 
a aun busy. 
i ^  ( i s ]glural of Shabid, one who is 
always present; a witness) used as a singular naoun 
in Urdu to mean a acoundrelC Ar. Safi l ) as bs is 
always present at the ti nie of any uispute or 
alter cati on • 
( is Derived from Shaikh, an OIG mn) 
denotes boasting (Ar. Safakhkhur) in Urdu since 
as a man aften f a l l s a victim to this habit 
in the a&vanced age. 
I . (one who is al leys present, a witness) 
In Urdu i t means a beloved (Ar. Ma^shflij). This 
meaning has cons throuch Persia. In that country 
the beloveds were generally boys who were employed 
as servants anu go were ever present. 
(similar) means a picture jAr- Taswir) 
in Urdu as a picture i s similar to the original 
object. 
(to attack) In Persian i t was used in the 
sense of a bannerfav^s-the banner- i s carried at the tinie 
of an attack in a bat t le . But in Urdu it denotes 
the tianners(Ar Bunud) carried with a Taziya during 
the Muhariaam. 
.... (paralysed) means fatigued or tired 
J 
(Ar. Ta^ban) in Urdu because due to intense 
fatigue soraetiiaes the limbs become so l i f e l e s s 
for a while as i f they are paralysed. 
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ifSLs tile name of one of Yazid's generals who 
slew InB-m Husuin in the plains of Karhala. Due to 
his infamous role in history his name has "become 
synotfeious with tha.t of cJeyil(Ar. Sbaitan) in Urdu. 
^ (to smell oncej l i t t l e smell) Jn Urdu 
a l i t t l e Quantity of anything (Ar. Yaair) can be 
ShAima* 
(love; intense desire) signifies a holiby 
(Ar. Ghawiyyah), in Urdu because a rrjan is very fond of 
his hobby. 
-i-;- (co l l i s ion , shock) meana aorrovf (Ar. Huzn) 
or grief (Ar. Ghaia) in Urdu as a col l is ion or ^ shock 
causes pain and gr ie f . 
{ Originally meant a conpan«i on but was 
later us'^ d in the sense of a Vizier too, as he was 
a conpanion and attendant of the king. In India i t 
came to mean lord or a imster(Ar. S«yyid) and was 
added to a l l names as a t i t l e of honour. As the 
EnKlishaen came to Inoia as loKis and masters of the 
land, they vere naturally dubbed as Sahib . 
* • 
(anything that fronts , or faces ana hence 
brepft or bosom) In Urdu i t m<^ ans a president (Ar* 
Rais; Zaim ) since as he faces the audience or because 
he takes a posi ti o n g h e r than the rest of the people 
like the chp-st ainong the limbs. The vjord Saaarat ha-s 
been derived from i t to mean presidentship in Urdu but 
in Arabic i t denotes precedence or pr ior i ty . 
U (cleaner) means a duster (Ar. Misfat ; 
Mimsaha) in Urdu as i t is used for cleaning. 
- eO" 
'-L'^' (righteousness; Gooatiess) denotes counsel 
if 
(Ar. Maahwnra) in Urdu because a \7i se consel leo-ds to 
righteounpss and goodness. 
-^-^•L: (goodness, i t i s a derivation from the above 
mentioned word). In Urau i t means ab i l i ty (ijr »Qudarat j 
as abi l i ty is a virtue. 
I„J (plural of Salat , prayers or benediction) 
In Urdu tM a word is sat ir ica l ly used in the sense of 
abuses (Ar. ,Sibab) 
^ j L s (returning fro 1.1 going or turning back) 
is used in Urau in the sense of issuinr, or 
promulgating soraething (Ar. I j r a * ) as i t hes also to 
In' 
go out. nodern Arabic too this rreaning has become 
current. 
- ( s i lent ) There are two kinds pf wealth, Mai 
llatiq (speaking wealth i .e . the cattle w^^alth) and 
Ifel Saait(the silent forrn of wealth, i . f i . a l l the 
precious metals) As gold ana silver comprised £Ial 
Sarnit, the word Samit came to d'=»note gold (Ar-
Dhahab) and silver (Ar. Pi^^al^) in Urdu. 
--r^ - (corapanionship, con;jany) mpans a naeeting 
(Ar. Majlis) in Urdu since as there cannot be a ng'^'ting 
Y/ithout a company. 
(an echo) I t denotes a voice (Ar. Saut) 
in Uruu as the echo is also a kinu of souind or \ *-e 
voi ce • 
lu^ (true freindahip) sinceraty)-In Urdu i t meJ^ ns 
simply truth. (Ar. Sidq). 
• ^ (pure) means only (Ar Paqat) in Urdu as the 
q.ua,lification only d-notes purity of something. 
(pile or heap) The JtersianS used i t 
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ma tapliori cally to mean a province as i t ia the separat'^ 
unit of a country like a p i l e . In Urdu too i t caoe to 
mean a province. (Ar. iiuq.aita(a) 
(strength, attacK) In Urau i t uenotes 
(iagility (Ar. Jalal) as dignity often coraes tlu-ough 
strength and poT^er. 
^ (mould, shape) means a department (Ar. Idara) 
in Urdu as a department ia moulaed or sliaPed from 
various units. 
, (to manage a f f a i r s thoroughly or soundly; to 
take or retain or hola something Wehsmently or firmly) 
The later meaning led to of confisication(Ar. 
Istibahat) in ^^ rdu Ajsd i t lias come to be used in this 
sense in mouern Arabic too. 
J (ribs , aiues of a triangle) In Inciia a distr ict 
(Ar. lalim; ^ i^sm) is called as Bili, for the capital or 
centre is like the heart anc. the a i s t r i c t s are i t s ribs . 
.J 5 (throwing; f l ing) uenotes a manner or mode 
, . everythan^; 
(Ar. Us lab) in Urdu since i s flung or throvm in some 
sp<=cial manner. 
^ ( f lyinn, rising;) nerns ready (Ar. Ifusta^io) in 
Urdu as f lying or rising implies readiness. During 
the times of the Abbasids certain boats v/hich were 
always kept re^^oy v/ere called by this name. 
(bowl) I t i s arabiciaed form of the Persian 
TTord Tast. In Urou i t is the name given to a kinu of 
staall drsum (Ar. Tabl) ^s i t is similar to a bowl in form. 
U 1'-= (plural of Tamma, Unintelligible term or 
doubtful word; a calamity) In Urau i t is used for the 
ini ntel l igible ruses (Ar. IQiud^a(; Hi la) of ^suedo -
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agceiii'-a by v/aicli Ibey Hold t'-ie ijiorr.nt in awe. 
(a pick- pocket) i.ieana an impost©r (Ar. 
Muhtal) in Urdu as the piok-pocket to^ Is an iupostor. 
* UI 
^ (the fore- lock; the side or the end of a 
thing) In U-du i t Is applied to the side of a turban vihich 
is worn in the f o m of a crest . In modern Ar&bic also i t 
is now current in this sense. 
7 Was a yeraon wiio lived in I5ufa and had become 
notorious for attencinf^ the feasts without invitation 
ana was dubbed as Tufoil a »Tufai1 of the marriage 
f e a s t s . From his name the word Sufail i was derived to 
to a-an an unl^ited guest. In Urdu the word Tufai 1 cane 
» 
to be us^d in the sense of a mes-ns or agsncy (Ar. 
Yfasila) ano i s spoken on an occasion \/hen soaebody 
enjoys a favour by ineans of playing the role of Tufai 1. 
# anything used for anointing or paintings;) 
since as gol^ ^ is used for gi lding, tiiis word has cone 
to mean gold(Ar. Dhahab) in Urdu. 
^ (the vanguard) means Bight-watch(Ar. ^Ass; 
Haris) as the parties of army serve in both these 
capacities. 
(the echo or the sound of a arun) In Urdu 
i t means a show of dignity(Ar. Jakhami-t) or authority 
as the sound of a drum is veiy dignif ied. 
\j • (plural of T^aifaj a wonan v/ho goes round 
or nances) It is used as a singular noun in Urdu and 
denotes e prostitute(Ar. Munis) since as dancing i s the 
pr 0 fe ssi on of a pro sti tute • 
^ U A.- (means folded papers or other such things like 
a large volume of a book or a long court-circular) . 
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In UrcJu i t laeans a long tale (Ar- ^issa , tawila) XYhicii 
be came s ann j^yang to tlae audaence. 
•Jij - ( a tetber; k long rope v/itii whicb. a horse or o 
other cattle are tied) denotes a 3ta,ble(Ar. latahl) 
in Urdu sines as i t i s in the stable that a horse i s 
generally tied down nith a rope. 
-I ' (to be out of-sensBi^ereft of reason) In Urdu 
i t means anger (Ar. Gha^ab) because a is deprived of 
his senses while in rage. 
J (scoffer) through Persian i t has cone to iTjean 
playful or coquettish (Ar. ffhanija) in Urdu which is 
used for a beloved as he mocks at or scof fs the lover. 
- — ( i n t e l l i g e n c e or ingenuity), means humour 
(AT • Pukahat) in Urdu since humour largely depends 
up on a play of wi'ts. Sarif to insan a Humourist has been 
derived from i t -
(inhebitation) means a house or building 
(Ar. Binaya) in Urdu, for a building is constructed for 
the purpose of inhabitation. In modern Arabic this 
word has come to mean the art of buildin^q and the 
structure or building i t s e l f * 
A Court-yard or an open space in which there is 
the 
no builUine:) gives sense of a certain apace or period 
of time(Ar. Ifiuddat) in Urdu. 
ajjs- (relation; connection or belonging) mea.tis 
in Urdu a, laiiu or holding belonging to a pens on(Ar.Imlak) 
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(bridgroora or bride) In Urdu this word bas becosne 
special!zed» in the sense of a bride. 
y , (pov/erful, scanty) Tbe later meaning of 
this \.'ord has brought about the sense of precious and 
dear as a thing vmich is scanty and limited in quantity 
naturally becoiaes precious.ana dear* But as the relatives 
and kinsmen are very near ana dear to a man, i t has 
c ome to m-^ aia relatives . Aqraba) i n Urd u. 
which 
J \ (everything points to tlie contents of a thing 
hence t i t l e or heading) used in Urdu in the sense of 
manner or made (Ar ifsiub) since as the Riannr^ rs expose 
a laan. 
" ( a p i l l a r ; a support. In Urdu i t means a person 
who can be relied upon for E support and hence noble 
or fine(Ar. Jayyiu). 
J (to se' vathsonea o\-m. e yes) means clear 
(Ar. Bayyin) or iaanifest (Ar. Zahir) in Urdu as a thing 
•which i s seen with eyes be cones manifest. 
(compact; coaenant, contract). In Urdu i t 
means a Job or a rank (AX • Rutba) since a. job generally 
involves a contract between the employer and the 
employee. 
^ jjp (the part or parts of th^ person which i s 
indcent to expose; anyting that a mn fei^^ or conceals 
by rpason a>f disdainfuf ^or sha-me or piudency) 
In Urdu generally and in Arabi c very rarely, i t has 
been used in the sense of a woirBn(Ar. Imra't) because 
one i s asl'amed at her \men she appears, like as one i s 
ashamed at the private parts of the body. 
4--ut has been derived in UixJu from ^Inda^ 
(near; before; with) and gi»es the sense of inner mind 
or the opinion(Ar« Ha*i) thtit a itian holds abotit 
..65-
30metlii ng. 
( l i f e ) * In Urdu i t denotes pleasure or 
deli gilt (Ar Khafc|) since as i t is thought tbat a 
real sort of l i f e is that one of pleasure and delight. 
. Ltf ( a ?23an in a good state or condition of l i f e 
mans a debauchee (Ar. S'ajir) in Urdu as be leads a 
luxurious kind of l i f e . 
^ ^ (to crosa a 3rixrer) means nsastery over 
so me tiling (Ar. Maharat) as mstery over something 
is gained after crossing over the v?hole of the 
obstacles. 
Iji (Justice) In Urdu a place iiyhere justice i s 
upheldi.e. a court of lawjAr. Malshkama,) * This sense 
hats found i ts way in India through Turkey where 
a court of law is called ^Mliah) . 
y- ( a inarr44ge or a raarrige-feast) In India 
the death anniversary of divines \7hiGh is celeberated 
at their todbs is called by this narae because i t i s a 
on 
day of rejoicings as that day the divine te.d joined has 
beloved - the God. 
^^^^ (frfeindship} mtual good-'vllX) cteans pleasur® 
(Ar. Surur) or delight (Ar. Ladhdhat) in Urdu since aa 
friendship and mutual goad-will are a source of 
exquisite delight. 
(femnime of Otuf) one much inclined 
ttt favour; kind, affectionate) Through Persian i t 
has come to fcieaB kindne3s(Ar. lAitfJ in Urdu. 
- (reverse, turn hind part before fore 
part behind) means siaadew (AT- S i l l ) in Urdu 
because the shadow of a thing is reseree of real i ty . 
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j (one who roams about) denotes a knave or 
animpostor (Ar. I&,lckar) in Urdu as he al so roams about 
here and there for aorae opportunity. It Was used in 
thia sense by some Arabic writers of the latfer period. 
In the second voliime of Iiata^ wa a l Muanisat, this 
word has been used in the meaning of an impostor on 
page 176. 
^ (to be disq.uieted by some a f - f a i r or rendered 
uneasy in mind) means a favour (Ar. Fadl ) in Urdu 
since as a raan shows favour to others by being rendered 
uneasy and disq^uieted f o r their sal®. 
^ ^ (defence; protection) denotes cliastity 
(Ar .^I f fat ) in Urdu. Since as the ,cha,stifty i s maintained 
by self -defence and protection from a l l kind-S of s ins . 
J I li^  (one f/ho s e l l s perfuiues-) In Urdu used in 
the sense of a druggist or chemist (Ar. ^ i d l a n i ) as 
he too keeps a stock of perftxines which are used as 
medicines. 
J ^ (naked, bare of clothing) . I t has come to 
ragan eoceiapt or incapable (Ar. ^asir) jn Urdu under the 
influence of Persian. 
* 
J ^ (attack, loot) In Urdu i t loeans the a f ter -
iD&th of an attack - devastation(Ar. Takhrib). 
(chi ld)signif ie3 a servant (Ar. Khadim) ar a 
slave (Ar. ^Abd) in ^rdu as the Persians and Turks 
geneially employed the slave boys as their servants. 
During the Abbasids period i t v/as often used in Arabic 
too in this sense. 
jyj^ (deception) In Urcu i t denotes pride(Ar 
Takabbur) as pride is s e l f - d e c e i t . 
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(thick) iae»,Ti3 dirty (Ar. Waaikli) in Urdu since 
as dirt adds to the thickness of an object. 
^ j i Originally meant unic^ue or strange* Since as 
a traveller was a atraugor in a foreign land, i t caae 
tc denote a traveller. But an Urdu i t is current 
in the meaning of a poor raan{Ar* Muflis) as travellers 
and pedestrians are generally poor people. Ths word 
ftSiurhiit has a coaaori origin with i t . 
^ at (treacbeiy) This meaning gave rise to the 
sense of rauwtiny (Ar.Thaura; in Urdu as i t is a 
treachery on the part of the soldiers to their of f icera . 
^ d since as mutiny leads to disorders and breach of 
peace (Ar. ShaghabJ I<|tirab), i t became current in this 
sense a lso . Such disorders are a coiHaon featiire of the 
big c i t ies and so they were called Ghaddar in Urdu. 
^ (choking of the wind-pipe) caeans anger{Ar. 
Ghaiz) in ^rdu as tlie intensity of anger causes a 
chokinti feeling in the -sind-pipe. 
(to enter deep into m t e r or any ither 
thing) denotes pondering (Ar. fafakkur) in Urdu since 
as an act of powering involves going very deeply into 
a f f a i r s . 
(stlrangeri ottier) In Urdu i t s ignif ies a rival 
(Ar. Munafia) as he iiappens to be the other person Tfilili 
the same object. 
ijljs- (a large sack for grass, e t c . ) In Urdu i t i s 
the name giien to a kind of loose trousers for ladies 
as they reseri>le a large sack in their form. 
0 • (a place comprising water ana herbage being 
derived from Ghaut, to enter or dip into a thing) In 
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Urdu i t means diving (Ar. Ghauaaj Gliat3a)as the 
word ghaut has the sense of plunging or dipping in i t . 
""L^ { abright object)Bieans famous (Ar. 
ruf) in Urdu since as a fanous thing is a3 proiainent 
as a bright object . 
(plunder; booty; benefit* I t has been 
derived from the woixa Ghanaa virhich laeana goats or 
sheep as the cattle formed the maa or part of the 
booty in the mxrs in in the ancient 
days) denotes any valuable thing or affluence (Ar» 
Y/afra) in ^^ rdu as the booty has nuch value and 
leads to affluence. Ghaaim ( a plunderer or 
gatherer of booty) has the saiae origin but has become 
current in Urau in the sense of an enemy (Ar. ^Aduww) 
as plundering is the act of an enengr. 
^ (a company, a congregated body) denotes an 
army (Ar. Jaish) in iirdu e.s i t i s also a congregated 
body. 
(extensiveneS3 or openness of ground or place) 
s ignif ies beauty (Ar. •'anal) and delight ( i s . Iiadhdhat) 
in Uixiu since as an open and extensile spot i s o^en 
beautiful and a source of delight. 
- y (single; an individual person or thing) In 
Urdu i t s ignif ies one of the folds of a aul l t (Ar . 
I'if 'i) as i t i s a single slieet. ^t also denotes a 
l i s t (Ar. Q,a'iffia) as i t comprises the names of 
indiv iduals. 
(calamity; t r i a l ) A meked child (Ar. Sabi Sharir) 
i s often kno^ m by this name in Urdu because he i s a 
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source of perpetual torKsent for Ms parents and in this 
respect he i s no better tban a calaniity for tbsm. 
L.-J (istlxe short form of Pa Rauaina Biha, we agree 
with this) i t has become current an Urdu in the sense 
of 411 right* (Ar. Khair) 
i (to open; to expose) In tJi-du i t means to 
blush (iLr. Ehajal) since a s person blushes when he is 
exposed in some way* 
(to pass amy; to eftcape) In Urdu i t denotes the 
passing av/ay or the e8:capde to the other world(Ar. 
Maut). 
C ^ (abundance of water) denotes great benefit 
(Ar Karam) or bounty (Ar* Sakha() in Urdu since as the 
abunaance of ^ater i s a source of great benefi t . 
( into, inside) means in UxtJu a defect or some 
deficiency (Ar. Haq.s) in aomething. 
-if- Iji' i s the plural of ^ ^ i d a •which ^az derived from 
^a^ud (to s i t ) to mean foundation of a building as i t , 
i s that part of a building which s i t s in the earth, so 
to speak. Since a?, the entire building is constructed 
oxier the foundation, the scientists dubbed as ^g^iaa 
the fundamental principles or rules ^hich are the 
foundation of any problem. So Q,awaia means rules and 
regulations when used as a plural in the masculine 
gender, but when i t i s used as a singular and in the 
famiiiBne form i t gives the sense of physical d r i l l 
(Ar. Riadat) because a d r i l l involves the movements of 
people in conformity witii set rules and regulations. 
This last sense i s an innovation of Urdu. 
(one M7ho receives or admits; susceptible). 
In Urdu i t means learned (Ar. ^Alim) as a leamied 
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man is susceptible to any Und of training. The word 
Qabliyyat bas been derived from i t . 
^ ^ (a bowl Jiia«ie by hollowing a piece of wocrd) 
In Turkey and Persia pots of every description were 
called as ^a^b but in inctla this name became tiae 
monopoly of a, big ana deep kinci of disli(Ar. Tabaq.)* 
" j J j ^ (a glaas-bottle ) means the bottle used for 
uniie and has come to be u^ed in the sense of urine 
(itr. Baul) i t s e l f . 
(has been derived JJrom ^ala, to roast and was 
us#d in the sense of roasted neat) In India i t came to 
denote roaftted meat dressed T/ith some vegetable 
expecially the potatoes. 
- - (onp who Intends something) means a messanger 
(Ar. Mursal) in Urdu as he intends to convey message 
to somebody. 
^ I ; (a talkative person) l!hesinger of devotional 
music hd.3 come to be knovm by tills name in Crdu, 
probably because n£ si ngs <3. lot rdtliout any sign of 
fati -gue 
^ T h i s word con^s from ^ala^ which vas the 
a 
name of aine knovm to procuce the best quality of t in . 
This led to the tin of a superior quality being called 
as Qala^i , As this type of tin ^asused for the tinning 
of copper un ten si I s , tlie vorA ^alai ^ ^ ^^^^ 
tinning (Ar. Tabyiz) in Urdue and oiiice as the tinning 
made the untenails look white, i t gained the sense of 
white-'v^RShing also in Urdu. 
J (the fa l l ing or staying, or earning short of 
accompeliaoing an af fa ir or dong T.'hat one ought, or 
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i s cowmanaed to do) sin (Jlr» Dbanb) ar f a u l t 
(Ar. Khata) IN Urdu because by GOnn-iitiing a sin 
one f a l l s short of doing v;bs,t lie l^ as been 
commanded to do. 
y (a f i l e , string or aeries, of cam I s ; a 
number of camils disposed in om ser ies , one lieb.ind 
another) In u'rau i t m ans simply a ra'B,rank or 
f i l e of anything( Ar, S a f f ) . 
Us (waste; reguse; rubbish. The phrase 
^uraash a l Has was used to mean people of low 
breeding) In Urdu i t has came to mean breading 
(Ar.Tarbiat) or n3anners(Ar. Adab). 
p \y (the food that is a manls support, his 
gnbsistence; the main stay of anything) In Urdu 
i t means the syrup(Ar. Jullab.) prepared for 
manufacturing SOHE sweet.meat as i t is the main-
stay for i t s production. 
-i (a handful; v/hat one talsfes m th the hand 
or grasps) denotes a handle(Ar. l i s a b ) in Urdu 
as one grasps i t with the liand. 
^ l" (a mould; a frame) In Urdu i t denotes the 
frams or structure of human body (Ar. Jism). 
^ r (the temple of Ka^ba at flecca) I't i s 
respectable form of address in Urdu as mn is hon-
oured by being raised to the level of Ka^ba. 
(capital or important c i ty) In Urdu i t meens a 
small town(Ar. Daskara). -^ t i s natural that the 
e 
important c i t i e s of the deert might be regarded as 
smalltipyns by the dv;ellers cf f e r t i l e and papulaus. 
regions. 
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^ L? (spear) means a tent (Ar. Kh&iraa; Fustat) 
in Urdu as it i s also pitched like a spear. 
(a cup or sone snail pot) denotes pots or 
glass bullas of various colours in Urdu. In 
modern ^ a b i c the word Laniba renders this sense. 
( fetters) laeans prisffin (Ar. Habs) in Urdu 
as the fetters are the sign of iraprisoniaent. 
^^ U (oae who utters or aays soaething) In ^rdu 
it means one v/ho avows or confeaees something 
(Ar Hu(tarif) as a confession i s made by way of 
Hfeering MDXQS* 
J-- (to breeJc) denotes defiGienGy(Ar Haqs) in 
Urou as a broken object becoiaes deficient in some 
re ape ct i 
^ (prof i t ; gain) In Ui^ du i t is generally used 
to mean prostitution (Ar. ^Afaaarat) as a prostitute 
prof i ts by practising i t . 
(iinfidel) gives the sense of a beloved or 
sweet-heart (Ar ifa^shuq.) in Urdu through the Persian 
d 
influence* This change in mea&ing ia ue to tJie 
fact that a beloved turns amy the attention 
from God and i s thus on cbstcle in M s mjrship 
like a Kafir . 
/ (indolence or laziness) I t sometimes denotes 
sickness (Ar. ferad; ^I l lat ) and low spi :^s in 
Urdu as they are the acconpanimentsof an i l l n e s s , 
( is the duel of Ka(ba and denotes the two 
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temples* that of Mecca and Jeruaalam) Tlarough Persia 
i t bas euphemistically come to mean the two dicea 
(Ar. Zahr) for gambling as they resemble the Ka^ba 
in their outward foiui. 
(Some state or condition) In urduit denotes 
thp state of intoxication (Ar. Sulcr) or pleasure (Ar. 
Surur) Kaifiyyat has been derived from i t in the sense 
of c}e3cri^tion(Ar. Waaf) of something since as the 
description outlines the state or condition of a thing. 
_ ^^J'(breakage) s igni f ies physical exercises 
(Ar. Riadat) in Urdu as they lead to bending tias 
parts of the body in various m y s . 
the plural of Kul l ia , Universal) Is used 
as singular noun in Urdu to mean the unirersal or 
entire -work of some poet (Ar. lilajfflu^a,Ashiar) , 
' ,15'(a middle-aged person) In Urdu i t means a laay 
person (Ar. Kaslan) as a man becomes c o ^ a r a t i v e l y 
laaier in has middle age tlie.ti in his youth. 
(thick; dense) means diirl^ ( Ar. Wasikh; Danis) 
in Urdu as e thing becomes thicker due to the 
accumulation of d ir t oier i t . 
^ L:iK(plural of beings) In Urdu i t i s used 
in the sense of entire property or capital, (Ar. Ha*s 
A1 of a person as theBeconstatute his beings. 
w (dress) I t i s generally spoken as Kisbat 
in Urdu and means the bag(Ar Khurj) wMch forms 
almost a part of th e dress of a barber. 
J 
^ UJ ( folding) In Urdu i t means a coveer or an 
envelope (Ar. <Jhilaf) \thi ah is Ihr fact a folded 
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plece of p-^er. 
t 
(worthy) means in UrcSu an able person(Ar. 
( 
^alim) as be ia a worfhy person. Tlas word Liaqat 
bS3 fhe aaxae root. 
w^L r^ (as a pararse vhioh means I do not care) In 
Urdu i t i s used as an adjective and means careless 
(Ar. Muhmil) since as a careless person, Says"I 
do not care" about every tMng. 
(a side grave) In Urdu i t may be any kind 
of grave (Ar. ^ b r ) . 
^ (means, thou abalt never fee able to see 
me*. These vrardg were uttered by God to l%se3 on the 
Mount of Senai) denotes boastir^ (Ar tafakhkhur) in 
Urdu aance as the utterance of such words on the 
part of a Ij-uiaan being would amount to boasting. 
» L>J (aide glance) iieans regard or respect (Ar. 
Ihtiram) in Urdu as one generally does not look 
straight or eye to eye at great personalities who 
are held in high estiem and respect. 
(kindness, benegnity) denotes enjoyment 
(Ar. Ladfedh at) in Urdu as kindness is often enjoyed. 
•^UJ (meeting means countenance (Ar. Maliiiih) In Urdu a t 
since as the countenance ia observed only the time 
of meeting. 
^^J (di»lect ) In Urdu i t denotes tone(Ar.Saut ) 
as the variety in dialects i s nainly due to a difference 
of tones. 
r 
( a place) means a palace( Ar. ^asr) in Urdu 
as i t isaplace of abode* In Modern Arabic i t i s 
current in the sense of a house or an o f f i c e . 
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cMef ) In Inciia the vil lage chief or he-ad 
is knom by this name. 
^ jlo ( a thing which i s brought forward) in Urdu i t 
laeans a law gi.iit(Art ^adi^ah) as i t is brought forward 
befoee some court of law. 
Jij^ (balance; the weight of a thing) means the sum 
total of a thing (Ar. S'adhlakaJ liajBniU) in Urdu. 
J ( taste ; relish) denotes a jolae or pleasentary 
(Ar Muaah) in Urdu siijakseas fine jokes are'relished like 
any-thing e lse . 
, jUvo (opposite) i s used In Urdu in the form of 
Huhadh and s ignif ies a .batt le front (Ar. Jibhat a l (^ i t a l ) ' 
as the two forces are opposed to each other on the front. 
— ^ ^ ( t r i a l , bardtoip) means labour(Ar. Juhd) in 
^rdu as i t entails mny hvjf^hips. 
J (seen) ra^ans sanctioned or accepted ^Ar. 
Manzur) in Urdu since as a thing is sanctioned a f ter 
being seea. 
; U (firmness, stoutness) denotes gravity (Ar. 
Waqar) or culture (Ar. tahilib) in Urdu as gravity shows 
the firmness or strength or ctici-i-s-ct e Matin has the same 
origin. 
^ lil (a- place) s ignif ies a deWelling or a house 
(Ar Dar; Bait) in Urdu as i t i s a place of abode. 
(good turnor benevolence) In Urdu i t means 
humble ana earnest aupplicati on(Ar. Hudahanat) since 
i t is practised to se'3k benevolence or a gooa turn. 
j^ U (the gtitiiering of women on occasions of sorrow 
or joy) denotes simply mourning (/\r Hi dad) in Urdu, and 
i s especially used in the s^uae of the mourning during 
Moharrum since as the women gather together to motmn atid 
m i l on the martyrdom of Imam Husain. 
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(product; crop; a source of revenue)-•)'In 
Urdu tlie t o l l money or tax(*Ar» Bai-itfa-i) is called "by 
tnis name as i t is a source of revenue. . 
J'^ 'o (the proper place of a thing; a place) laeana 
a village or hamlet(Ar. Mazra^) in Urdu a^ i t is the 
place of abode of many people. 
(plural of Had(3a» l&tlier; the naterials of which 
a thing having form consists or is composed) denotes 
humour (Ar. Sadid) in Urdu as i t is the matter inside 
a hoil or a wound. 
JJM (belonging to Maula, a oaster, i . g . God) 
In Urdu i t is the word used for religious people(Ar. 
a 
Muladyyin) as they are alvvays demoted towards God. This 
word was also used in the sense of teachers of Aaabic 
and Persian aa they lare generally religious minded 
people. 
J ion& ^ao is to be thankei^) aue to sorae 
misunderstanding this 'trord has become current in Urdu 
in the sense of one who is thankful (Ar. Slialclr). 
(Mixture) aeans disposition (Ar. Hal) or 
temperament (Ar. Taba) in Urdu since as i t is a 
mixture of the various facmlties. 
(plural of Muslija, a reformer or refine^r 
In Urdu it is spoken as Hasala and means spices (Ar. 
Tabil) and other materials which are mixed with food 
to refine i ts taate. I t is sometimes used in the 
sense of matter (Ar. lian /^^ ad) a lso . 
U (that which is below) used as a single word 
in Urdu to mean a subordinate (Ar. Tabi^) since as 
he works under some o f f i c e r . 
^ U (that which is present or ready) signif ies 
recidy food (Ar. Luhna) in Urdu. 
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(looking from the outer angle of either eye 
means consideration or noticing (Ar. Mutala^ab.) in Urdu 
"because v/heu -a. mar. is busy he often notices a thing 
from the outer angle of Ms eye* 
(efface) In Urdu i t means to be fond of 
something (Ar. Mughram) or to be engrossed in a thing 
(Ar. Munbamik) since the engrossnent in a thing roakes 
a Kian forget ful l of a l l things for the ticie as i f they 
have been effaced. 
f (a f a i r ) r^ana season (Ar. Fa^l) in Urdu 
as the fairs liad lixeir fixed tiraes like the seasons 
of the yrar. 
(a- thing which has been cleaned or paurified 
mpans purified raising (Ar» Zabib) in Urdu. 
^ ^ (anxious. It l^s been derived fron the 
instmnsit ive verb Ihtiraan which originally 
meant'to be anxious* but was later used in the sense 
of managing) I t is current in the form of lluhtaiain and oi^s^ 
the sense of a nB,nager(Ar. Mud2r)i«n Urdu. 
(arranged. This word is a derivati% from the 
intransitive verb intizam, to arrange pearls or anything 
in order) laeans a nt^ nger (Ar. Mudir) in ^rdu. iCi^ fS; 
•tteeprevious word i t has also becorae current In Urdu in a 
transitive sense. 
^ J ^ (a master in a l l branches of knowledge) In Urdu 
i t gives the sense of a siBster in a l l devices of 
art ! f lee (Ar. Huhtal) and i t generally spoken as 
Matafannl. 
(specimen; copy) In "rdu i t means the paper-f 
or records of a case (Ar* S i j i l l ) since as the origin&li 
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of lagal papers are kept in the of f ice and only the 
apecimens or copies are given to the public. 
(one who coraes fo rvrard ) A clerk (Ar. Katib) 
is known by this n?jne in Urdu as he has to come forward 
constantly before his o f f i c e r . ' 
, J (one who is very greedy or intensely in 
love with soiagthing) In Urdu i t denotes -p-J^i© who is 
aff acted wi tha love " for Chemistry, 
that is a Ghemi3t( Ar. Kimawli ) In Modem Arabic i t 
has come to be used in this sense. 
t j ^ (cu|fc into pieces) denotes a well-dressed 
or cultured ( Ar. UuhadhdhaB.) person ,^, in Urdu. 
jJ^ (the time of birth) The birthday 
of the holy prophet was called Milad al i^abi. On 
that accasion the biography of the prophet and the 
« 
various events of his l i f e were recited along with 
poems in his praise. After 31S8P lapse of time the 
word ^ilad came to mean these recitals(Ar« Dhikr al 
nabi ) and later i t was used in the sense of those 
books which contained the various accounts of the l i f e 
of the hol^ r prophet. Some times the word Maulud which means 
a young infant or a new Born chila in Arabic i s also 
used in the above mentioned senses. 
—« (mending; repairing) s igni f ies thrashing 
(Ar» Durb )in Urdu since as i t aimsut- mending the 
ways and manners of i t victim. 
which is called) means a desire or an 
aam(Ar. Murad) in Urdu as a man constantly recalls oryearns 
for his desire. 
ju ( s t u p e t a k e n aback) In Urdu i t denotes one 
who i s senseless (AT ghafi l ) as stupefication leads to a 
momentary loss of the senses. I t also means intoxicated 
(Ar. Sakran) in Urdu since as intoxication to causes a 
loss of senses. 
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— Jv-* (manlinesa) used in the senses of affection 
( Ar. Mahabhat) genero 31 ty (Ar • Saklia*) regard 
(Ar. I l t i f a t ) etc, in Urdu since as a l l tliese 
cjualities are the attributes of manliness. 
— (plural of Sbailch, an old man) In Ux*3u i t is 
I 
used as a singular and means ola age (HT* Kibar) as 
an old man is a personification of old age. It is 
also used in the sense of pride (Ar. TakabQ.ur) and 
arragance(Ar. Tafakhkhur) as a mn often f a l l s a 
victim to these evils in the advanced years of his 
l i f e . 
di'l i^ , (toatraitenj to be narrow) In tJrdu i t i s 
used in a- sense where the Ar^bs use to i a ' s a . 
(a peg or a nail ) aeaBs demoli shed (Ar. 
Mahdun) or destroyed (Ar. Kharab) in Urdu since as 
in the olo days the houses were demolished by 
digging pegs and nails into their walls . 
(Wave)den-otes t h r i l l or eKK)tion(Ar. Hazza) 
in Urdu as i t . a l s o surges up like the waves. 
^ (plural of mstur , a thing which is kept 
under a cover or ve i l ) indicates women(Ar. Hisa^) in 
Urdu since as they are kept under a v e i l . 
" j j -^ (confonjiable to or prescribed by law) In 
i^ rdu i t is the name given to a kind of silken cloth 
mixed tri th cotton threads, since as i t is a cloth 
which i s not pure s i l k and the MuslJtis are allo-^fed 
to wear i t according to Shara/ the relgious 1 . ^ . 
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.U (a f fa irs like 'businpss or transaction). In 
^rdu i t is used for m y kind of a f f a i r (Ar. ^ r ; 
Masa^ lah) > 
pji'-d (one v/lio sticks to a tiling or ul-ingg to i t ) 
means a servant {AX* Knadiin) in ^rdu as he fellings to 
his m s t e r . In Modern JSrabic i t is used in the sense 
of a lieutenant or adjutant major. The words 
tttualaziiaat and Mulzam hg.ve the sane origin. Mulazlmat 
means service (Ar.Kha,o4.mat) in Urdu and Hulaam is 
current in the sense of an accused (Ar. Iluttahaca) 
as crime is aade to cling to him. 
o (a place in which one goes round or round 
ahout) mt^ ana pluck or courage (Ar. Hiramat) in ^^ rdu 
since a man who has not enough place to move ah out 
cannot teve pluck and courage. 
U (to are) In Urdu i t jaeana a defeat (Ar. 
Hazimat) in a garae as in a game of chess the so called 
death of the pawns results in a defeat . 
(\itlth; propertjO s igni f ies goods and 
nerchandi«se (Ar. Si l^a; Bi^afit) in Urdu as th:ex 
constitute the wealth of a trader. 
\j-r^ (set in motion) ^t is®'terra used in Urdu 
for the danca ana music of prostitutes (ArBfeglls a l 
Haqs waX al T^ral)) The sense of motion in the original 
meaning has load'e i t current in the sense of dancing. 
(to talBc to one another) denotes current 
speech or idiora(Ar. Lahja) in *^ rdu since as people 
talk to one another in the current foim of speech. 
" " ^ J ^^ (plural of ilahal, a place of alighting; 
a place) . In Urdu i t is used as a singular noun and 
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denotes a ]ioney-GOnb(Ar. K:ialiyyali) as i t has many 
holes which are the - alighting places or abodes of 
be'^s. I t is also comaon in the sense of an eati^te 
or a land on v;hlch rent is imposed separately* 
j j^ -o (one who weltes carefully) ^t ra^ans a 
scribe or a cleric (Ar. Katib) in Urdu. In Modem 
Arabic this -oijd i s used for an. editor of some ne-ws-
paper. 
^(possessed of good fortune or a good share) In 
Urdu i t means pleased (Ar Mastur) since as%er3on v/ho 
possesses a good fortune is bound to be P3H asedand 
J oyful . 
(hunger) denotes wretchedness (Ar. Sha^a*) or 
catastroTphe (Ar. Muaibat) as hunger is no less than 
a catastroj^he until i t is not s&tisfied. 
( a piece for sleeping) means grave(Ar. C^abr) 
in Urdu for i t is the place v?here a man l ies in an 
eternal sleep. 
(something which i s patched) I t denotes an 
allura (Ar. Kitab 11 ^ f z al §uwar) in Urdu since as 
the photographs are arranged in i t here and there like 
innumerable patches. 
^ ^ I ^(to be easy; f a c i l e ; gentle) means negligence 
and carelessness (Ar. Ihiaal) in Urdu as the lose f o r 
ease leads to negligence and carelessness. 
J ^  (deceived^ denotes a proud person ( Ar* Mutaka-
bbir) in Urdu aince tts igride i s cue to aelf-deoeption. 
J j - ^ (one who confirms or establishes something) 
Signifies a speaker (Ar. Khatib) in Urdu as the speaker 
aims at establishing soiae ftict through liis speech. 
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-« (called or named) In India i t i s^ti t ie of hounour 
prefixed to the nara^ of women» The Arabs used ^ y i d a 
or s i t instei^.d of i t . 
J, t"M) (tile sensoriun of sniell) In Urdu the brain 
(AT. Siiaagh) too has been called by this name since aa 
i t is situated near the sensoriuia of smell* 
(turned away) means employed or busy with 
something (Ar. Maahghul) in Uiviu for the attention ofa 
a nan who is busy with something i s diverted from every-
thing else* 
(plural of Muc^af, appendages or additions) 
In Urdu i t denotes the suburbs of a town(Ar. Dawahi ) 
• • 
as they form the appendages to the towi proper. 
(well-regulated; having i t s defects , faults 
or iniperfections rect i f ied) As a thing which i s free 
from defects i s bound to •'^ be strong, this t/ord has come 
to mean strong (AT. ^am ) in Urdu. 
(a pis ce of collecting and the l ike) In Urdu in 
used in the sense of the crowd (Ar. Z i h ^ ) i t s e l f which 
assembles at a place. 
(to mix with one another; to hold social or 
familiar intercourse or fellowship) denotes civi l ization 
(Ar. Hadarat; Tamtdun) in '^rdu as civiliJiation i s the 
outcome of social or fsjoiliar intercourse. 
(to be devoid of clothes; to be naked) In 
Urdu i t i s used in the sense of being devoid of any-
thing. A book whi ch has no commentary -with I t i s also 
.called by thi s name in Urdu. 
pj^o^ (defended; preserved) means innocent (Ar. 
Bari ) in Urdu as an innocent person is one who i s 
preserved from a l l kinds of s in . 
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J l.-o (touch-atone) denotes standard (Ar. Mi(|yaJi) 
or measure (Ar. Kai l ) of soinetiling since as the standards 
and measures help' in judging the quality of a thing as 
does the touch-atone in judging the parity of gold or 
s i l i v e r . 
(Plural of Mughallaz, Strong or thiek) I t was 
origionally used for 'mant which were solemn and binding 
but in Urdu i t be cane current to mean nouth-fi l l i n g 
^u3e3(Ar . Iqdlia^J Af/laah). 
(fat-igue or horeoonCu? to the excess of aome-
thing) denotes neloncholy (Ar- in Urdu since as 
fatigue or boredom are occoffipanied by a meloncholy f e e l i n g 
« 
/ ( s u i t a b l e ; coaf ortable) means 
3Qft( Ar Ka^in; 
l^yan) in Urdu because a s o f t thing i s generally comfortaiiC. 
(bent or inclined) In Urdu i t denotes a 
thing which ia weak and thin (Ar. B a ' i l ) and hence l iable 
to be lean and bent down. 
I ' ( t h e pi ice of of anything; i t s 
soiirce) used in the sense of an object(Ar. Murafl) or 
design (Ar- Gharad) in Urdu since as i t is an object 
which is the source of every action. 
f j - - ^ (cut) In Urdu i t is the name given to the bead 
cleric of d i s t r i c t judges* court (AI^. Katib'^al ^ d i ) 
Although i t has been derived from an intransit ive ?erb 
but some how i t has becoroe current in the sense of 
transitive boe^'and i s used to mean the clerk because 
he cuts short or decid^^s mny a f f a i r s . 
thing which has been fixed or arranged! 
raeans a design or project (Ar Tadbir) in Urdu as a project 
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i s made befifece arranging or fixing something properly. 
P^u (beneficientj l iberal ; generous) denotes a wealtiiy 
person {AT* Gbani) in Urau since as the benefactors 
end generous persons are wealthy. 
beliver in God ,a Muslim) The weavers(Ar. 
Ha*ii) are often called by this name in Urdu since 
as i t is a trade entirely in the hands of Muslims. 
jC-^ (destined) m^ns poirer (Ar. Qudrat; Sultat) 
a 
in UWu as power i s also thing wM cih is destined by 
God. 
w (balanced) used in Urdu in the sense of pleasent 
(Ar. Mufrih) since as a balancedstate of mind, creates 
pleasure. 
c-'' ( liked; approved) denotes wi l l (Ar. Iradah) 
In Urdu as a man is willing for 4 thing iirtiich he 
approves. 
-jh^-Jj (copy) means mimicry or sketch (a» Tamthil) 
^-n Urdu as i t is the copy of something. 
(a bier) In Urdu i t aeans the corpse i t s e l f 
Mayyit). 
(any kind of smell» but i t is generally used 
in the sense of bad smell) ineans good s»Bll(Ar.Ra'iIm) 
in Urdu. 
ciency or 3ack of sonething) means dlect 
(Ar. ^jiib) in Urdu, since as the deficiency in aotaething 
is a defect in i t . 
^ (One vmo breaks the nev;s o£ ueath) In Urdu 
- — t 
i t is used in the form and denotes a barber (Ar. 
Hallaq.) as i t i s the custom in India that a barber breaks 
the news of somebody's ce^.tli cuucng his relativeis. 
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^ (plunder) bas he com Hahlb through l aa la 
(the change of an Alif by a Ya) and means fear(Ar. 
Khauf; Ru^b) in tJrdu since as 
plundering strikes m th fear, 
— ( r e l a t i o n ) gisea the sense of betrothe,l(Ar. 
Khi^ibah) in Urdu as i t ^ I means of relationship. 
--r-^' ( ane who knows tiie lineage of some people). 
In iJrdu i t means a person v;lio announces the lineage ad 
and t i t l e s of the king and introduces persons to him 
(Ar. (Arif ) . 
J ^ (scattering orxdisp^rsing anything) ee-ans self 
SQCrifice in Urdu as i t denotes scattering a l l that i s 
precious to one for the sake of some-body e lse . The 
Arabs use the phrase, *Bafsi Fidau^*in this sense. 
^ Icj (f ixed} set) In Urdu i t is used in the 
sense of the course of studies (Ar. Manahi^ al^durus) 
set for some examination. 
0J (spectators) d^juotes the sight or view 
(Ar. Manaar) Trhich the spectators vi^ig. 
J—*-" (Shoe) in Urdu i t bas been specialized in the 
sense of a horse-shoa (Ar. Sunbuka) • 
(misfortune; calaiaity) means poverty (AT. 
I f l a s ) in ^rdu as i t is one of the manifeatations of 
misfor tune. 
^ ' > (one -aiio often acts a a a Haib, a deputy) 
means a land lord (Ar. Dhu^ Iq.ar) or a govemor(Ar. 
Wal) in Urdu as they govern the parts under them 
as deputies of the king. 
TV 
L'^  (a dealer in catt le and slaves. I t has been 
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derived from the verb Haklia, to probe or to thrust 
into sontetiiing, since as a dealer in oat tie or 
slaves probes his finger inside their bodies to 
ta.3ce<i:tain their f i tness before entering into s deal) 
In Urdu i t came to be used in the sense of the iiJarket 
for cattle or slaves (Ar. Suq. a l haiwanat aw-al riaaq.) 
0 - —• (copyj laanuacript) In Ui^u i t denotes the copy 
of the presc-^iption given to a patient(Ar. W^sfa) 
( is used for a group of persons ranging from 
three to ten) In Urdu i t denotes a member of a group 
(Ar. Fard) I t is used in this sense in the Modern 
A -^abic also • 
(One who stands)iBean3 one who is acquainted 
'with solaething or knows it (Ar. ^Alia; Khabfr) 
because to st-and upon some thing is to know i t W P 1 I » 
^ — J (onslaught; a shock in a batt le ) In Urdu i f 
is used in the sense of honour(Ar. Sharaf; Karaioat) 
as in ancient days the honour v/as won mainly in the 
bat t le . Waqi ^ meaning an honourable per3on(Ar. 
Mukarram) has the sane origin. 
^ J ( hBRvinesa or maasiness) laeans dignity (Ar. 
Jalal) or majesty (Ar. Fakhamat) in Urdu as the 
bulkiness of a thing often conimands dignity. 
J (fixed thing; salary) In Urdu i t is used in 
the sense of scholarship (Ar lfafq.atu al tilmidh) as 
i t is also a fixed sura like a salary. 
^ , (province or government) In India as the 
government was in the hands of Ingliahmen, Bngla,nd was 
known as ¥ilayat and after-werds the T/hole of Europe 
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(Ar.Airab^) was k n o ^ by this name* 
•^j-j* (lamenting) means uproar (Ar. :3au(Ja'u) 
or noise (Ar Jalaba) in Urdu as lanienting produces noise. 
cja J (is the ahort form of AvWala Wahla^ f i r s t 
time) I t denotes time3(Ar. Haubat) or tur.ns( Ar. 
•adwar) in Urdu . 
I (interme'iaiy thing ) means relation(Ar. 
^Alaqa) or means (Ar* Waslla) in J^rclu &s a thing in the 
middle joins or forms a re Is ti on between the two ends. 
^J-^ (tumult; upheaval) neans loss J^Ar. Dia^ ) 
or Interruption (Ar. Muqati^ah) in Urdu as an upheaval 
causes loss and interruption. 
p^"" • (attacto) In Urdu i t means a mob or e crow^ 
(Ar. Ziham^ since as the 3&rge number of men in a -
cro'vjd resemble an army launching an attack. 
i (mistake orblunder) indicates in Urdu a 
nse f 
non3e/talk(Ar.Ubath; ICalam farigh) as i t is a 
blunder to indulge in i t . 
( (foolishness) means greed (Ar. Tam&C; 
Shaxah) in Urdu since as gr«ed is an act of foolishness. 
. (petty; small; mean) In Urdu it is said of 
a chila whose mother has died (Ar, ^Ajiyy) since as 
such a chila becontes petty or s m l l diie to the 
loss of his mother. 
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GEAPTSIR I I 
IBABIG PLI3RALS US?J) AS SIHAULARS IE TIRDU. 
^ L. I <3 the plural of Atliar (Ar. Influence; 
result ; traces etc) In "rdu i t is used as singular 
in the sense of conjecttwe} the breadth of a wall 
and re l ics . 
I is the plural of A3l(Ar. Rest) , but in 
Urdu i t is lised as a singular to mean prlnciiple. 
t I has Babab (Ar. rope) as i ts singular but is 
Itself used as a singular in Urdu to signify luggage 
or l>aggage. 
|j I is the plural of Adab (Ar- Manners) but i t • 
denotes a kind of salutation in Urdu as a singular. 
I I i s the plural of Asm* #iich i s in turn the 
plural of Ism (Ar llasie). It is used as a singular in 
Urdu in the sense of a cliient or custoEisr or farmer etc-
_ I is the plural of Fuh (Ar. Mouth) In Urdu i t > 
is current as a singular in the meaning of a rcpumour. 
^ j j . is the plural of Waqt (Ar. time) I t denotes 
status and position in Urdu as a singular noun. 
, . , I t is the plural of KhabRr(Ar. news) but is 
cornraon in Urdu as a singular in the sense of a news 
paper. 
^ ^Ij J is the plural of Laqab (Ar. t i t l e ) In Urdu 
i t is used as asingular to mean the address in a letter . 
I . 1 is the plural of HaltAr. condition; state) 
but i t is current as a singul^3.r in Urdu. 
f is the plm^el of Wali (Ar. a friend of God; a 
divane) ^t i s popular as a singular in Urdu. e .g . 
Nizamuddin Aulia. 
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• I is the plural of Khulq. (Jfcr.M^nera ) . In 
Urdu i t is used as a singular^ 
^ i • I is the plural of Wa^r (AT. Burden; Load). I t 
i s regarded as a singular in Urdu in the sense of tools . 
I I is the plural of Sharif (Ar. gen tie man? Hoble) 
but is used as a singular in Urdu. 
I j i s the plural of Ufuq. (Ay. Horizon). Often 
used as a singular in Urdu. 
^^ U^  J i s the plural of la ik (Ar. Property; cooes). 
I t is current in Urdu as a singular. 
I is the plrtral of Wabah (Ar. the base-at or 
• > , 
TDeanest sort or r i f f - r a f f of raen) I t is regarded as a 
singular. 
I is the plural of ¥a3Lad (Ar. Off-spring) In 
Urdu i t is sometimss used as a singular. 
. I ! in this compound word, Ulu is the plxiral of 
Dhu (.iVr. one having or possessing) but in Urdu i t is 
regarded as a singular. 
j la the plural of Ruh (Ar. Spir i t ) Wonen 
generally use i t as a singular. 
( . 
Ar. 
is the plural of 3aq.iah (arrear) but in Urdu 
I t is used as a singular. V — / 
L - plural of Tahqiq (ascertaining, 
investigation) In Urdue it is current as a singular. 
^ ^ i is the plural of Tarwiba ( extra prayers offered 
by Muslims ciurlngR^ajn^e^a ) , i t is often used e.s © s 
singular in Urdu. 
^ L ^^ plural of faalim (Ar. to Salute) . In 
Urdu i t is used as a singular in the sense of salutation. 
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is the plural of 5fauhar(Ar. Gem; Matter). I t 
i s sometintes spoken as a singular* 
i8 the plural of Jal is (Ar. one who is s i t t ing) 
This is used as singular in Urdu in the sense of a 
processi on. 
_ J \ is thp plural of Hawala-t (Ar. To give' in charge) 
I't denotes the police custody in Urdu as singular. 
^ is the plural of Hura* (a black-eyed nyjrph, 
a, virgin of paradise). I t is regarded as a singular 
in Urdu. 
is the plural of Khassa (Ar. An attendant). I t 
i s often spoken as a singular. 
is the plural of Khairat (which is the feminine 
of Khair ( a gooc thing; a good act or action) . I t is 
regarded as a singular in Urdu to mean bounty. 
I is the pltaral of 3>ar (Ar. House; Dwelling). In L -
Urdu used as a singular in the sense of country or reiig 
regi on. 
• is the plural of Dhurriya( Off -spring) . tJften > " 
spoken as a singular in Urdu. 
rlj , : i s the plural of Shahid (Ar. A witness). I t i s 
regarded as singular in t?rdu In the sense of a ruff ian. 
L., i s the plural of Shimal (Ar. habit) In Urdu 
it denotes appreance as a singular. 
j is the plijral of Ta*ifa (Ar. Womm who goes round) 
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I t is used as a singular in in the meaning of a 
prosti tute* 
L _J bas Tillaam ( Ar- Magio) as its singular, but 
in Urdu i t is itself used as a singular. 
i s Tsritten as Talaya in Urdu. It is the 
3f S a l i v a (A 
as a singular noun* 
plural o r. Vanguard) but is current in Urdu 
L^  is the plural of ^Inayat (Ar. Worry).In ^rdu 
i t is often used by poets as a singular in the sense 
of fasour and kindness. 
is the plural of ^ass (Ar- a night-^&tch). 
It has been used as a singular in Urdu in the meaning 
of a super intend eat of polios • 
l" ' is the plural of Agharru { Ar. 5'amous), but 
) 
in Urdu i t is used as a singular. 
1 ;• is the piral of ^a^ida { Ar* Rule) . I t is 
used as a singular in Urdu to mean playsiesl-dri 11. 
X is ^^e plural®Saramat ( Ar. benevolftnce , 
honour). In Urdu i t i s spoken as a singular and 
denotes the rairacles of the pseudo-divines. 
^ i s the plural of Uulliya (Ar. Universal) 
but in Urdu i t is singular and means the whole work a 
of an author. 
J., ^ i s the plxiral of Ka'ina. (Ar. being), ^t is 
used as a singular to signify the entire property of a 
person. 
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i s tdie pikural of Eafir ( Ar. An I n f i d e l ) . 
SometiHes spoken as a singular in Urdu. 
^U^ is written as Hagala in Urdu. I t is tile plural 
of Muslib. (Ar a ref oriiier), but is popular as a a ngular 
in tbe spnse of spicea ot laatter etc . 
J is tlie plural of Maliall (Ar. a place) In Urdu 
i t is used as a singular to denote a land on x'jiuTcSi rent 
is Imposed separately. 
^ 1 i s the plural of Hashsmm:-. (Ar. tlie sensorium.) 
( 
of araell) , but in Urdu used a s a singular .to i33ean brain. 
i s the plural of Ifenbii ( ir .Prpbibition or pro-
Mbited thing) In Urdu it is regarded a singular. 
^ I ^  i s the plural of Madda (Ar. ^^atter). ^t is used 
as a singular in Urdu to s ignify humour. 
CUx. i s the plural of Shaikh (Ar. in old man) . In 
Urdu i t is a singular in the meaning of old age or pride. 
i- is the plm^al of Wahiya (Ar. -weak; brol®n). In 
Urdu i t is used as a singular to mean nonsense. 
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CHjg?m I I I 
iEABIC WORDS WHOSE HlONmiGIATIQlTS HAYS 
NOTE:- Here some of those words are also incluaed 
Trbich are w i t ten oorrectly in the Urdu 
dietionaries, but are generally pronounced 
wrongly by the ctajority of people. 
EROPBR HAMSS. 
Ar. i a a f , the name of the YSi^ier of Sulaiman. 
In Urdu spoken QS S^sif. 
Ar. U ^ d , a mountain in Acefcia* ^^wejj. 
known battle which m s fought by the Muslims is known 
by thia name. In Urdu uspd as UMd. 
Ar. UqLlidis, Geometry. In Urdu It Is called 
Uqlidas. , , 
^ r' / 
Ar. Batul the a l ias of Fatinja. Generaljyused 
as Butul. 
Ar. Barakhiya, v?a3 the father of Agif , , the 
Ya^ier of Sulaiimn. I t is written as Birekhiya in Urdu. 
^ J 
Ar. Jiddah-or Judciah, a part of Ar-abia. I t 
is current as Jaocah in Urdu. 
^ Ar. Ja^far. It is often spoken as Ja^f ir . 
In Arabic i t ia comon as JuialiC^h (Prid&y) 
but in Urdu i t i s popular ae Jum^ah. 
^ _ Ar. JanGb^ South. I t is called Junil^n Urdu. 
Ar. Hatim. 'This is a name Synanymous 
with bounty and munificence. In TJrdu generally knoxxn 
as Hatam. 
Ar. Habashi , a of Habash (Abyssania) 
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a negro. It Is current in Urdu as Bab alii* 
Khadijaii, was tlie name of the wife of 
holy propl^t- In Urdu It is pronounced as Khudaijah. 
M* Khui'tuia. I t meexis the trunk of e le -
phant ana is also the name of a to-ssn in Sudan. Generally 
kr Dvm as Kliartura. 
Jr. Khadii|. I t is spoken as Khicjar in Urdu. 
AT. Di j la , the oSier; Euphrates. Pronounced 
as Dajla in Urdu. 
Ar. DimasliCi, Daiae^scus. Knovm as Damishii in 
Urdu. 
Ar. Dhu a l FacLor, the alias of Ha^ret Ali 
In Urdu i t is w i t t e n as Bhual Piq,ar. 
Ar. Ramadan, the month of fast ing . In this 
word the second radical has heen made a mute ^ d i t 
has become Randan in Urdu. 
Ar-. ZlsJ>ur, a heavenly book. It is kno-wn 
as Zubur in Urdu. 
Ar. Sukayna, In Urdu i t is spbfcen as Sakina. 
Ar. S h a f i ^ a follower of Ixaam Shafi^i . 
It is popular as Shafa^i in Urdu. 
Jr. Shamir the name of one of Yaz-id'g generals 
who is regarded as a devil by most <£ the Muslims due 
to Ma -wiicked role in the battle of Karbala. It i s 
pronounced as Shimar in Urdu. 
^ Ar. S i f f i n a well known battle ..fought by the 
Muslims i s knoisn by this naiae • i t is often spoken as 
Saf f in . 
2fi« town of Madana is knovm as Taybah or 
Taliah. In Urdu i t is called as Tibah ^ i c h muns a good 
quality in Arabia. 
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Ar« irafaii . ^ r e the second ra<ii cal Ma been made 
{ ' 
a mute aii(i i t i s spoken as in Urdu» 
IH. AT. ^Utarid, the natae of a star» It is current 
as ^4tarud. 
AT' ilawiJ the descendants of tiadxat M i 
Generally known as ^Alwi in ^Vdu with the Mutation 
of the second radical . 
I'- ^Uman, is a port in Arah-ia. It is generally 
( ^ 
spoken as U^rainan in Urdu. 
Ar. Fijf^h, the science of religious law. In 
Urdu i t i s pronounced as Piq.&h. 
Ar. ^urtubah, was the name of a town in Spain. 
I t is called as ^artabah in "Urdu. 
I 
Ar. Mujtaba, is spoken as Mujtuba in Urdu. 
Ar. Murtaza is knom aa Mxartisiza. 
% . Mustafa. Like the preceding, niacies in i t 
also the Fatha of the third radical- has been repl&ced 
by a Daiama ana i s current as Mustufa in Urdu. 
a 
AT. Mausil, the naiae of toon. I t is knowi as 
Kusal in Urdu. 
! Wahhabi, a follower of the Wahabite 
/ 
movement, i t is spoken aS W^mbi in Urdu. 
Otber word a whose proounciati on has changed 
•'"he 
Ar. Adami, a raan. In Urdu "second radical 
has been made as mute and i t is spoken as Admi. 
AT. Abkhirah, is the pliiral of Bukhar whidi ; 
mea.Q3 gases. I t is often written as Abkharah in Urdu, 
the Fatha replacing a Danuaa on the third radical . 
AT. Ubuwvrat being a father . It is spoken as 
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^uwwat, -witli latlaa on ttie f i r s t radical. 
I AT; TJbbahat, greatness^ iometicies used -as 
Ubbihat in Urdu. 
1 Ar-. 2Lh.wal» is fhe plural of Hal (condition.). 
In ITrdu i t i s pronounced as Hawal, tile J'atha on tiae 
f i r s t radical being replaced by a Kasra* 
I jlr. Ahyanan, Some time a. I t i s spoken as 
Iliyanan i n i^ rdu • ' / « » - I Ar. AkhlaqL, plural of Saulq. {hab i 13 «t i s cut rent 
in Ordu €.ca8- .^khlaq, with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical. 
. I ^ ; Ar. I k h ^ n , plural of Akh(brother). SpokeS as 
Akh\san in i^rdu, with Fatha on the flirst radical . 
1 Ar. Ukhummt, brother line ss . -^ 't is used as 
Akhuwvmt in "rdu. 
^ L .i I Ar* Idbar, l i t e r a l l y to turn the back, but 
i t has come to mean baa luck. In Urdu i t i s often spoken 
as AdbaT. 
J I Ar. Ad(iyah plural of prayer. Sometimes 
i t i s b i t t e n as Ad^iyyah in i^ rdu with a TaahdAd on Ta. 
I AT. Admiyyat, manliness, i& current as 
Admiyat with Takhfif . 
U/ 
.i., Ar. Adhiyyat, pain. I t is also used with 
Takhfif as Adhiyat. 
^ U^ I Ar. Isami. ^^ t i s the plural^Asie • (names). In 
Urdu i t i s spoken as Aaraai ijrith a long A l i f . 
I I Ar. .Aradi, is the plural of Ard (land). I t 
is a l so , some times written with along Al i f in Urdu. 
— 'HU-JL'-- I Istiqlial, welcome. In ^rdu i t is current 
as Istaqbal va th a fatha on the third radical . 
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I Istiwa* equator. I t i s often cal led as 
Ustuwa* in "rdu with Damm on the f i r s t and third 
radi cals« 
; ^ ^ 1 AT. Uaturlab, an astrolobe, i s called as latiras » ^ 
lab in Urdu. 
•• I Ar. Usquf, a Christian missionary. I t is often 
spoken as Asqaf in Urdu. 
I Ar. Aalihah is the plural of Sila.h (a weapon) 
In Urdu i t i s used as Aslalmh. 
, ^ I Ar. Uslub, mode or manner. I t is current in 
Urdu as Aslub with a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
j, i Ar . Is tabl . & stable . In '^ rdu i t i s called as 
Astabal ^ i th a Fatha on the f i r s t and fourth radical . 
^ I As l iyyat , r e a l i t y . I t i s used in Wrdu with 
T^khfif as A s l i y a t . 
J J AT. A^rabi, a d-es art-dweller. Often spoken 
as I^rabi in Urdu. 
. I^ p. I Ar. A^raf, a place between the heaven end 
b e l l . In Urdu i t i s soraetiuaes used as I ^ r a f . 
[ J 1 Ar. Ifaha* to spread. I t ia current in Urdu 
as Afsha* v/ith a F^tha i>n the f i r s t rafiical. 
J I Ar. Ufuq, Horizon. Used as Ufaq in "rdu, with 
Fatba on the second 3^dical . 
• Ar. AqtBila* plural of Q^rib, a r e l a t i v e . In 
Urdu i t is spoken as & qraba* ^ th a Fatha, on the third 
raaical . 
I Ar. I q l i a , region or dominion. Generally 
T 
called Aqlici in Urdu, with., a Fatba on the f l B s t ra£iical» 
^ ' I Ar. Iks ir , e l i x i r . Used as Akair. in Urdu, 
m t h a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ijyl Ar. Alwida^ to depart. In Urdu it i s spoken 
as Alwada^ m t h a F^tba on Waw. 
^U I Ac- Imarat, Chieftainship. Often pronunnced 
as Araarat in Urdu. 
Sr. Arnn, peace j Gt<r.crally spokeu c,& vitsb. a Fatla 
on tile second raaical . 
• Li Ar« Inath, plural of Unma (feaale) It i s 
use^ as Unatli in Urdu. 
, .j AT* Inaaniyyat, mianliness. Used as 
Inaaniyat with lakhfiC* 
_ I AT- Abliiyyat, wcrth. It has become 
Ahliyat in Urdu after Takhfl f . 
^ I Ar. Ahanm, important, i t has also been 
subjected to Takhfif and thus become Ahan in Urdu. 
Ar • Bakhur ,in cense. Used Bukhur in Urdu V7ith a 
Baiaraa, on the f i r s t radical . 
la. AT- Badahat, fearlessness. Often spoken, as 
Bidahat in Urdu. 
J iAr* ^aaw, ^ desert- dweller. This word has 
b ec one Badd u i n Urdu. 
-b Ar. ^adawi , a d eseftt—dweller . i t " is 'spoken as 
Badwi in s^ rdu the second radical being converted into 
a inute* 
; Ar. Biraz, l i t e r a l l y an open f ie ld but i t i s 
employed in the sense of a natural evacuation. In Urdu 
i t i s kno^ TO as Baraz, wl th a Pallia on tlae f i r s t radical* 
Ar. Barra(i, bright, -^t i s the name of that 
animal also ©n which the holy prophet rode on the 
night of Miraj . In Urdu i t i s called as BurSq. ^itSx a 
a^mraa on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar* Barahin, the plural of Burhan( an argument) 
In Urdu i t i s generally pronounced as Burahin -with a 
Damma ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ * 
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Ar. Barukat, grace* In ttrSu the second 
ra,GiGal bas 136 0 0106 mute and i t i s kno-svn as Barkat» 
Ar. Ba3a3£.t, bravery. Often spoken as Bisalat i 
In ^tdu. 
_ J5r» Bisharat, good-news* Pronounced as Basharat 
in Urdu. Tlte kasrd of the f i r s t radical has been 
replaced by & Fa'th^i* 
Ar. Basharah, face . In Urdu i t i s generally 
used as Bashrah or Bushrah. 
^ i^that , resurrection, i t is common in 
Urdu as Ba^that, with, a Fa.tha on the f i r s t radical . 
ikr. Bakarat, v irginity . In Upau it ms used as 
Bikarat, with a kaara on the f i r s t radical . 
_ Iw. iir- Banat, plural of Bint (daughter). Spoken 
as Binat in u'rdu with a kasra on the f i r s t radical . 
L; Jr^ Banan, Knuckless I t is sometimes called 
Bunan in Uruu. 
Ar* Baul, Urine. Many people regard I t as 
Boul. 
AT. Bahjat, Joy. Spoken as Buhjat in Urdu. 
Ar. Bayyin, l ianifest . In Urdu i t i s used 
as Bayyan vrith a 5fatha on the second raaic&l* 
^ 1 J Ar. Tu^jer, plural of Tajix ( a business man) 
I t is spoken as TajJ-ar in W'rdu HI th a Patha on the f i r s t 
r&di c a l . 
^ J Ar. Tpjribah, m experience* H i s kno^ as 
Ta^rubah in Urdu, the kasra of the third radical being 
replaced by a Panma. 
Ar. Tahiyya, salutation. Sontetimes v/ritten 
as Tahayya vdth a Fatha on Ha in Urdu. 
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Ac, Tarjaiaah, translation. It i s current in "^ rdu 
as Ta^Juiaali TO th a ^amm on the tMrd radical* 
AT- T^rllcah, "bequest. In "Vdu the second radical 
has .been nade as mute and i t i s written as Tarlsah* 
^ Ap. Ttirunj , lemon. I t is knomi as turanj in A 
Urdu with a Fatha on tho second radical.. 
Ar* Ta ab, fatigue* In Urdu the second radical 
is often nfede as laute and itbaa become Ta(b. 
ifC' Tafriq.ah, dispute. The third radical of 
this word has been n ^ a mute and a Fp|.tha has been gii?en 
to the second radical , thus i t has becoiae Tafarqah in Urdu. 
yii^  Ar. Tuklan, reliance, i t i s sometimes written 
as Toklan with a ^^tha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar» Takiyyah, a pillow. In Urdu i t i s known 
as Taki^h 
• U Ar. Tanazu^, dSppute. Often used as Tanaza^ in 
Urdu. 
, I Tawadu^. humility. -A Kasra bas bepn given 
to the fourth radical and i t is current as Tawadi ( in Urdu. 
^ ^ Ar» Taubah, repentance. In U^du i t is used as 
Tubah -with Damms on the f i r s t radical . 
Jto'Ar&bic i t i s written both as Tahluka and 
TahSilika. But in Urdu i t bas become Tahallffi. with a 
F^tha on the seconc rauical and the mutation of the 
third radical* 
Ar. Tawajjuh, inclination. I t is used as 
Tawajjih in Urdu, the Bamma on Jin being replaced by a 
Kasra• 
. - b Ar. Thabit, Sound.. In Urdu it is spoken as 
Tbabut -nith a -IJamfiia on Ba. 
LJ AT, Thabat, Stagnation. Used as Thubat in Urdu. 
- lo i 
Ar. Thabt, to inscribe. Often used as Thibt 
in. Urdu. 
Ar. Thu^ban, a dsagon. it is called as Tha l^>an 
in Urdu with a Fatlia on the f i r s t radical. 
I y Ar. TlEicialat, heaviness. Used as Thiqaliat in 
Urdu -wi th a ^^asra on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar. Thaq.alain, the two groups of human beings 
and genii . In Urdu the secorei radical has been aade 
as-mute and i t is current as Thaqlain. 
A.R. Thamarah, f r u i t . In this word also the 
second 3»adi cal has been roac e a mute and i t has become 
T ham rah. 
AT. FADFIA^ h,""a thorou^ fare . In Urau used 
Jadah wi th a Takhfif . 
Ar. labal , Mountain, i t is sonetiiaes- used as 
Jibal with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar. Jabin, fore-head. In Urdu It is called 
Jib in with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical^. 
Ar* ffidd, to work hard. This word is ^used as 
Jadd in Urdu wnich means a grand-father in Arabic. 
_ . Ar. Jadal, wraggling. Often spoken as JMal in 
Urcu with a Kasra on the f i r s t Radical, 
I Ar. Jirahat, a wound. In Urdu i t is sometimes 
used as Jarahat with a Jatha on the f i r s t radical* 
.J Ar. Jarh, to ccofsa-edcamine. •'•t is current 
as Jirh in Urdu, the Fa^lis- ^ ^ f i r s t radical being 
replaced by a Kasra* 
. Ar. Jarayan, flow. I t is also the nsiae of a 
disease. In Urdu the second radical has been made a 
mute andit is written as Jaryan. 
Ar. Jxzyait, a kina of tax. it is known as 
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Jazyah in Urdu -tJitha Fg t^lia on the Jim. 
Ar. Ja^d, curly l?air. Used as Ju^d in Uycju. 
AT* Jala, to give up the native place. I t 
is spoken as J i la ^ th a K^sra on the f i r s t radical . 
- Lw Ar. Jilbeb, a mantle. Sometime a used as 
Jalarbab in Urdu. 
] 
_ . Ar. 3r0,l-Rat, appearance. I t is regarded as 
J i l m t in Urdu m t h a Kasra on Jia. 
AT. Juimml, a kind of calculation:. I t i s 
knovsi as Jajnal in Uydu. 
^^ Ar« Jxiraliur, public. I t is spoken as Jarnhur 
in Ur^u, the on. the f i r s t radical being 
replaced by a Fath. 
Ar. Jawad, a fine hcwse. In Urdu - .it isused 
with Taa^d on the Wg^w as Jaiimad. 
In Arabic i t may be written as l i m r or 
Ju^r(neighbourhood) in Urdu i t is current as Jawar 
with a Fatha on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar» Jumrish, a kind of cefiiciiie. I t i s 
used as Jaisarish in Urdu, a Fatha replacing the 
Damma on the f i r s t radical. 
. . L. Ar. Jahalat, ignorance* It is popular as 
Jilialat in Urdu. 
Ar. Juhd, e f f o r t . This word is generally 
used as f l M T\fith a Kasre on the Jin. 
Ar. Jahr, load woica. 5t is spoken as 
Jihr in Urdu, the -^asra taking the place of a iratha . 
AT. Jahl, ignorance. I t i s coinmon as 
J ih l , with a Kasi^ a on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Jahul, a very ignorant persons 
In Urdu i t is current as Juhul, the I>aiaffla has taken 
-loa-
the place of the fatha on the f i r s t radical* 
Ar* Jahannam, he l l . I-t is knovm as 
Jahannum in Urau» The Patha on Idae Hun has been 
Qropped in favour of a Dama. is 
Ar. Jayb, pSket . In Urdu i t called a 
Jiyb, the fatha on the Jiia bei ng replaced by a Kasra 
Jayyid» f ine . It is spoken aa 
Jayyad in Urdu vrith a Fat ha on the Ya. 
_ Ar. Hajat, need. Sometimes written as 
Hajit , with a Kasra on Jiia. 
_ L-- iar. Hab^ , buble. It i s spoken as 
Hubab in Urdu m t a a Daniina on thj^fidi cal . 
J AT. Hajalah, bed. In Urdu at is generally 
us«d as Hujlah. 
^ ^ ^^. iiajm, volume. This \ford ia current 
in Urdu as Hajaia. mtli a 3'atha on SCin. 
I _ Ar. Hijamat, cupping., In ^rdu it i s used 
as Ha^ainat wit h a F^tha on the f i r s t radical and 
aeena shaving. 
Ar. iiadathat, freshness. Often used 
as Hidathat in Ui^ du with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical. 
^ ^^ Ar. Hirfat , ocoupation. Sometiioes used 
a.s Harfat with a Patha on the Ha. 
i t is used as Huraq.at and Hirqat 
( ^ a t ) in Arabic but in Urdu i t is more coiamon as 
Barqat. 
Ar. iiarakat, movement. In Urdu the 
second radical has been made as mute anc. i t i s 
current as Ha%kat. 
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Ar. ^sra, prudence. Often i t is used a.9 
Hiara in Urdu. 
Ar. Husaia, a sword. In Urdu i t i s spoken as 
Hisam vdtb. a Kasra on tlie f i r a t radical . 
Ar. Hisbmat, servants ^nd bouse"aold e t c . 
Iii Urdu i t is used as Hasteaat with a Fatha on the f i r^it 
radical in tlie sense of dignity. 
:>. Hiaaa, plural of Hisaa( Shai'e). I t is 
often written as Haaas in Urdu. 
Ar. Haq,arat, dislike* In Urdu i t i s 
current as Hiqarat witia -i^asra on the f i r s t radical* 
^ H i k k a » i tch . SometicBS used as Hakka 
m th a Fa'ii^ aa on Ha. 
Ar • Halq., throat. In Urdu a S'atha 1ms been 
given to the second radical and i t has beesaae ^alaq,-
Ar* Hul<iura, throat. The Dgrnma on the 
f 
f i r s t radical has be^n replaced by a in Urdu 
and i t i s used as Halqura. 
- Ar* Hilya, appearance. In Urdu i t i s 
current as Hulya with a -Qa^ J^^na on the f i r s t radical . 
= L^ .- Ar.HaEia*il, a staall copy of the ^uran 
i s 
which hung on the s ide . Sometimes ixsod as Hiima*il 
Trith a Kasra on Ha. 
Ar. Hanteq^at, fool ishness . It is popular 
in Uxsiu as Himaq.atv'rit h a Kaara on the f i r s t rac ica l . 
Ar. Hamra'u, H red woman. In Urdu i t i s 
used as Eumra^u wi th a Darama on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar* Humuq, fool ishness . It is often used 
a^ Hunaq, v-'ith a Jatha on the Ifim. 
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Ar* Haial, burden • In Urou i t is current as 
Hajaal. 
Ar* Hinzal, colocynth. Uaed as Hanzal in Urdu. 
AT. Hinaa* myrtle. In Urdu i t is used as Hina 
with Takhfif . 
. Ar. Khaasiyyat, property* I t is used with a 
Takhfif on tho second radical as Khaaiyyat. 
Ar» Khaj i l , aahumed. In Urdu i t is coniraon aa 
Khijal wi th a Kasra on the f i r s t ana a J'a^^a on the 
seconu raaical« 
^ Ar. Khajalat, shan^fulnoas. In ^rdu i t is 
used witha a F^tha on the f i r s t rtsdical ana the Mutation 
of the secona r^ttcical. 
Ar. Kharaj, a kind of tax. I t is used as 
Khiraj in Urdu witha a Kaara on the f i r s t radical . 
^^ - Ar. Khirqa, tattered clothes. Often used 
as ICharqa in Urdu. 
^l^ -.'Vr. Khizana, treaqure. In Urdu i t is known 
KhfiZana vrith a 5'ntha on the f i r s t raaical . 
^ ^ 1 Ar. Khaaarah, loss . Often used as Khiaarah 
wi th a Kasra on Kha. 
I ^.IChaaasatj rniserlinoss. Used as Khisasat 
with a Kasra on the f i r s t rc«3ical. 
W 
ci ' Af. B ^ s i i , castrated. In Urdu the second 
radical ha3 "been laade as Mushaddad while the last 
radical has he-n subjected to Takhfif ana thus i t h®3 
h 
become Kassi. 
^ I . Ar. Khafai secrecy. It is used as Khifa' 
in Urou w i t h a Kasra on the f i r s t radical . 
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A r . IChafaclan, P a l p i t a t i o n . In Urdu the 
second r a a i c a l 'has becoroe aute and i t i s spoken a s 
Khafqan» 
- T , K h a l a j a n , w o r r y . In t M s word a l s o tb.e 
secono r a u i c a l has become mute i n Urdu ano i t i s used 
aa K h a l j s n * 
, ^^  - AT-. K h i l q a t , mankind. I t i s c u r r e n t i n Urdu 
as Khalq.at ^^ith. a F a t h a on the f i r s t r a d i c a l . 
^ - A r - K h a l i f a t , l o n l i n e s s . I t i s r e g a r d e d 
a s Kioilwat i n Urau , the 5'a'fcha on t h e f i r s t r a d i c a l 
b e i n g r e p l a c e d b y a ^ K a s r a . 
Ar« K b a y a l » i m g i n a t i o n . In Urdu it f i s 
known a s I Q i i y a l . 
L - A r . K M y a n , p l u r a l of K h a i m h ( a t e n t ) , 
i s 
I h i s v7ord used a s Khayan i n Urdu w i t h a ^Pptba on the 
the f i r s t r a d i c a l . 
_ A r . K h i l t . H i l t . These two words a r e 
used t o g e t h e r i n Arabic t o denote a mijced b r e e d . But 
i n Urdu t h e y a r e pron^unc 
e c f i h a l f end M a l t , w i t h 
b ot ii 
a Fp.tha on the f i r s t r a d i c a l s of t h e words ana t h e y 
msan t h e mixing up of a n y t h i n g . 
L - A T . K h i y a t a t , t h e t r a d e of a t a i l o r . I t 
i s used as K h a y a t a t i n Urdu w i t h a F a t h a on Kha,. 
^ ^ A r . K h a i r i y y a t , g o o d n e s s . I n Urdu i t i s 
w r i t t e n a s K h a i r i y a t , w i t h T s k h f i f . 
vJw L i - M b a g h a t , t a n n i n g . I t i s known as 
B g b a g h a t i n Urdu xvith a ^ a ^ h a on t h e f i r s t r a d i c a l * 
_ A r . D a r a j a h , a s t e p or rung of l a d d e r . 
• > 
T h i s word i s used i n Urdu m t h the M u t a t i o n o f the 
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second radical as Darjah, anc< naans a class in a school. 
At-. Hurar, i t i s tJ3e plural of Durr( 
a pearl) In Urou i t i s soiBstintes .'useo as Duriir. 
_ Ap, Birrah, a cane* i t is curr-snt as 
Durrah in Urdu -m t"h. a Daraiaa on the f i r s t rajdical. 
L _ Ar. Dariar, perdition. In Urdu i t is 
popular as Dimar with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical 
instead of a Pa^ha. 
^ L- Ar. Diar, plural ox Dar(house) . This 
word is generally spoken %7ith a J'R.tha on Dal* 
„ Ar* Bhabh. slaughter. In Urdu i t ia 
cur-ent as 3)hibh\7ith a Easra on the" f i r s t raui cal 
which in Ara'bic gi«ea the sense of a sacrffice or 
an aninal wMch is a a c r i f ^ d . 
-l Ar* Dhahab, to go. This v/o rd i s cormrion 
in Urdu as Dhihab with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical-
J 
_ L. Ar • Rabab, a guitar. I t is popular aa 
Rubab in Urdu, the Ps t^ha on the f i r s t radical being 
replaced by a Daana. 
\> J Ar. Rihat, a guest house* Often used in 
Urdu as Ruliat. 
^ i>J Ar* Raja] hope. It is current in Urdu as 
Ri ja ' with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical* 
Ar • RaJ^at, to return. It is used as 
^^ij^at in Urdu a Kasra on Ra* 
Ar. Rahl, the l i t t e r or- a stand for 
Quran. In Urdu i t is pronounced as Rihl, with a 
Easrti on the f i rst radical. 
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Ar. Rida», a mantle. Often used as Ra^a* 
in Urdu tn th a Pa,tli6, on Ba. 
AT* useless. Tbisword is current aa 
Rsddi in Urdu . A Teshdid iias been given to the 
second radical . 
j 1 <i Radlialat, meanSss. I t i s coranon as RiiaSat 
in Urdu, tba a on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Raalili, the oozing of water. Soraetiraes 
written aa Rushh in Urdu, the Rs- being gi»en a Daram. 
Ar. Bid a, willingness. Tbas word i s popular 
as Rada in Urdu. The Kasra on the f i r s t radical being 
sep^B. ced bya Patha . 
I ,Ar. Ra^aya, pliiral of Ra^ayyat (subjects) 
i t is curx-ent in Urdu as Ri^aya with a Kaara on the 
f i r s t r a a i c ^ » 
^ ^ Ar. Ru^unat, foalishne sa. In Urdu i t i s 
used aa Ka^unat with a Fatha on the f i r s t radical in 
the sense of pride. 
Ar. Rafaq.at, coxapanionahip in a jou!4rney. J 
It is common as Rifaq.at, the f i r s t radical being 
given a Kasra instead of a Fatha,» and means simply 
companionship and folendahip. 
, ^ Ar. Rif^at , hi ^ness . In Urdu i t is spoken 
as Raf^^t', •sn ttu^a^aia on the Ra. 
C^ Ar. Raqabat, watching. Son®times used as 
Riqabat in Urdu with a Kasra on the fiirst radical . 
^ I ^ Ar. Kilcab, saddle. In Urdu i t is known^ ?* 
as Rakab with a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . A l l the 
names of "-instruments in Arabic are oa the measures 
5 ' i^al . 
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Ar. Rami, the name of a science by means of 
which the unfore-seen tiling® are predicted by drawing 
lines on the sand. In Urdu i t Is often used as 
Ramal with a S'atha on the second redi oal and thus 
confused with the name of a cmtre in poetry* 
I Ar. Ra^ 'TS'j» briskness of trade* I t is current 
in Urdu as R i m j with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical 
and signifies custom. 
I, Ar. Riwa-i, bfilcony. Generally spolcen as 
Rawaq in Urdu wi th a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
> ( Ar. Ruw'asa* piural df-^Ha-'is (La chief) In 
Urdu i t ia regarded as Raw*usa* with a Fat ha on the 
Rs-* and a Damma. on the Hamza to mean wealthy, 
persons. 
-v.- t .J Ar. Ralxhaniyat, aaceticiani. St is promaunced 
as Rulihaniyat in Urdu with a Daffliaa on the f i r s t 
radi ct-1. 
^ AT. Rahn, mortgage. Generally used as Hihn 
A 
in Urdu with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical . 
• L^  Ar. Rayahin, plural of Rihen ( a kind of 
flower). In Urdu i t i s used as Riyahin, with a Kasra 
on Ra. 
Ar. ZB,k, to wak slowly due to weakness• 
Sometiinea used as 2ik \fitha Kasra on ths f i r s t 
radical to mean defeat. 
Ar« Zimam, the bridle of a camel. Spoken 
as Samara in Uixiu with a f i r s t radical . 
J } Sunbur, a bee. It is spoken as 2an-
bur in Urdu. 
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7 Ar- Zuwwar, plui-al of ZaMr ( m v i s i t o r ) . Thia 
•word is pronounced as Zaw^ar in Urdu whicii in Arabic 
denotes a forger or a l iar» 
• Ar» Zuhra, beauty. I t is the nans of a star 
a l so . In Urou i t i s often spoken as Z i ^ a Ttit'ii a 
Kasra on tlie f i r s t radical. 
I Ar* Sa^id, an a m . Sometimes i t is called 
as Sa^ad in Urdu v/i th a Patha on tlie TMrd radical . 
L Ar. Siba( , plural of Sa&( a wila beast) . 
In «Jrdu I t is spoken as Saba^ with a Fatha on Sin. 
. Ar. Subliah, a rosary. I t is knom as 
Sab hah in Urdu. 
l y 
" Ji^ Ar. Siblat , Moustaches. General used as 
Sublat ¥/itha Danifla» 
, ; . Ar. Sahab, cloud. Often used, as Sibab in 
Ux-du with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar. Sahci, to crush. Sometiiaes used as 
Sihii in Urd.u. 
_ Ar. Sadad, the right path. I t is current 
as sudad in Urdu \7ith a Damm on the f i rat radicc-l. 
Ar. S^al i , mirage. In Urdu i t is known 
as Surab r/ith a Darnroa on Sin. 
I J. Ar. Sirayat, inf ilti-rating or circulating. 
I t is spoken a Sarayat in Urdu i;?hi ch msans an 
off i cial residence in Ai^bia. 
I y £T' Saratan, cancer. It is called Sartan 
in Urdu with the nutation of the second radical. 
0." ^ Ar. Sariq^ah, larceny. In t M s word also 
'the secona raciiccil has beefi rade as nute and i t 
is called sarq^ah in Urdu. 
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Ar« Satwat, s,ttack. In ^^ rdu i t i s current as 
Si twat wi til a Kaara on the f i r s t radical and gives 
the s=nse of dignity. 
Ar. Si farat , ambassadorship. I t la comon as 
Safarat in Urdu with a Fatha on. Sin. 
Ar. S«,£alaat, foolisbneas. Often used as 
Sifahat in Urdu. 
Ar. Safuf , powder. In Urdu i t is called Sufuf 
the Damina replacing the ^atha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Salkh, the last part of a month. I t ia 
spoten as Salakh in Urdu, the second radical receiving 
a i'a'tlia* 
Ar. Samt, direction. This word ia known as Siat 
in Urdu \7ltha Fatha on the f iBst radical. 
^ Ar. Samum, the hot winds of the desert. I-t is 
called as Sumum in Urdu, the f i r s t rd-dical receiving a 
Daaiaa instead of a Fatha. 
Ar. Sou'al , a question. In Urdu i t is 
current as Sawal, the Fatha replacing file on 
the f i r s t radical. 
Ar. Suhulat, ease. This vrord is spoken aa 
Sahulat in Urdu va th a Fatha on Sin. 
L Ar. Sibaa> to advance. The f i r s t radical 
is often gi«en a Fatha in this word and it is written 
as Sabaa in Urdu. 
Ar. Sayyid, a chief . I t is a v/ord used 
for the descendants of the holy prophet, the Urdu 
i t i s popular as Sayyad, the Kasra of the second 
radical being replaced by a Fatha. 
Ar. Shaja^at, bravery. It is current in 
U 
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Urdu as Shuja^at. The Jatha ofi the f i r s t radical 
baa been diacarded in favour of a X^ima. 
I . Ar. Shira*, to - s e l l . lu Urdu i t is 
used as Sbara* wi tlx a Fatha on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar- Slaacrh, explanation. It is coramon 
in Urdu as Sharah, the second radical being gi? en a 
F a t h a . 
V Ar. Shitranj, Gbesa. "This game ia 
called as Shatranj in Urdu m tii a Pgtha on the f i r s t 
radical• 
J I w Ar. Shikar, manner. In Urdu i t is 
spoken as Sha^ar or Shu^ar ivath a Fa^ha or Danmta 
on the f i B s t radacal* 
Ar* Shu^ur» understanding. Used as 
( ^ Sha^ur in Urdu -vvith Fatba on the f i r s t radical. 
Ar. Shifa*, Gure. I t is spoken as 
Shafaf in Urdu, the Shin being, given a Fatha instead 
of a Kasra. 
.jyji Ar. Siafaqat, kindness. lA Urdu i t is 
current as Shafq^at, the second radical being made a 
mute . 
Ar.Shafa^at, intercession. Often used 
as Shifa^ at in Urdu. 
Ar. Shuf^ah, the right to ovmership of a 
neighbour. At is spoken as Saf (ahin Urdu with a 
Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
AT. Shakwa, compi&int. In this word the 
Fatha on the f i r s t radical has been replaced by a i^asra 
and the f inal Alf Maqsurah dropped in fai»our of 
a Ha, thus i t has becoine Shikwah in Urdu. 
Ar. Shaiaa^ i l » plural of Shinal (habit) 
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In Urdu i t i s pronouncea Ss S M n a ' i l with, a K^sra 
on tlie f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Bliamatat, to be pleased at somebody's 
loss . I t is spoken as Shiraatat in Urdu. 
. , Ar. Sharamah, to smell once. I't is used as 
Shiramali in Urdu with, a Kasra on the f i r s t , radi cal 
and roe an a a sma.ll quantity of anytMng. 
I . Ar. Shihab, a bright star. In Urdu i t is 
current as Slmhab m t h aBafchSt. on the f i r s t 
radical . 
Ar.Shaykh, an old or venerable person. This 
mrd is regarded Bhi^kh, the Kasra replacing a 
Patha on the f i r s t radical-
Ar. S&liib, companion. IH" Urdu i t i s 
spolcen as Sabab m t h a ^atha on the third raaiical^ 
- - Ar. Sabur, a patient person. I t as pronounced 
as Subur in Urdu with a Hamm on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar» Sahn, court-yard. I t is regarded as 
Si|in in Uixlu id tha Kasra on the f i r s t radicbl . 
_ Ar. Sihhat, soundness. In Urdu i t i s 
written as Sihat Mthaa Takhfif on the the 
second r a M c a l . 
Ar. Sadr, the upper pDOtion of any thing. 
rad i cal 
I t is called as Sadar in Urdu, the second/a^eceiving 
a. % t h a . 
V 
'— Ar» Sadaq^ah, Chari lir. This word i s popular 
as Sadf|,Qhin Urdu, the s^ econd radical becoming a raute. 
Sa^b, d i f f i c u l t . Often used as 
Su^b in Urdu. 
Su^ubat, d i f f i c u l t y . I t is spolcen as 
Sg ^ubat in Urdu the aaunma on the f i r s t radical 
befcng replaced by a Fatlaa. 
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Ar. S i f r , Zero* In Urdu i t is Goinraon as S i f r , 
J 
•with a Satlia on tlie Second radieal* 
Ar* Samgh, Glue. It is called Samagli in Urdu 
tile second radical recleving a Fatlia* 
^ ^ Ar. Sina^at, trade or profession. In Urdu i t 
i s current as San(at with a ^atha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Sunduq. a box. In Urdu i t is called 
Sanduq, the Baiaiaa on the f i r s t radic&l being dropped 
in favour of a Fatba. 
rtj.. Sun ( , craftHoanship. At is used as San^ 
in Urdu. J, 
, ^ Ar. Sauma^a, a monastery. In "rdu i t i s 
known as Saomi^a, the third radical nec«tving 
a Kasm. 
. p a * i ( , i o 9 t . I t is ptfos<3uneed^ag 
in Urdu ^ i t h a Fatha on the third radical . 
, Ar. Darurat, need. In Urdu i t is regarded «3 
Dururat m t h a Daiama on the f i r s t radical . 
^^ , Ar. Daruri, necessary. Like the 3a st word 
i t haa also been given a Baiaim on t i e f i r s t radical 
ana i s used as Dunari. 
J L. Ar. Dimad, p laster . Generally spoken as 
paiaa^ in Urdu. 
Ar* Daltham, a l i o n . In ^rdu i t i s often 
called as Daigbum, with a Darnrna on tile third radical* 
I - Ar. Tuhai, a disease. Sorr®times sppken 
as Tihal in Urdu. 
J., Ar. Tarh, to f l i n g . In Urdu i t i s used as 
Tarah, the second radical rp»cei'9ing a Patha, ana raeans 
mode. 
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AR. Tarfatu a l Cain, the twinkling of an 
eye. In Urdu the word Tarfa is pronounced as Turfah 
^ t h Damma which in Arabic denotes a strange thing. 
^ Ar. Tamfain, two sides. I t i s current as 
Tarfain in Urou, the second radical be.coming & mute. 
I Ar. Ta^am, food. In Ui-du i t is current as 
Tu s^xa m th a Daiam on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Ta^m, taste. Often used as Tu^ m in 
1 
Urdu. 
AT. Talaqat, quick flaw of words. It is 
apokenas Tila^at in Urdu, v/i th a Kasra on tlie f i r s t 
radi col . 
^ Talalttih, plural of Talib( the seeker 
of any thing). In Urdu i t i s current <as Tulbah, the 
f i r s t radical receiving a Damma and. the. Second radiostl 
becoming a mute • 
Ar. Tal a t , appearance* In "rdu i t i s 
pronounced as Til^at v.-ith p Kasra on the f i r s t red.ical< 
Ar. Tunhur, a drum. In ^rdu i t i s used 
as Tanhur m 12i a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Tav/ilah, a long rope. I t is 
pronounced as Tawailah with a Ya Majhul to mean a 
stable In Urdu* 
AT. Tayyib, f i n e . In Urdu i t is current 
a 
as Tayyab mth Fatha on Ya» 
Ar. Tillasm, A talisman. I t is knoTsn 
( 
as Tilism in Urdu withTakhfif ana a Kasra on the Lm* 
Ar. Suliuaat, plural of Zulma t (darkness). 
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In Urdu i t i s spoken after the Mutation of the second 
radical as Zulrnat» 
Ar. ^alum, a great tyrant. In ii3r<au 
it is aoiaetimes used &s Zplun v/i th a Danma on 
the f i r s t radical* 
ix '^Arlyyat , €L liorrowed thing. This 
word is current in Urdu as ^ariyat TO th a T&khfif 
on Ra. 
A T . ^ A B A S a cloak. Often spoken as 
^iba* in Urdu. 
Ac* ^AjZf inabi l i ty . In Urdu i t i s 
common as ^ i j z m lii a Easra on the f i r s t radical . 
- Ar. ^Ajlat, hurry. It is current aa 
^ujlat in Urdu. The Fatba on the f i r s t radical being 
replaced by Daram. 
- Ar« ^Ajm^, an olu woman. In Urdu it 
^ i 
is ^oken as ^Ujuz wi th a Dainrna on the f i r s t radical. 
^Adn, the garden of heaven, i t is 
also the naae of a port in Arabia. This won! 
is called as ^Adan vTi th a Fatha on the Second 
radical. 
Ar.^Aduw, an enemy. In U^du i t i s 
knom as ^^^ ^^ ^ JfeEima on the f i r s t radical 
and the Takbfif of Waw. 
I ^Adhra*,a virgin. It is generally 
pronounced as ^Udhra* in Urdu,, •v?ith a Dsirima on the 
f i r s t radical . 
Ar. ^Arbadah, a bad nattire. 
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Soraetimes called as ^Urbadah in Urdu. 
. ^Araset, plural of ^Arsa (a courtyard) 
In Urdu i t is used as ^Arsat witli the mutati .n of 
t h e se Gond r e d 1 c a l • 
Ar- ^Araq., perspiration or juice of ( 
soirsething. Xt is current in Urdu as ^ ^ witli the 
mutati on of Ra» 
^ AT* Arus, a bride or a bric«egroom» In 
Urdu i t i s pronounced ^ r u s wt tii a Daiaiaa on the f i r s t 
raoacal and means a "bride* 
^ Ar* ^Arud, the metres of poetry. I t 
i s spoken as ^Urud in Urdu with a Daimiia on the f i r s t 
rad3 cal. 
j\)> AT. ^Aza*, to bear patiently. In Uj^u 
I t is oten used as ^Iza, with a Kasra on the f i r s t 
rac a ee l . 
J ^ Ushr (Ashir , one upon hundred 
I t i s common as ^Aahr ^Aahir in Urdu, the f i r s t 
^Ain beinc given a F^tha. 
i. -fir. ^Ssabah, a muscle* I t i s called 
^Asbab in Urdu with the nutation of the second 
radical» 
^ Ar. ^Usfur, a bird. In Urdu i t is 
( 
knovm as Hsfur,a f^liia replacing the Daom on the 
f i r s t radical . ^ 
Ar'm lasat , protection. It i s spoken 
as ^Agraat in Urdu in the sense of chastity. 
-I J^- ^U^w, a linjk. In Urdu i t i s 
often used as A^dw with a Fatha, on the f i r s t radical . 
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Ar- ^Itr , perfume* I t is regarded as ^.^tar 
in Urdu with a Fa^ba on the second racJical. 
••t At* ^Atash, t h i r s t . Used as (^-tish. in Urdu* 
Ac • 
V. - (utufiat, kindness* This word i s conmon 
^Atufat m t h a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
.. • - Ar* ^Azamat, greatness. In Urdu i t i s used 
as ^4zinat with the mutation of the second radical . 
Ar, ^Afw, to excuse. In "^ rdu i t i s popular 
ag ^Afu with a Damnia on the second radical . 
Ar. ^Alaq.ah, relationship or connection. I t 
i s iiaed ^s ^Ilaqah in Urdu which in Arabic maans a 
strap. 
, ^Il^wah, extra. In Urdu i t i s current 
( as Alawah with a F^tha on the f i i s t radical . 
^ L - Ar- ^Imamah, a turban. I t is called 
A^nsamah in Urdu m t h a F^ t^ha on the f i r s t radical . 
I j^u Ar. ^Amdan, intentionally. In Urdu i t i s 
spoken as ^Amadan with a on ti3e second raaical . 
..£. Ar. ^Umuq, depth. Generally spoken as 
^Uiaaq in grdu with the Fatha replacing a on the 
Second radical . 
^Amalah, plural of ^Aiail (a worker) 
It is used as ^Amlah in Urdu with the mutation of the 
second radical. 
-J Ar. ^Araud, a p i l l a r . In Urdu i t i s 
regf-rded as U^mud vdVa a Daansa on the f i r s t r&dicsl . 
'L- ^Ana.*, pain and suffering. Commonly 
used as ^Ina* in Urdu wd th a feara on the f i r s t radics-l' 
Ar. ^Unsur, Essence. <^ten spoken 
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as ^Unsar in Urdu. 
^ LJ- Ar. ^Unfuwan, beginning, in IFrau i t i s 
regardea as ^Anfawan, a, ^'atlia replacing the Dacuna 
on tbe f i r s t ant tlie third radical. 
Ar» a unique bird. I t i s current 
a3 in Ureu m t h a Danme. on the f i r s t radical . 
.^-L ^lyadat, to c a l l on a patient. 
Often apoken as ^Ayadat. 
I ' ^lyal , plural of ^AIi2ah(fardly). 
Sometimes called as ^Ayal, in Urdu -witii a Fatha on 
the f i r s t radical. 
{ ^lyan, manifest. I t is sgolsen as 
iiyan in Urdu with a Fatha on the f i r s t radical . 
AT' ^Uyub, plural of ^Aib ( fault ) 
Generally pronounced aa ^ u b in Urdu v/ith a Fatha 
on ^Ain. 
^ Ac* Ghaftn, loss . In *^ rdu i t is 
spoken e,s Gisaban which In Arabic denotes a l^ck 
o£ reason. 
Ar. Ghathayan, to f e e l nausea. In 
Urdu i t is called GMtbyan with a K^sm on the 
f i r s t radical and the mutation of the second radical . 
^ Ar. Ghad«tr, nutiny. i t is current 
as Ghader v/ith a Fatha on Dal. 
; ioc- Gharad, intention. In Urdu 
i t is popular as GhaS| mth^mutation of the aefiond 
rad i ca l . 
_ Ar. Qhurfa, a room. Often spoken as 
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Qharfa in Urdu^ 
Ar- Ghaaal, a deer. I t i s called Ghizal 
in Urdu, the Kasxfe repii cing the 5'atba on tbe f i r s t 
radical* 
^ . Ar» Ghaab, to appropriate another's 
belongings i l l e g a l l y . In 'Urdu i t ia lised as Ghasab 
with a Patha on the second radical. 
i- AT. Ghilaf , cover. Some times pronounced 
as Ghalafin Urdu wi th a Fstha on the f i r s t radical . 
Ghalabah, domination. I t is 
spoken as Ghalbah in Urdu with the mutation of the 
secono rauical . 
L—i Ar. Ghal^an, boiling. In Urdu it i s 
called Gte,lyan \nth tlie mutation of the second radical. 
flr. Ghutah, to d i i e . This word i s 
Icnown as Ghota in Urdu ^dth a W^ vr l^ajhul. 
i-r. Fftkhita, a do've. In Urdu it i s 
called as F^khta m th the nutati on of KJia. 
Ar* Fatq, a kind of dSsdase. i t i s 
known as Fitaq in Urdu mth a Kasra on the f i r s t 
radical sxici a Fgtha on the second one* 
ir» ^eji** datm. In Urdu i t i s spoken 
as Fajir with a Kasra on the second radical . 
Ar» Fuhah, nonsense. Often used as 
Fahah wi th a Fatha on the f i rst radi cal • 
_ Ar. Firar , to run a m y . It is spoten 
as Sarar in Urdu, a Fatha replacing the. Kasm on ths 
f i r s t racical . 
Ai-. Firash, bed. Soraetines pronounced 
as Farash in Urdu with a Fatha on the f i r s t radicalt 
e . g . Sahib Farash. 
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Ar. sad, corruption. In Urdu i t is current 
as Pi sad, the Fatha on the f i r s t racioal being 
replaced by a Kasra. 
/ I . Ar. FaOa', atomosphere. I t is comaon HQ 
Piqa* in tJrdu with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical . 
Ar. Fadlah, refuse. In Urdu i t i s called 
ffudlah, the i'atha of the f i r s t radical being 
dropped in fa;/our of a IteimiBa* 
<\r. Filizz,at, those Etetals which do not 
melt in f i r e . In Urdu i t i s used as Falzat v;ith 
a Fatha on the f i r s t radical and the mutation of 
the second and tlieffsikhfif of the third radical-
— Ar* Fals , a pice fiften pronounced 
F^las in Urdu. 
Ar. ^ i l a h , a carro^a. In Urdu i t i s 
current as (^aflah m th the mutation of Fa. 
L Ac. ^aq.ul&.h, Gai^ damuin. I t is cornmon as 
qaqlah in Urdu m t h the nutation of Qaf. 
L." Ar- ^ b a b , plural o£ {^ ubbeh ( a dome) 
This wo id i s often used as ^ubaii in Urdu with a 
%iama on the f i r s t raciical. 
Ax-. (;®,balah, e, t i t l e deed. In Urdu It i s 
known as Q,4balah with a Kaara on the f i r s t 
radi c a l . 
-Ar. Qabul, acceptance. I t i s spoken 
as Qjubul in Urou TTilili a Daiam on the f i rst 
rati cal« 
Ar. ^adiaat, ant*iquity. Often pro-
naunced as ^idamat m t h a Kasm on the f i r s t 
rad i oal . 
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i-J" Jr. qadli, to ot ject . In ^rdu i t i s used 
as ^'adahwitlaa Y t^tms. on tlie secona radiofel wMch. 
in Arabic denotes a boul • 
AT" pl'oral of ^rc^arah (the 
sound produced by the intestines)* t t is sometimes 
pronounced as ^aratiur in tJrdu with a r^iam on tiie 
second (^af. 
-T^ ' Ar« !^ire,*at, recitation of ^uran. In 
Urau i t ia known as (^rat . 
J J J AT" Qaranful, cloves. It is conmon as 
^ r a i i f e l in Urdu with e Sfttha on 
- ~ Q^asab, a redd. This word ia 
prononounced as ^asb in Urdu m th the mutation of 
the secono radical . 
•• Ar. Q^sabah, capital* In ^rdu i t i s used 
as Qpisbah vrith the mutation of the second radical 
in thg sense of a small to-sm. 
I Ar* ^u<Jat, plural of ' ^ i ( a judge) 
In Urdu i t i s regarded as Q^ ucJ^ at v:ith a l&shdid 
on the seconci mdioa l . 
t," ^^  AT. Qadiyyah, a di apute • It is 
pron'runced as ^a^iyah in "Urdu -sri tii a Takhfif 
of Ya &nd mutation of the second radical* 
^ I Ar* t|itar, a row of camels. In 
i t i s used as C^atar with Fatha on the f i r s t 
radical and means a row of any-thiug . 
M ' Qp-t^, to cut. H is current 'as 
qata( in ^rdu rath a Fatha on the second radical* 
^ Ar- ^al^ah, a f o r t . In Urdu i t i s known 
as qil^ah the Fatha on the f i r s t radical being 
replaced by a Kasra* 
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Ar» ^aliyyali, a kind of roasted ineat-
I t is Colled ^alyyali in Urdu witli tlie mutation of 
the second rac:i c&l am the Tal^lifif of Ya» 
-Ar* Qulzum, an ocean. In Uitiu i t i s 
coamon as ^ulzan the I>a.rama. on the third rauical 
being d:iscarded in favour of a Patha* 
IS ^umash, househola goods* Xt is 
popular in Urdu as ^iraaah in the meaning of nianner 
or mode* 
L:- Ar* ^ana^s-'^j satisfactiQ^* Often used 
as ^ina^at in Urdu. 
, ^ AT . (^ i nd i 1, ©. ki no of lamp. Im tJrclu 
i t is pronounced as ^andil v/ith a Fatha on tiae f i r s t 
rea i cal • 
c^  J: AT, Qentarah, a bridge* I t is some-
times called Qintarah In Urdu. 
^^ AT- Katm, to hide* In ^rdu i t i 3 
often used a3 Kitia with a Kasra on the second 
rad i oal • 
U ' Ar» Kahiial, an eye»speciali s t . I t 
i s spoken as Kulal m th a Damma on the f i r s t 
radical and the Tfekhfif of Ha. 
^J^JS AV^ Kuduratfimpurt . In "rdu 
i t is current as Kadurat m th a Satha on the f i r s t 
radical* 
^ j ' ' Ax* lairah, a solid body. In Urdu 
i t i s pronounccd as Kuraah with a Tashdid on the 
second radical . 
-I Kasad, ©, ck of sale* Often 
used, as Kisad with a Easm on Kaf. 
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At- ^ s r , a bi t . of s<fflisthing* It is 
coramon as ^ a a r in Urdu wi tli a Patha on tbs second 
rad i cal» 
LT Eafalat, be&ring of responsibility* 
In Urdu i t is ragaj^ded as Eafa3a t witli a Kasra 
on the f i ra t racii oal. 
A f Saliiaah, an ulterance- 'i'hla tsord i s 
spoken as KalisB-h in Uydu tbe mutation of tbe 
seconc raoi ca.1 • 
— Ar- Kunyat, alias» In Urdu i t is pronounced 
as Kunniyyat mth. a TasMid both on Hun and Ya* 
1 ' Ax' Kibanat, to predict the unforeseen 
things• i t is used as Kiahanat in u^du vfith a Fatha 
on the f i r s t radical-
Ar* I-a Jaram, surely* In Urdu i t is 
spolQsn as La Jara with the nutation of the Ha-
JiX' Lahiq., that which overtakes. It i s 
regarded as Lahaq, in Urdu» 
1 ^ EJahalah, n e c e s s ^ l y . It i s 
pronounced as La lauhalah in Urdu mth a Ifeiiaiia on 
the Mim. 
__ • Ar* Lahd, a side-grave* In Urdu it i s 
cocmon as Lahad with a Fa'^ i^^  oi^  secona radical* 
. a do l l . > 
Lu^bat; Often called La^bat in 
Urdu wi th a Fp.tha on ihe f i r s t racical» 
Ar* La^h,game. I t is spoken as La^^^ 
in Urdu with a Patha on the second radical* 
Ar. Liqa*, meeting In U^du i t i s current 
as La<i3*r.'itli a Patha on the f i r s t radical* 
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I _ Ar» l iwa*, a banter. Sometimea called 
Laisa* in '^rdu. 
- r 
^ U Kubarak» enjoying the grace of God* 
In '^ rdu i t i s current as Ilubarik wit i ia Kasra on 
tile secona radical . 
L ^ Ar- Mubalaghah, exa^erati on. I t is spoken 
in Urdu as IIub,-3.1ghah"vtitla the mutation of tiae fourth 
radi Gal» Otber words on i ta neasure like Mubadalali, 
MuJiarabah, Muhasabah, Mubasamh, ilusliahadah, Munaza-
rah, Muwaaanah, Kulaha2ah, Uuradah, Mukalanah, 
Mutalabah e t c . a l l have/a'^feti^cn^tteir fourth 
radical but in tlr^u i t i s often mape a mute or 
changed tri th a 
^ tAr* llubarlmn, promed by arguraents* In 
Urdu i t i s spoken as Ifubrahan \;ith the nutation of 
tJie second radical and a Fatha on the third radical . 
^ Ar« llutarjam, translated. In jlrdu i t is 
current, as Mutarajjiia T'ith a Fg.tha on the third 
radical ane, a lashdid a^ id ^ s r a on the fourth 
rad i ca l . 
Ar. Ituthmr, a f rui t bearing tree . I t 
is sometimes used as Muthmar in Urdu. 
L AT. Maiiaaoaid, plural of Mahmidah(a pra.is«-
worthy thing) In Urdu i t is spoken as liuhamid ta th 
a on the f i r s t radical . 
c J I AT* Mulaawarah, diacouxse. i t i s used-
aa Muhawruli in Urdu \'i iii the niutation of Waw in 
the sense of idiom. 
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. _ ^ -^ r* Maljabbat, loT?e. In ^Kdu i t i s current 
as Mubabbat, the Pptha being leple-ced by a Dsttaiaa 
on tbe f i r s t radical . 
^ Sfe". HalLkaiaali, a courl; of Justice* In 
o 
Urdu i t is popular as Mahilsmali, -with a l^sra 
on the second radical ana tiie mutation of the 
thi±d radical, to mean a depe.rtment* 
^ ^ AT' Mahallah, a quarter. In firdu i t i s 
popular as Kuite-llah mth a JJ^ msa on the f i rst 
raei i cal • 
Ar* Madh, praise* I t i s us"d as Ma^ah 
in Urdu with a F^tha on E^l-
^ ^ ^ Ar. Madrasah, a schodl. It is known 
as Ma^raah in Urdu the second radical being 
given a ^atha and the fourth-, becoming a mute • 
^ ^ llaraj , a uisturbance. In U^du 
i t is com-ion as Harj with tie mutation of Ba. 
Generally i t i s used mth iiaiakj. 
• 1 ^ At- ilarjan, Coral. Sometimes c&lled as w > 
Mirj:an in Urdu. 
^ Xr* the pls.ce of returning. I t 
is gpol^n as Marja^ in ^rdu m th a Fatha on Jim. 
^ Ar. Ifursal, a laessenge-'. In Urdu i t 
is com on as Mursil m t h a Kasra on the third 
rad i ©al • 
Ar'. Miara4» a^.^diseae®. In ^r du i t i s 
current as Hard xii th the mutation of the Ra-• 
_ Ac. Muraiumiat, manliness. I t i s 
populcir in Urdu as Huramrat m t h a Fatha on tiae 
second rf..dioal. 
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l-v " > Muztakhrafat, plural of Muz-akhraf 
(adeceitful tidng) In tJrdu i t i s spolsn as 
Huzkl'jarafat with, tlie mutation of ttie second 
nacical and giving a Patha Iso th-e tMrd one» 
Muzain, ola. Someftiiaea used as 
Muznan in Urdu. 
! Ar* Misate-t, measurement. Used as Masahat 
in Urdu. 
. Ar. Masafat, distaii<je. In Urdu it i s 
spoken as Eusafat mtii a Ifejiias, on the f i r s t 
ra<i i cal • 
1 [ „ Musawaf, eq,uality. It i s cuirent as 
Maaamt in Urdu, the ©pnana on tite f i r s t radical 
being replaced by a Fatte . 
t . Muaawi, eq^ual. In Urdu i t I s 
sometimes used as iias«sri which means ev i l s in 
Ambic. 
^ ^ ^ ^ Mustaghriq,, iramersed: in sanething) 
It i s pronoKunced as Eustaqliraq^ in Urdu trith a 
Fatlia on Rg.* 
^^  ^ Musalsal, continifous. This word 
is regarded as Musalsil in Urdu vatii Kasra on ttoe 
tlie second Sin. 
J AT. MusavrvTaMali, a bliie-print of 
something, it i s popular as Maswaddah in Urdu 
* J— Mushaj^amh, to recite poetryj-
to otte another. In Urdu i t i s current as Husha^ 
irah with a Siasra on tbe fourth raaioal and 
means a poetical symposium. 
Ar» Mish^al,a torch . In Urdu 
1$ i s laiowna ^s Hash wi th a ^^.tha on the 
f i rs t rad i cal • 
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i. ^ . U Ar. Maahmira^,counsel. At is popu3£.r as 
Mashwarah in ^rdu the Daaoa on the t M rd radi cs.1 
being replaced by a Hatha* 
I Ar. Muskalahat, reconciliation. Ih ^rdu. 
i t i s called Musiialiwhat v;ith a Easra on tte fourth 
itadri(caX-
_ Mushaf, the ^uran. Often ixaed as 
Mashaf in Urdu* 
Masi-rif, a place f o r expenaiture. 
This word is comon as Masraf in Urdu, with a Jatha 
on the third radical. 
^ I Ar. Mutala^ah, observation. In Urdu 
the fourth Eadical has been made a mute and i t i s 
L. spolcen as Mutal^®^* 
J ^ Ar- Ha»rakah, batt le f i e l d . The third 
radical of this lEord is regarded as niu4e in Urdu aod" 
11 i a u sed a s Ma ^ rljah. 
( Ar» Mu^af, fpreiven. In Urdu i t i s 
popular as Ma^af • a Fatha replacing the Damm on. the 
f i r s t radical . 
I ^ Ar. Mu^ashaiat, c ivl ization. It i a 
called Hu^aahrat in Urdu with the nutation of the 
* 
fourth radical. Otter words on th«» measure like 
Itenaaabat, Eusalmhat, Musafarat, Muwaf aq.at, 
Kudafa^at, Euqarabat, Hufakharat, Mutabaq^at, Uulha« 
bat e tc . a l l have originally got a Patha on the 
fourth radical t7hi cii is sOBtetinies replaced by a Kasra 
or maae as mute in Urdu. 
Ar. lia^di n, a mirfc. In. '^ rclu i t i s 
knoTsn as Ma^dan m t h a Fatha on Dal" 
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Ar. Mu^anifjan, gi^eti a t i t l e . H coiaEion 
in Urc.u as Ma^nuii, wi th a Fatha on tUe f i r s t radical 
the nutation of the secona and a IfeEim on tlte thixd 
radical . In Arabic i t denotes a mad person. 
^^ Ar. l lufrit» abunaant. Sometimes spolasn as-
> 
Eufrat in UrcJu. 
Ar. Maqam, a stayine place. In Urdu i t is 
t ' 
current as Muqam tlie Fatha on the f i r s t ladi aaJL 
being repite. ced bya Daima. 
^ J Ar* Maq.diiB.t, power. Pronounced as Maqdarat 
in Urdu vd th a Fatha on the fourth radical . 
Ar. Muqaddamah, eve/thing. which i s 
brought forsKixd. i t i s spolfie '^^ Muqadinah in i>rdu 
•with the mutation and Takhfif of the third radical 
to mean a legal case. 
Ar. Maq.3id, intention. Xt is common in 
Urdu as Haqaad m t h a Fatha on the third radical . 
Ar. Miqna^f a "vedl. i t i s current as 
Maqna^ in Urdu with FG,tiia on the f i r s t radical* 
instead of Easra* 
-s^^-e Makrumat, n o b i l i t y . In Urdu i t i s 
spoken as Malcramat m th a Fatha on the third radical. 
f T ' Mukifet, po^ver. Comonaily used 
as Maknat in Urdu. 
^ Hulaam, Accused. I t i s cal led 
Mulzim in Urdu, the Fatha on the third Ifedical 
being replaced by a fe.sra» but in Arabic this 
word means an accuser. 
^ At . Kalika, ^lueen. I t i s knovm as felka 
in Urdu with the mutation of tite second radiSl . 
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Ar. Marat^ t, death, igpoken Eunfet in Uv-au 
with a Damroa on the f i r s t r&dical insteaa of a Fatha. 
J L Ar. Maiaalik, plural of Maraluk£*,t (Dominion) 
In Urdu i t i s pronounced as Mumlik vriLth a Daiana on 
f i r s t radical . 
_ ^^  Ar» Mamlukat, coiainson. I t is regarded as 
Huralikat in Urdu.A Danma replacing a Fa_tha on the f i r s t 
radical anu the DaBKia on the third laoical being 
ousted by a Kasra. 
Ar • Muifadi, a c a l l . I t i s comon as 
Mamadi in Urdu. 
Mr. IMnafa^, plural of Ilanfa^at (prof i t ) 
In Urdu i t i s current as lIunafa^TO th a Daciria. on the 
f i r s t rc.Gi cal anc. a Fa,tha on the fourth r&uical« 
- Ar. Kunafi , aj-ainst. Sonetimes us^d as 
Manafi in Urdu. 
*)r * Hanjaniq., a catapult. In Urdu i t i s 
coEELon as llinjaniq.. 
Ar. Mansib, rank. I t i s current as Hansab 
in Urdu, Kaara on the third xaai cal being replaced by 
a Fatha,. 
Ar. Hanqal, a stowe. In Urdu i t i s called 
Mtnqal with a Kasra on the f i r s t radi oal. 
>1 I ^ JT • liUWalat, fr iendship. I t is spoken aa 
Mawalat m Urdu, a Fatha taking the place of 
on the f i r s t radical . 
_ Ar. HavTadviat, friendship. Of ten'spoken as 
Huwaadat in Urdu. 
^ . Ar. Hausirji, a f a i r . In Urdu i t i s current 
as liausam wi th a Fatha on t h j third radical* ana 
Eseens a season. 
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, „. Ar« Mauil ^ a place. It i 3 comrnon in Urdu as 
Mauza^ the Kasm on the third radical being replaced 
by a Fatha* ^'ther words on this measure of Ism 
Z-arf l ike Kaulict, Mautin, Mauail, etc . 
have also got a Kasra on the third radical which 
is 01 ten changed into a Fe,tha in Urdu. 
Maulawi, belonging to the master. 
I t is spoken as Maulwiyin Urdu with the mutation of 
Lam. 
I, Maham, plural of Muhlm (a d i f f i c u l t 
f 
task). In Urdu i t ia pronounced as Muham "with a 
I^ iama on the f i i s t radical. 
^r* Mikhadhdhab, cultured. It i s called 
• 
MuhadhdMb in Urdu m tii a Kasra on the third radical. 
_ AT . Mahib, fecoci ous . This word i s 
regarded as Muhib in Urdu. 
^ Ar. Mayalan, inclination. I t is used 
as May Ian in Urdu the second radical becoiaing a 
mufee* 
^ itoyassar, easy. In Urdu i t ia 
generally spoken as Mayaaar wi t h a Paths on the 
f i r s t radical. 
AT* Mayyit, dead body, i t is current 
as Mayyat in Urdu the Kasra on the Ya being replaced 
by a Patha. 
Ar. Hubuwwat, prophe t-hocd. In Urdu i t 
i s current as Ifabuwat, with a 5'atha on the Hun. 
I J At. KaJalBat, nobi l i ty . Often used as 
i i j a ^ d t with a Kasra on the f i r s t radical . 
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Ar. Hajat, freedom. I t is spoken as Hi-
jut in Urdu the Eathe on tlie f i r s t radical being 
replaced by a Kasra. 
i J l^ajasat, unclean!iness. Sometimes 
usedl as Mijasat in Urdu wrtha Kasra on tte 
f i rs t radisal • 
_• AR» Habafat, -wealoiesa. It is conmon as 
Kihafat in >irdu. 
^ AT* Nairn a part of gramnar. In Up^u i t 
is called as Niliw, a Kasra taking the place of a 
jJ'atha on the f i r s t nadical . 
luhusat, i l l - l u c k * I t i s ciirrent 
as l?ahB«at in Urdu, the Fatha taking the place of 
a Bamna on the f i r s t raaical» 
_ ^  .J AR' i'lakhrv'vat, haughtiness, t t is used 
as lTikli!.:;at in Uw5u. 
I_w- •^ j-"- Hadumt, rep-^n-'ienoe. In Urdu i t 
^Tiuuuii'^ , tLm on the f i r s t 
radical being droppecJ in favour of a Xasra. 
^ „ Ar. Nadhr, a voiff or g i f t . Tliis word 
is known as Hadhar in Urdu m t h a Patha on the 
second radical . 
^ ^ y J Ar. Nisrin, a kind of sweet-snslling 
flov;er. In Urdu i t is calle.i as lasrin.^ 
1 Ar. Uashat, j o y . It i s current as 
Hishat in Urdu, the Fatha on the f i r s t radical 
being replaced by a Kasra. 
^^ Ar* IJushuw* wa• Hama, to grow and 
f lourish, i-t is pronounced as Nashw wa ITuna in 
Urdu. 
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Ar. Uaab, to pitch, or f i x something* 
In Urdu i t is conraon as iiasab, m th a Fatba on tfcie 
So com radical . 
^ !! Ar. Husb a l ^Ain, tlie goal. Xt is spoken 
as ^aab a l ^Ain in Uiuu, the Bama on the f i r s t 
Kun being rejjlaedd by a Patha-
u ^ i\j Hazaarah, the onloolcers. In Urdu 
i t ia used as Hazarah vjith a Takhfif in the sense 
of a scene. 
l .^jAr* Hi m^ al badal, a good reward. 
I t i s pronounceJ as Hi^ ra ul badal in Urdu m t h 
a Xfemna on Hum. 
. L J Naghajaat, plural of Hafihraah (a 
symphony) In u^ cju i t is used as iiaghaat -wi th the 
mutation pf Ghain. 
; Ar. Uafadh, enf o rceraent. •''t is generally 
knowi as l i fadh in Urdu, the f i r s t radical 
recfving a Kasra. 
Ar» Hafa(iah, the provision for the 
family* This word is current as lfe.fq.ah, with the 
mutation of the second radical. 
u—• a v e i l . In ^rdu i t i s popular 
as ilaqab, the ^fx^ra on the f i r s t q^dical being 
dropped in fa^^our of a S'atha. 
Ar* Naqb, to bore a hole. I t is knowi 
•as I7aq,ab in Urdu wi th a Pa^ha on ^af . 
Ar» I^aqs. deficiency. In Urdu i t i s 
current as Muqs, the f i r s t radical recei^igg a 
I^ rniaa instead of a P^tha. 
I.- AT. Hikat, plural of Huktah ( a 
subtle point) In Urdu i t i s called as Nukat with 
Daiama jon ITun. 
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^ j Ar- Hakbat, hard'aiiip* ^t is used as 
Hukbat in Urdu. 
Ar« Naklaat, any kind of sraell. In Urdu 
i t is coinmoii as ITikhat witli a Kaara on the 
f i r s t radical* 
Jiff" ITiimuww, grosring up. I t ia used as 
ITBBUU in Urdu with a TakMif on Wa.w. 
Ar* ITawab, one who deputizes often. I t 
i s knomi as llawab with a Takhfif of the seiSotii 
radical and denotes meal thy land lord in Urdu. 
J Ar. Hahi , to forbid. In Urdu i t i s 
spoken as If a hi • 
Ai*. Niyyat, intention. It is popular 
in Urv.u as Hiyat with a Takhfif of the second 
radical . 
^ AT. llayyir, bright. I t is comiaon as 
Fayyar in Urdu, the Kasra on Ya being replaced by a 
Fatha. 
jg:, Waridatj an incident. In Urau 
i t i s current as W&rdat m th the mutation of Ra. 
Ij Ar . Wasitah, a neans. Used as Wastah in 
Urdu with the mutation of the third rs^dieal. 
. I Ar. Walidah mother. It is spolasn in Urdu 
•ni th the mutation of the third radical as Y/aldah. 
1 Ar. parents. In this word also b. 
th? thi3Ki radical has become^ a mute in Urdu and i t i s 
useo as X7aldain. 
. Ar. Wijdan, to find soLiething. I t i s 
often pronaunced as Wajdan in Urdu. 
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Jj. •Wkdat, to bid farewell . I t is cornraon as 
Vida.^ in Urdu, tlie receiving a Kaara instead 
of a Fatba. 
Ax* Y/aciud, very losing. Generally spol®n 
as V/udud in Urdu. 
1, Ar* Waaatat, intervention. Often spoken as 
^isatat in Urdu. 
^ Ar. Wad , mode or manner. In Urau I t i s 
used as Wpda^  td th a Fatha on the secona radical 
/ Ar- Wudut, ablution, f t is pronounced 
as "^ p.du* in Urdu which in Arabic denotes the water 
used for abl'ition. 
AT- V/agha, hue snc cryj war. In Urdu 
i t is called Wiglia with a Kasra on the f i r s t 
rac, ical • 
Ar* 'S^aq.ar, dignity. It is current 
as Viq^ar in Urdu, the Patha on tlie f i r s t radical 
being replaced by a Kasra. 
Sf Ar. Hajr, sepration. In "^ rdu i t i s Y 
popular as iiijr wi th a Kasra on the f i r s t radi ai l . 
Ar. Hajw, a la mpoon. I t is called 
Hiju in Urdu. 
L.i Mr* Hadhayan, raving. In Urdu i t is 
knowa as Hidhyan, the f i r s t raoi <&1 receiving a 
Kasra anu the second becoming mute. 
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Ar. digestion. It is current as 
Hadara in Urdu v / i tha Patlia on ttie second 
raci i cal • 
Handasali, engineering? measurement. 
In Urdu i t is spoken as Hindsah in the sense of 
numerals. 
Ar. Hairas, laadness. In Uydu i t is called 
Hawi s Yfi til a Kasra on thp second radical to mes,n 
greed. 
itr. Yubuaat, dryness. It is regarded 
fis Yabusat in Urdu, tile Da^aa on the f i r s t 
radical being replaced "by a Patha. 
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GHAPTSR IV 
AEIABIC W0IQ3S WHQJS! OUTWi^ FORMS HATg OHjJfG-ED. 
(In,tb«se words, either a aQurxi IB.3 "been omitted or 
replaced by another soum, or a new soand has been added) 
' Ar, ^hatah , to aurSund. rn'Urou i t is 
generally spolsen a,s Hatcih td th the omission of the 
preceding A l l i £-nd means a boundary wal l . 
^ ' Ar. Adim, Skin. Tte InQian tanners cal l 
the hio es as Adma by dropping the Ya and addit-i^ng an 
Alif at the end. 
\ Ar. Au^jubah, plural of j i b , a, wonder. 
It as known as ^Ajubah in Uruu with the omission of 
the preceding A l i f , ano a Fatha on the secona 
raaical . 
_ ; Ar. If rat Tafr i t , transgression. These 
two v/oras are us -d together in Urtlu as AXra ard 
Tafri \/ith the oraiasaon o£ both the Ta and mean 
uproar. 
i _ 1 Izdiharrx, crowd. This word i s often I 
used in Urou as l£4iham, the 2a being replaced by a 
Persian Za. 
1 ^  1 ! Ar. Ahalin na\'?alin, the nambers 
of the family or natives and the slaves^ In Urdu 
i t is popular as Hali Ma-.Tali , the Alif being 
aropped from the f i r s t r^ord ant. the Tanv/in being 
changed into Ya,snd neans the people at large • 
.1 ; Ar. Almihrab, a niche. TMs Arabic 
the 
word te.A- bef^ n introcuced in Urdu through Portuguese 
as Alnira, the sound of Ha ana the B4nal Ba were 
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omitted as they were not beaming the accent. In 
Urdu i t is now current as Almari . 
^ I Ar. Atbaq., plural of Tabaq, a tray. In 
Urdu i t i s conmon as Tabaq., with the deletion 
of the Al l f in the beginning. 
Ar. 
I - Ar. Bida^at, a coinaocti t y . I t has become 
Bisat in Urdu. The phonetic aecay has changed 
the into a Sin aaa the Ain and T^ a into a Ta, 
' .L/ Ar* Balwa> a t r i a l . I t has become 
Balwah in Urdu, the Al i f Kaq,sura being replaced 
by a Ha,ana neana a r i o t . 
I , Ar. Batiran, a kina of food prepared 
by mixing brinjala with some curd and sugar. I t 
is 9o called a f t e r the nane of Bauran bint a l Hasan 
bin Sahl, the wife of Mamun. In Urdu it has be cone 
popular as Burani. 
Ar. Tamashi , to walk together. Under tte 
Persian influence i t has bec©me T&masha the f i n a l Ya 
being r e p l a c e d A l i f . The same is the case with th e 
woras like Tamanni , Taq.adi, Tahashi, Taj a l i i , Tawalli , 
they are current in Urdu as Tamanna, Taq.ada, Tahasha 
Tajalla and TaT.'xa.lla respecti.vely. 
Ar* di f ferentiat ion . I t has 
beccxae Taxaiz in Urdu by dropping a ta. fron the 
middle. In a like aanner Taghyir has become Taghir. 
- ' Ar. Taghni^, to use abusivfj 3a,aguage^ 
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In Urdu i t i s generally used with the v/ord Ta^na 
(to taunt) ana so ha's become current as Tisbna on 
ita anfe,logy» 
AT. Taqaddam, advance. I t i s popularly 
usdd as Takdaoa in Urdu, the QS-f "being replaced by a 
Kaf. 
Ac • Jari^h, porridge. Bi Urdu i t i s 
called Jaris wi tii a change of Shin by a Sin. 
Ar- J u l l , body-clothes of catt le , 
especially a horse. I t has taken the form of Jhul 
wi th an addi tion o£ Ha and W^ w anu a Takhfif of Lam. 
AT. Jaurab, a atocidng> I t i s the 
arabicizied fonn of the Persian \'rard Gaurab. In Urdu 
i t is spoken as .Jurrab. 
; Ar. aPihaz, Co nake provisions. In 
this word Imala(a change of Al i f by a Ya) took place 
in Persian and now i t Is called Jahaiz^ in Urdu to 
mean the paraphermlia that a bride carries with 
her to her husbanast house* 
Ar. Harun, head-strong, generally 
used for horse). TMs word is well knom as Haruni 
in Urdu v/i th an addition of Alif and Ya. 
-^azira, a perm. In Urdu i t i s 
current as Had$ra, the ^a being replaced by a Ha and 
and the Za by a Dal . 
^ Ar. Hullan, a lamb. It has become 
Hulwan in Urdu with the addition of a ¥aw and the 
Takhfif of Lam. 
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I . Ar- Havsali, environs, iiere also I m l a 
lias taken place E-nd i t Is-s taken the f o m of mwil i 
to mean a Uansion in Urdu. 
-At- Kiiarat, latbe. I t i s knOiTO as Kharad 
in tJrcu, tbe Ta making place for a Bal . 
- - Ar. Kbarita, a sre-ll "bag. In i t i s 
cal led Ehifta the Re. being dropped in favour of 
a Lam. 
Ar. lEhar j , expenditure. I t has become 
Kharch in Urdu with the eximnge of Jim by a Che. 
Ar. Khair wa Salah, wellfare. In Urdu 
i t i s commonly sp^n as Killir Sg.lla, the Ha of 
Salah being omitted ana a Tashidid being given 
to Lara. 
Khai sh, a diaper. In '^ rdu i t i s 
comnon as Khais, the Kha being replaced by a Kha ana 
the Shin by a Sin. 
< » „ 
Ar. Dasa, a place which is trodden) 
•with the Indian masons i t has assuxned the foria of 
Dasa with the addition of an Alif in the end, to 
s 
mean the lower part of a threhold which is trodden. 
- . Ar.Darb, a narrow gate or passage. 
• ) 
The word D^.rilia i s i ts corrupted forca and i t i s well 
known as Darba, with the e^iange of a Ra with a 
ana the addition of a lia in tbs end to nean a 
pen or an enclosure.for poultry. 
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^ ' Ar. Duklaan, a siiop. I t is known as Dukan in 
Urdu, with tbe addition of a Wp-w ana the Takbfif 
of Kaf. Some poeple think this word to be of Persian 
origin. Mr. Arnold in his book Sawa* a l Sabi 1 was 
also labouring unaer the same delusion. In f a c t i t 
is a purely Arabic word being derived fron Dakk, 
a platform on wMch a shop i s arranged. 
_ Ar • Dawat, an ink»pot. In "rdu i t is 
written as Bawat, with an additional A l i f * 
. ^ w Ar. Dera but nore ooniion as 33ayyira, a round 
space of sanu . In Uj^ ju i t has be cone as Bera, the 
being replaced bya a fel and means a tent. 
At. Bharrah, a grain ofi- sand, i t i s current 
as Dhara in ^rcu with the Takhfif of % and the ex-
change of a Ta with A l i f , to denote a small c^uantity 
of something. 
• Ar- Raz, an exnert. In '^ rdu i t has taken 
tile form of Baj ,an, expert mason. The 2a is often 
changed into a Jim in Indian languages. 
^ -J Ar. Rahi, a fan. ^t is current as Ra*i in 
Urdu, the Ha being changed with a Hamza ana means a 
Churn as i t resembles a fan in i t s shape. 
J 
V Ar. Za^ura , a bee. It was the name 
given to negro 'lads due to their black colour 
resembling a bee. In ^rdu It tes becctae popular as 
Junijura, the ZQ being replaced by a Jim and i s the 
name giv(=>n to a lad -vhom the jugglers keep* 
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; • Ar* Z a f i r , a loud wMatle- It 4s* coEffiion ciS 
Z a f i l in Urdu, tlae f inal "being changed into a l©ci. 
L Ar* Sa*l3 , a groom. In Uriju i t has becocte 
popular as Sa^yis with, the addition of Ya» 
. I Ar.Sij>af, a curtain or border. This v7ord i s 
used as Sinjaf in Urdu t7ith an additional JTun. 
I Ar- Sarrao » one who ire^ kes saddles* During tbs 
reign of the Huglmls this was the name given to the 
people viho made the saddles for thearn^. With the 
dovm f a l l of the Kughals their profession received 
a set back aa] tbey were Obliged to make shoes. 
With tloeir profession their name a l s o suffered* 
thf^  shDes tbey made being called Shirazi inste^id 
of Sarraji (raade by a Sarraj ) . 
^ U- Ar. Saqqa*, a vrater ccorier . In Urdu i t 
i s often used as Saqqah, the f i n a l Al i f making place 
for a Ha. 
s, L",. Ar. Siqayah, a c istern. I t i s spoken 
as Siqawah or Siqabah, the Ya being replaced by a^ 
¥aw or a Ba. 
^ Ar- Sufun, plural of Safina, a boat , 
tile Indian sai lors have corrupted i t as Sanpan to 
nsan a kina of siaall boat. i t i 3 a lao a case of 
f o l k etymology. People forgot the meanirg of Sufun 
and associated the swtft boat with a Sanp(a snake). 
Aj.. 6afan, bard scales on the back of 
crocodile, i t jaas becoios S a f m in Urdu with the 
audi tion of an A l i f . 
' ^ -i- Ar* Salas a l baul , a copiousness of 
urine. In Urdu it is spoken as Sulsui baul with 
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tile oraisaion of Alif ana giving a D&rania to both, the 
Sin. 
Ar. Sanat, a year. Xt baa beconJe San in Urdu 
by dropplnc tbe f inal la* 
Ar. Sud , black* The ifegroea were called 
Sudi as they Imd a ba&clc colour. In "^ rdu this 
word took the form of Shaidi and was used, in old 
novels in the sense of a slave as the sslaves were 
usually negroes. 
y-'l-^  Ar. Shaqul, a pluaiaet. I t lias an Aramic 
origin. With the Indian Masons i t has heoome 
Sahul. 
fq-' Shiras, Glue. In Urdu i t is callsd as 
Saiuish vnth a change in tl^j ordear of sounds aiafl 
Iiiiala» 
Ar. Snatch, abameless. A v/ord of Greek 
origin. I-t is spoken as Sliattah by women -to mean 
a shameless isornan. The Tg^  has been changed with 
a Ta and giv-en a TasMid and the Ha l»3 been 
replaced by a Ha and preceded by an A l i f , 
^ •  Ar* Sharak, a road. I t Ims been 
transformed into Sapak in D'rdu. A f in laas taken 
tite place of the Shin and the Ra has raade way f o r 
a Ra» 
, Ar. Shakwa, conplaint. In '^rdu it has 
become current as Shikwah, the Alif Maq s^ura being 
changed into a Ba ana the Fatha on the f i r s t 
radical being ousted by a Kasra. 
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Ar. Saburaii, b a l l a s t . I t is deri-ved from 
Sabr (patience) and is applied to the bal last because 
i t keeps tiae ship steady and patient, so to speak • 
Tliis word has become Sabura in India,. 
Sahih, correct. Xt i s current in Urdu • • • 
as Sahi . The Sad hh.3 been cropped in favciir of Sin 
and the Ha has been replaced by a Ha, the f i n a l 
Ha which was not bearing the accent has been a l -
together oinitted. 
^j-J-^ -Ar. Sabun, a soap. It i s tlie arabicized 
fom of the l^ t in word Sapo. In Urdu i t is popular 
as Sabun with the deletion of Waw frora the middle 
of the word.. 
^ U Ar. Sabuaiyya, a kina of sweet-meat which 
resembles the soap in i t s outward forn . I^ t i s called 
Sabuni in Inuiav/ith the onission of the f i n a l Ta 
Qiid tgkhfif of Ya. 
. Ar. Sudairi , a kind of waist-coat. In 
Urdu i t i s popular as Sadri as it is easier to 
pronounce i t than i t s original foim. 
Ar. Siniyya, a tray. I t i s the arabicized 
forn of the the wo ra Chini^a thing belonging to China, 
aince as the Arabs got i t from China. This word i s 
u ^ d as Sini in Urdu. A Sin has taken the place of 
a Sad, the f ina l Ta has been dropped and the pre-
ceding Ya has been subjected to Takhfif . The moti-se 
of ease and econniy of e f f o r t i s again at work here • 
jr_ Ar, Diq, vexation. It has become 
corrupted as Zi ch in Urdu. The Sad has be«n replaced 
by a Za since as both have a sinlli-r scund in Urdu, 
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anc Q,af is.a been exclaanged by a Che. 
f-r. falaba, i s tie plural of Talib, a 
seeter of something, •especially tiiat of knov^ledge* 
In Urdu i t is generally isrritten as Tulba*, witlaa 
I^nma on tlE f i r s t radical and a Hy-msia in the -^ nd^ ^ 
This change has taken place on a fa lse analogy of 
the v/ords like Hulaiaa* and Rufa<|a* e t c . . 
• Ar. Tala*i^, plural of Tali^a; a vangije-rd 
of the array. I t has become simplified as T^layah 
In Urdu. 
Ac. iunub, the rope of a tent. It has 
be cone current in lirdu as Tanbu to mean a tent i t s e l f 
The Ta has c^en repltoea by a Ta anu a Y/aw Ibs been 
added in the end. The f i r s t radical has been given 
a F^tha instead of a Damm and the Da.nrm. of the 
sefeond rsxt ical has been shifted to the third one. 
-.vj.^- U ' Tuiaaniyanat, satisfaction. I t i s 
common aa Tunaniyat in Urdu with the deletion of a 
ITun from the middle of the vvord. 
• I ,' Ar* Tara'fJat, freshness. In Urdu i t i s ~ J • 
popular as Tarawat. The T^ in the beginning being .. . 
replaced by a Ta and the f i n a l ^a w i t h a . y e . 
txJ- Ar. Tawaila, a long rope. It i s often 
apftten as Tabaila in Urdu to nean a stable . 
L Ar. fayyar, swi f t . In Urdu i t i s used -
^ ' . -
as Tayyar, the TOa being che.nged into a T^ and means 
ready, but in Arabic i t denotes a wave* 
^ s. •'^ r* ^Adla, a nuscle. In Uydu i t became Adla> 
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tlie Ain being rep]£.csd by r.n Alif and tlae by a 
Sal as tile Arabic pronounciation of both is similar, 
i t is a coKiinon \/ord among tie butchers. 
- Ac* ^Ariu, a thicket. It is generally 
used as Giiarin in Urdu. The Ain has be=n dropped 
in favour of a Ghain. 
-N.'ji Ac• Ala hidatin, has been welded as 
Ala i hi da in Urdu, the Alif H^sura being changed 
into a Ya. 
. Ar. ^Aiabii, belonging to Arabia- I t has 
"been tmnsfomied into Arwi and denotes a well-ln-iovm 
vegetable of India. This vegetable v/as called: after 
tile Arabs because i t was generally' cultivated by tlae 
Arabf. sett lers asround Madras as Ibn Batuta has 
mentioned in his Memoirs. 
y- ji- Ar.^Uj bin a proper name which 
often occurs in tales of misery. 4t is called ^gj 
bin ^Unaq., the second Waw being, changed into a Hun. 
1 Ar. i^ci a l Adha, the f e s t i v a l of 
s a c r i f i s e . In Inaia i t i s popular as ^Id al ^ h a 
VEL til the omission of an Alif from the middle and 
givir^ a Bamma to Dad, 
S —t Ar. ^Idiyya, anu ^Id-present. I t i s 
known as Idi in Urdu, the f inal Tfe. has been dropped 
ana the Ya has been subjected to Sa^hf i f . 
c ^jk Ar. Gharghm, Gargle. In lirdu it has 
been simplified as Gharara, the second Ghain being 
replaced by an Alif . 
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. J j i Ar. Ghudad , plural of Ghudda, a Gland* Tarough 
tiae Persian influenoe i t beccjcie Ghudud v/itli the 
addition of a Waw in tbs middle* 
Ghalayan, boiling* In tlie Turki 3I1 ateaospbere 
the Gbain was oouverted into a ana i t became Qalyan 
and Game to mean a kind of smaking apparatus wM ch 
produces a gurgling sound as tiiat of boi l ing, when 
puffed . 
^ ^ Ar. Fat i la , a wick. I t 1ms IsajSOEie current as 
Falita in Urdu due to metathesis. 
Faai l , a rampart. I t has become Saf i l in 
Urdu also through metathesis l ike 'the pEe^ious word. 
^^ jJ Ar* Furni , This -aord ia derived from Furn, an 
owen. A bread which ms baked in an o»an and was mixed 
•with milk and sugar was known aftermrds by thi s name. 
In Urdu i t took the form of Firni with, a Kasra on Fa, or 
as Firni witii the acidi tion ox a Ya ana came to mean a dish 
of ground rice and milk ami sugar. 
J rf\r« Fatiri*, Fatir i s the opposite of Khamir, 
leaven, ^t took the form of Pati l i and cams to denote 
a-bread of unleavened dough in contrast to Khamiri( a 
bread) of leavened dough. 
. . J Ar* Fadihat, disgrace* In Urdu i t i s generally 
spolsen as Fadi ta with the deletion of a Ha from the m 
middle and the addition of an Alif in ths end* 
T--- Ar* b., ^ :te..rge di The Ain has been 
replaced by an Alif in w'rdu and i t i s called ^ab. 
. J Ar. Q,uq tuntainyya, Constantinople- In U^du i t i s 
used as <iustuntunya* 
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^ur^iilii, one belonging to tlae tribe of 
vi J-
^uraish. This wo KI i s coumon as %Araislii In Urdu with 
the audition of a Ya in tife middle a.nd a Kasr^ on Ra» 
Ar«^ufl, a lock. Tbrough. ine4%ie3is and the 
addition of 'a Ya in the end i t has 'become ^ulfi and 
came to mean a raauld for ice or any otlgT thing. 
I J At* , a butcher, i-t ha a become popu^b r 
as Q^aaali in Uniu. 
Ar* Q.aKiis a Shirt. In Urdu lb 13 generally 
spolcen aa C^ amid the Sac: nuking waJB for a Dad. 
Qihf, a Sicull or a bowl wM di has tls 
shape of m skull . It has taken tibe form, of Q,if, thie 
Ha being rep^ced by a Ya and means a funnel > . - -
which has a bowl likiE shape. 
w L^ Ar. Maaat , wisdom. Sometimes spol«en as Giasat 
in Urdu with the change of Kaf into a Gaf. 
Ar. Kiawat, dress. In Urdu i t i s current as 
Kisbat in the sense of the kit of a barbar. 
' '' Ar. B^^k a cake. I t i s derived from the old 
Egyptian. It has become ia^ik in Urdu, the Ain being 
replaced by a Ya. 
Ar- ia Shai } nothing. It has been abbreviated 
into Lash and means a dead body in Urdu as i t i s a thing 
of no inportan<». 
0 Ar. luka^ Bi Urdu i t i s popular as I4kka, the 
Kaf receiving a Tashdid and the Ain changing into a-n 
Alif . 
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U Ar» Mubaraaet, f i g h t . I-b as often used in Uitiu 
as Mubazarat dtae to metatJiesis. 
Ar» Mia*uf, damaged. In Ui>du it has becorae M a ' ^ 
tla the addtion of an Alif in tbe middle* 
^ ^ Ar* Muta-sadddi, one wlio comes forr/ard. This 
word has been deprived of Ta. ana i s generally usect as 
Muasedi to mean a clerk. 
- I AT. Muwaaat, sympathy. Through TIE Persian 
influence i t has been robbed of i t s f ina l Ta and is 
now current as LIuTmsa. Sii3ilarly,othBr words like 
Hudarat, Muhakat, Muhalaat, Hudamt, e t c . which are 
on the same measure lave lost the f inal Ta* 
Ar* Mushafahah, Mumjahah. In these a Ba 
has been dropped and th-^ y are uaed as Huhafah and Mumjah 
respectively. 
— — 4 r . Mibaffa, a plangpii^i* Xthas become MahSfa 
in Urdu with the addition of an Alif in the middle 
and the T^khfif of Fa. 
ir* Mithl, a speclmai or cops^. In Urdu i t is 
popular as Miaal, the Tba being replaced by a Sin as 
both have a similar pronunodation in Urdu,and neans tiae 
records of a case. 
_ _ Ar. Mirbat, a ce where the arvtimals are 
tied. \7i th the Indian Masons 11 has beccaae corrupted 
as Mirwa to mean the stony socket inside wlii c2i tl3B 
pSvot» upon which a door turns as on a hinge» is kept 
or tied dovTSi, so to speak. In this void tlte Ba has 
been changed into a Waw as both are interchangeable ana 
the Ta which was not bearing the accent has made way 
fosr an A l i f . 
Af . Masun, Guarded, i t has been amrded an 
addi tional Hamza and i s written as Hi&s*un. 
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_ _ Manila^, a fountain or source of a foun-
tain. In ^rdu i t is popular aa Bamba. The sound 
of Mini is inter Chang eabl^- with the Ba teas been 
changed into a Ba and the mixed sound of a Hun ana 
Ba .which resembles Milm has been altered into a l£im 
and the f inal Ain has made way for an Al i f as 
the soundt of both are similar in Urduf 
I Hihraaz, a spia" • An Inala. took place 
aa 
in this \7orci ana is no\7 used in Urdu IlihEiaiz. 
Ax. Uanar, light-house. It has be cone common 
in Urdu as Minar with the audition of a Ya and a 
Kasra on the Mim to denote any kind of ttPsrer. 
t " ^ Ar« Mur&bba, anything v/hich is cultii?ated. 
It means the preserved f rui ts or Jam also. In t^ ruu 
i t is often written as Hurabbah, with, a Ha in Uie end. 
^ AT. Maaalih, plural of Muslih, a refcrmer. 
In Urdu i t has been simplified as Masala. to mean the 
various kinus of spices used in cookirg food. The 
Sin te-s been replaced by a Sad ana the Ha by an Alif 
as i t X!V3 not bearing the accent. 
^ ^ Ar. Maula, master. I t has taken the f o m of 
Mulla in Urdu, mth the omission of ¥a\v ana giving a 
Tashdid to lam and a Damma to Kla. 
Ar» Hohit, surroufling . This woid has become and 
Mo hit v/iih the m«asons by losing a lYa means a fence. 
^ Ar. Mausim, a f a i r . Thuoagh. English i t 
has assumed the form of Man Sun in Urdu anc denotes 
the seasonal T/inus that bring renins in Inula. 
L Ar* Manahi, proliibited things. I t is 
comnon as Mana*t in Urdu m t h the change of a Ha 
by a Homza and means prohibition. 
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« ^ Ar. llu;^ aroma, an enignia. In Urdu it 
is sonetiiaes used as Mu^aiimah, m t h a iisu in the end. 
Ar. Mav/ashi, the pliiral c£ Kashia ,tlie l ive -
stock. After an Imala i t iJas becoEite Hawaishi in Urdu. 
Ar* Mulitimm, v/orried. In Urdu a Fakk 
Idgham bas taken place ana i t lh®3 become current 
aa MuMmim to mean a nfc-nager. 
Ar. Kax<Ja, plural csf Marid , a patient 
I t is current as Murada*in Urdu on tlie f a l s e 
-analogy of vrovds like Hukaiaa.', ^Ulanu^S etc . 
^ Ar. Mashru^, peruisaible by Sharu^. 
In Urdu i t is generally spoken as llashru, with, the 
deletion of the f inal Ain to denote a kind of cloth. 
J. Ar- Marir, a well twisted rope. In masonary 
i t has assumed the forra of Murra to mean ths twisted 
bmnches and laaves carved on the stone. 
. i Ar. Minhuvinsat, the references giv enby an 
author. In Urdu i t is coimnon as Minhlyyat, the Wa.w 
being replaced by Ya. 
Ar. Huta^jin, a kind of dish. I t is 
current as Mutanjan in Urdu. The Ta iias been replaced 
by a Ta and a Nun has been added af ter i t . 
At. Mutafannin, a master of d i f f^ -^nt ar ts . 
In Urdu it has been corrupted as Mutafannai the f i n a l 
Nun being dropped. I t aignifSes a triclQr fe l low. 
, 1 1M, Muhadhi, opposite. It is common 
as Muhadh in Urdu m t h the omission ,of the f i n a l Ya. 
Ar* Muhii, the l i f e giver. A Ya has 
been dropped from this word, and i t has become Muhi . 
in Urdu. 
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/ Ar. ITaur, flovier, of virhite colour in 
particular. In Urdu i t has assumed the form of 
Baur or Hour ^vhich. denotes the bios sons of a 
llango tree, which are generally •rfaite in colour. 
^ Sj^ . Ife^ , one who breal^s the nev;s of 
death. It is regf-rded as Nai • in Urdu, the Hamza 
having ousted the Ain and means a barber. 
^ Ar. ITpsh-wa, intoxication. In Urdu it i s 
used as ITasha \d th the deletion of a WgW from the 
mi d die • 
I J Ar. IJihab, plunder. After Iraala i t ha^ 's 
becorae Hahib to mean terror. 
• Ar. Kakhat, any kind of s n e l l . The Kaf 
has been changed i nto a G0,f and i t is genQE.3.11y 
pronounced as Hi ghat to raean s'creet-amell. 
o Ar. Hafir, a bugle, with the addition of 
Ya in the end, i t became i^afiri in Urdu. 
(3. . ' Ar • Waskh, Ta^lici, the n ^ e s gl-wen to two 
kinds of scripts . They have been welded into 
the word Haata^liq, by losing a S e . . 
Ar. Waratha, plural of Tfarith, an heir* 
Under the influence of false analogy i t bas also 
becoxre \7uratha'in Urdu. 
I Ar. Wars', beyond. I t has as^ued the 
form of Waray, the Hamza bei ng changed into a 
Ya. 
I Ar. Y/ali , n^ster or lord. I t has beGome 
popular as Bai l i t/i th a cliance of Waw into a 
Ba and the .Uif into a Ya. Wonen often speak 
Allah B a i l i . 
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! . Ar. Wa.da^, faXe'!,7ell. TMs wox-d has a lso 
been tmnsforr^d in tlie raoutlis of woraen. It 
is spoken as Bida, the Waw "being repls^cea by a 
Ba anu the Ain disappearing, altogether. 
£ 
' AT* Hajar. I t was liie name of the 
mother of I s o a i l . In Urdu it is spokfen as Hajra 
xd th the addition of a Ha in the end* 
Ar. Habannaq .^ I t was the a l ias of 
Yazid bin Hai-athan ivho belonged to the tribe of 
Bani Q,ai3 and had become proverbial for his 
foolislaiess. t% is Icnovm. as Hawannaq^  in Urdu 
the mking way for a WaVf. 
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CHAPTSR Y. 
THS HmjERALS. 
Among the Arabic v/orda v^ich imve undergore 
a chc^ nge of form in tJrdu xaay be included the numerals 
which are current in Urdu scripts for denoting the 
various suns. A l i t t l e observation is enough to re-
veal this f a c t . They closely resemble the Arabic 
Numbers i. in form ana are compounded together 
in a li^ke mnaer. Some of then even s t i l l retain 
the sign of Tanvdne 
The niimbers from three to ten are s -
AKtbic form nhanged Urdn fnrm 
/ / 
/ / ^ 
J j i ^ 
As f or the numbers one ano tifo,they have 
soKJehow began to resemble the number ten and i t s 
dual,respectively. It might be due to the influence 
of analogy. 
But in numbers elven and twelve Iffl^beyond, 
the numbers one and two appear in a form which 
rf^sembles tlie true ones. 
. o i 
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The nunbers fron eleven to nineteen are : -
Arablc form 
• U J 
Glia.nged Urdu form 
J 
}, » a. 
±4. 
D 
The number fron twenty to ninety wliich are 
v/rltten in oblique cases•are:-
Arabic form Changed Urdu form 
a 
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Ti)e nusBfeerals from hum red to nine hundred 
ares-
Arabic form GlE.ng;e<i Urdu form 
A ^ l ^ I 
f ^ iff 
» » 
f \ • 
The numbsfala from one thousand up-warda 
aret-
•fe-ahic f o m Changed Urdu f o m 
1/ 
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CHAP'ZBR VI. 
WCF.D3 PBBB^ SD gROH AR.gIO '10333, 
i ^ i (Ir<ian, to w r i t e ) I t iias been deviv-ed from 
tile Arabic word Racja eaid i s not use(3 in Arab io . 
I I (Iq.bal, c o n f e s s i o n ) . This \70rd has been 
f o i l e d frora ^abul on the f a l s e analogy of other 
-Arabic words. 
- ' ' (Izad, i n c r p a s e ) . I t i s o f t e n used in "Urdu 
instead of Izdayad. 
! ( I n k i s a r i , h u m i l i t y ) . Fomed from Inkisar 
on the analogy o f Persian Tfesdars. 
i ! ( Ikhrajat, expenses). I t has been oade as the 
plural of AkhraJ which is the Arabic pi teal of 
Kharj. 
OaS' (Iftari , breakfast) is used in Urdu instead 
of Futur ,being der ived from I f tar which means 
bre£.king the f a s t . 
- - - i (Ahalyah, wife) . I t laas been coined frora 
the ArabicT^ord Ahal which denoted family or wi fe* 
! (Ahadi ) I t has i t s o r ig in in the T;ord Ahad 
•which means one or s ing le in Arab ic . In Urdu i t 
cove 
has to lasan a lazy person. The solitaiy solidier 
•who xia-s put on guard duty at the gate of the f o r t 
was dubbed as Ahadi by Akbar the great as he was 
alone. But as that soldier had to do nothing but 
tc eat anu 3-laep be cene to be regarded as a l&zj 
and do-nothing-fellow by the public. 
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y L (Eakrah, virs.lri). I t is used in u'rdu instead 
of B ikr . 
- ^ ( Bulughat, E a t u r i l y ) . This v/ord has been 
formed from Bulugh.\ ' z. 1 : 
L - (Balayat, calaiaity) . I t has been derived 
from Bala ye. which I3 the plural of Bal iyya . In 
Urdu i t i s o f ten used as a s ingular to mean wicked 
persons * 
LJ (Tabadulla, the transfer from one place to 
the o t h e r ) . I t i s from the i^-abic Tabadul, 
inter-change• 
(Ta^alluq^a). A deri\eti 've from Ta^^n^^q^ 
which means connection or attachment. During the 
reign of the Muslim kings of Ino ia , parts of land 
were attached to persons known as Ta^alluqa Dars to 
c o l l e c t revenue on behalf o f the Government. I^ he 
present"rank of Ta^a-lluqa Bar in Hyderabad State 
i s reminiscent of t f e t olc, system. With the 
weakening of the Central Government these Ta^alluqta 
Dara decl£-red t l ie i r inc.pnE.errience and c o l l e c t e d the 
revenue f o r tliemselve and hence Ta^alluq^a came to 
mean, lands belonging to a person. 
(Tarsi 1, to send) ^t i s sometimes used in 
Urdu instead of I r s a l . 
Ll, - - (Ta^i nat» Ta^inati) They have b e ^ derived 
from f a ^ i / i t o mean appointiaent. 
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^ J ^ (Tahdiyya) Xt i s used in tlae sense of 
presenting a g i f t in place of the Ar&bic >aord Aihda ' . 
^ (Ta^nil) This Ims been coined f ron tbe vford 
Anal to mean carrying out or executing something. In 
Arabic i t means to appoint au ^ Ami 1, (Go-sernor). 
(Tasahuli , Ic'.ziness). I t laas be'sn formed from 
Tasalml \7itli an addit ion of a Ya. 
c ( Taiimina , es tarnation) A Ha has been added 
to the Arfibic word Talchnin. 
( Thiyyiba, a widocf). Tlie word Thayyib T^hich 
i s already fei i i ine Ims been given a sign o f 
feminine in Urdu. 
L.' (.Ttiaqaliat, r e l i a b i l i t y ) I t lias been deri^ved 
from Shiqah on the f a l s e analogy of other ^ a b i c 
words l ike C^alaahat and Sadaciat e t c . 
- (Jawahirat, Jewels) In u'rdu i t has beeni 
used as the plural of J.wahir which i s already the 
plural of ?faubftr. 
- ( Hasin, b e a u t i f u l ) . I t has been deri^sed from 
Husn. In Arabic HaSan, vrhida i s +ke 3 i f a t Mush^bba 
from Husn i s used in i t s p l a c e . 
a 
^ I ^ (Harami , a bastard) I t der ivat ive from 
Walad a l Karati. In ii^ i^'abic i t m^-ns a robber . 
\ J, - (Hairani , bewilderment) a^ Ya 'ms been 
aduffd to iiai-ran. 
. - U (Haj i ) -it i s a tranasCormation of the word 
Haj j . 
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^ (iQiallasi ) , in tbe rteaning o f a c o o l i e 
who clei-ns a snip has been m d e from Kballaaa 
which in A r ^ i c means to c l ean or p u r i f y . 
1- (Khalu, husband of raother*s a i s t e r ) I t 
has i t s seeds in the Arabic V70 rd Khal v/hi ch 
s i g n i f i e s mother's bJPther. 
(IQiajSlat, shame) I t has been foimed by 
adding an A l i f to the -sTord Khaja lat . 
J 
- - -L j ( Z i a d t i , abundance? ^t i s a l s o usea in 
the sense of t ransgress ion i n Urdu). This word i s an 
o f f - s h o o t from Ziaaat ?.-ith the add i t i on o f a Ya . 
(.jt'-* (Salamtl , safets' ) foz-ined from Salaiaat. 
-U""' ( Shubahat, s i in i la i i t y ) . I t bas been 
formeu from Shibh. In Arabic tbe ^ r d Shubhat i s 
used in i t s p l a c e . 
^ ^ (ShaucLin, f ond ) 11 is a derivative from 
Shauq,. 
^ J. '- (Shulcriya, gratitude) This r;ord con -^s 
from the Arabic word Shukr. 
U ' (Safa*i , c l e rn l ine ss ) I t bas i t s 
root in the v/ord Sa fa* . 
^ Subuhi , the morning draught) . Ya 
been added to Subuh. 
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(Sarfah) in the meaning cf expenoitre te.s been 
coined fron the \irard Sar f . In Arfc'-'bic th is vrord d-enotes 
one of the Mansions of the moon. 
j^j - (Burur, necessar i ly ) i t is an o f f - s h o o t 
of the word Bururat. 
f U (Tabba^, i n t e l l i g e n t ) I t h&s been derived 
from Tsbi<.(dt. 
(Tulani , lengthy) I t comes from the v/ord 
Tul . In Arabic T a m l i s used in i t s place* 
^ ( Tabi^«i» natura l ) . Tbe true jSpabi c •f.'O rd 
is I'aba^i . 
Ard i , temporary) In Arabic ^Aradii i s U 
current in t h i s sense. 
C ^Aq.iiaa, a barren wonian). -word 
Aqim i s used f o r both the getidera) in Arabic* 
— .c (^Alalat , s ickness) I t i s derived from 
^ I l l e t . Arc^bs used A i ^ t i l a l f o r i t . 
^ " ( a b r i o e ) This vrcru i s o f ten 
in 4 used in Urdu but i  Arabic only ^Urus i s used. 
• -j:. ( Ajuz-a, an olc woraan) In Arabic 
( 
Ajuz i s appl ied to both the genders. 
^ (^Ardl, an app l i ca t i on ) I t bas been 
deriv ed from L L i . ' 
^ (^India, opinion) This xwrd has been 
( 
formed f r o n the Arabic v/ord Inda which means with or 
near . 
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^ ^ (Ghalti, Mistake) I t bas i t s origin in tiie 
word Ghalat. 
( Gliani, g r i e f ) I t biiS been made by adding 
a "Sa to Gham. 
^ (Fi tra i l ) This word, "has been coined from the 
word ^ i trat which means natU3?e» I t denotes a person 
who is crafty by nature. 
?J ( Falals;.t) I t has besr^  derived from Falak which 
neans the SIQT. This is one of those words which ova 
their existence to popular superstitions or b e l i e f s . £t 
was teal ieyedthat a l l the vicissitudes of mankinu emanate 
from the movements of the slsy or heaven and fence the word 
a 
Falakat to mean misfortune and clamity coined from 
Falak, the s l^ . The wo id Mafluk which raeans unfortunate 
or poor has the same origin. 
U*^ ( Fais la , judgement). I t 'is from the Arabic 
word Faisal . 
^ J L' ( Qalin, a carpet) A Hun Iras been added to tl%t; 
word Q,ali which is a Nlsliat to O^aliqala, a tosrn in 
Armenia in Asia Minor. Gprpet necking imust iy flourished 
in that town and so the carpet was named a f ter i t as 
Qali. Some tames this word is ^oken as Ghalin or as 
Ghalicha the Qaf being replacedby a Ghain. 
(Qadimi, ancient) A Ya of adj»ective has been 
added to (^ qdim which i s alreaoy an adjective. 
— ( ^ u b u l i y a t , acceptance) I t has been derived 
from the v/ord C u^bul on the analogy of \70rd3 like 
KSaifiyyat. 
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' ^ d e b t ) I t i s QII o f f - a a o o t o f tlie 
J L^ (Qurbami, s a c r i f i e e ) This v/ord i s a der ive^ 
atiue from C^urban. 
i, I / (Kiraya, Wpges) It i s a corruption of tbe 
A m b i c word Kira* 
, - J a b l e ) I t has be-rn malte from L a ' i q . 
(Lawazina, baggage o r p e r q u i s i t e ) It lis.a 
be coined from Lawazin tlie plm^al of Laziia. 
r 
^ (Mulcbayyir, benevo lent ) This word 1TB.S been 
derived from Khair. In Ai'abic Khayyir gives t h i s 
sense* 
. ^ (llayus , despondent)* It has been f o m e d 
from l a * 3 . In A-abic fe'us i s usea instead of i t . 
(Muradif , synonymous) In Arabic Uutaradif 
conveys this senbe. 
J ^ ji^ {Mafrur a runmrny) This vford ha,s been 
coined from Fir or on the analogy of \7ords l i l s 
Hasrur and Maghrur. 
ts-^ ^ (Maug^^ah, si tut.ted) . I t has been 
foraed f r o n W^qu^. 
( Mudannagh, proud) I t i s an Inoian 
prOGUct from tlae vvord Dimagh. 
( 
l^-l^-, (iTav^ani a t , checks) I t has-been as the 
plura l o f Kawni^ \fnich i s a p lura l of the word 
Mani ^. 
O M i s t r i , a technic ian) I t was in f a c t 
i:i s t r i v/ith a Ta being derived from the Arabic v^ord 
Hi s tar v/hich meant a rulier and v/as la ter used in the 
sense oi an instrsaiaent X7hi di aided in Iseeping the 
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w a l l s s t r a i g h t . As the tec lmic ians 'had to dea.1 
\7itli such instruments the vrard Histr l came to 
m^an a technic ian i n Urdu. 
J (lla lauli , ordinary) I t has i t s o r i g i n 
in the word Ma^ B^ l^ which means r out ine . A thing 
incluiJed in the rout in 1350011133 orcfanary by 
constcint p r a c t i c e . 
C Makhiriisi , s a l v a t i o n ) I t i s an 
o f f - s h o o t from Makhlis . 
^ ^ j^jt^ (Ua^ auEiiyat, innocence) I t has been 
formed from the woid Ida sum. 
C-
.Ll; (iTaqahat, weakness) I t is a d e r i v a t i v e 
f r o n the word llacih. 
X-.1; ( a map) This vjord has been 
coined from •'•''aqsh Trhich m^nns trc-cee or mrfes 
in Arabic . 
J 
^ (^fewjuhat, r easons ) . In Urdu i t has been 
formed as the plm-al of Wujuh vrhich i s the 
of 
p l u r a l ^^ajh. 
(Wirtba, bequest ) I t has been used in 
Urdu to give the senses of the Arabic '7ord I r t h . 
J ( ^ s u l i , r e c e i v i n g ) A Ya has been 
added to the ^'ord Wusul on the analogy of ffrdu 
Uasdars« 
(Waq^fiyat, acquaintance) I t has been J' 
coined from the -^rabic TJO rd Wa^qif on the aaalogy 
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of other Ar-abic vroids v/hidaa re current on th is 
mee 3urei • 
J (Wus^at, vastness) In Aralaic the 
word used in th i s sense i s Sa^at. 
(Hala lat , p e r d i t i o n ) I t has been 
deriued froia tlie word Ha la Is. 
^ ^ ( Hallsan, wearied or confounaed) I t 
i s a l s o a. aase of f a l s e analogy being derived 
from the \TO id iialak on tbe raode< of Arabic words 
l i k e Jau^an, e t c -
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GHAPTO- VII 
HYBRID I2ATI0H. 
Arabic words are o f ten used as p r e f i x e s or 
s u f f i x e s vatli Urdu words or v i e s versa , thus 
forming new compounds in TTM da i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between Arabic worda and tbe 
l o c a l on^-s. 
Arabic viords used as p r e f i x e s with. 
Urdu words : -
^ [. (Saliib , coiQpanion). In f^ rau i t i s used 
in t h e sense of a lord or master) SaMb Kiiana 
Sahib Takh, Sahib J a g i r . 
J -Ko ^ Saur, upper part ) Sadr -Bazar, Saar 
Board. 
(La, the sitin oi J^afi) La Pata, La 
Parwa, La char. 
^ ( Mir . I t i s an abbrtlviati on o f thp 
r;ord Amir which m^ans a c h i e f ) . Kir SMls&r, Blir 
A t i s h , Mir Alchur. 
(DM* I t i s a sign denoting p o s s e s s i o n ) 
Dhi^ Hosh. 
Al-abic endings tised a s s u f f i x e s T/ith Urau 
wordss-
1 I t i s the Arabic sign o f p l u r a l i s 
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3anU3 of f e u i n i n e nouna^. Baghat , Baigmat . 
^^  l ( a n i i . This i s the ending f or r e l a t i v e 
a d j e c t i v e s in Ar ab i c ) . Barfani , Sa i lan i . 
^ ( l y y a t . This la a sign of nouns 
of ^t ia l i ty ) . Famk'inlyyat. 
Urdu words used as pre f i xes with 
Aral>ic word s i -
Ba Khabar, Bar Haq., Bay Baa» Sar Had, 
Ha Bad, Hau Iluslini, Ham Watan e t c . 
Urdu words used as s u f f i x e s Ito. 
Arabic words : -
Ahciaq Pan, Imam 3 a m , Rabat Baksh, 
Hazar ^and, P i l Pa, iQifr Tor, Khazanchi, Fath 
Garh e t c . 
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